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I NTRODUCT l ON 
I t 1s quite obvious that : the religion of a Quaker poet 
, should 'b& Quakerhm but whe.n the noble sentiments of. thia poet 11 
:; attract un1v~real attention fl"om t hose of every eree.d t his poet :v 
I . ~ 
I muet carry a. message, -not limited by the narrow confines , of a.ny 
II 
' particular eect,but. broad enough to include the many beliefs . 
I 
I w1 thin the f.old of Ghr1st1a.n.1 ty. '!'he put'pose of this thesis 1e 
.1 to show, by specific reference, the religion of J ohb .Greenleaf 
·I .hittier ae revea led in hie poetry. In doing this the pl an 
· I 
has been , to l1et. diseuse; and illustrate .from l:J.ie verse, the 
.: recurring religious themes .1n .Vh1tt1er's poetry• devot.ing some 
II time als.o to his manner ot treatil')g creeds . lither than .. Quake.rism I 
i1 and t o hie or1nc1ple source of reference, the Bible. · . I 
. - . . . ~ . . i 
Beoauee of t he tranapa:reney of . h1s .lines, explanation and 
\\ interpretat i on of t hem would be .'for the most pa.~t unneoee_sa.ry 
1 and monotonous, therefor~- ; this thesis ha s to l ar ge extent let 
' . . 
!the 'W Ords of the poet a.e expressed in :tt,1s verse spea,k f or them-
jl selves • . 
II 
if 
,I . 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
!I 
li 
I 
~I 
II I 
CHAPTER I 
WHITTIER--THE QUAKER 
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
!I 
11 There have been many biographies written of John Greenleaf 
~~ Whittier; for that reason nearly everyone is familiar with 
l the facts of his life. That his boyhood and rural environment 
!I influenced his later life and literary career is universally 
II 
I agreed upon; therefore a · short biographi·cal sketch may be ad-
' j1 vi sable at thts point. 
li Whittier· was born in Haverhill on December 17, 1807. 
'I 
1 
Among his maternal as well as paternal progenitors we find 
the religious naturepredominant. On his father's side were 
Quakers and Huguenots who left France because of religious 
principles and became Calvinists. On his mother's side the 
family was Puritan turning· later to Quakerism. 
To the exposure to cold . and strain of laborio~s work dur-
ing his boyhood and early manhood is attributed Whittier's ill 
health which affected the greater part· of his life. The ard-
1
uous duties of the farm were too much for the frail lad, yet 
it was on the farm among nature's manifestations of life that 
Whittier was inspired to write. Prompted· .. by a copy of ·Robert 
I Burn's · poetry,· which opened his eyes to the beautiful in the 
1 homely and familiar, he became · poet of the heart and the home. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
How his first poem was sent surreptitiously to the "Free 
Press" of Haverhill by his older sister Mary and his amazement 
at seeing his own ·work in prtnt is a ·well-known incident in 
the poet's life. When the young· editor of this same paper, 
William Lloyd Garrison, sought out the youthful poet and sug-
1 gested that Whittier be given an opportunity for more educa-
1 
I tion he met with stern opposition· on· ·the part· of the poet's 
II 
!j father, but later, · when Whi tti·er became affiliated with the 
II "Haverhill Gazette" and the editor· Mr. Thayer· made· the same 
II suggestion · offering his home·· to the boy during his attendance 
at Haverhill Academy, arrangements werernade, Whittier ·earning 
jl his tuition for six months by making slippers. 
II 
He was -later 
i! 
able to get a full year of study ·by teaching a district school 
and aiding a merchant in book-keeping. 
IJ After this · he became edit·or of the "Manufacture", a poli ti 
II il cal paper in Boston. 
11 death of his father Whittier returned to· take charge of the 
Because of the illness and later the 
il farm, but finding it too much for his state of health he turned 
once more to editorial work in Haverhill. 
At this time the Whittiers moved to Amesbury. Although 
he wrote many verses hie main ambition was in the field of 
politics. He was not · elected to Congress because he was not 
I quite 25 . and later hie championship of an unpopular cause, that 
of Abolition, kept· him from ' a political career. 
His verses during this period were of the essentially re-
iigioue type--the spirit craving close communion -with God or 
I the fiery, ,scarce-controlled 
1 evils of slavery. 
II 
outbursts of feeling upon the 
II 
2 
I 
II 
!I 
He was sent to the legislature in 1835 and· reelected· in 
the next year but because of his frail health was unable to 
continue this· service. 
He then became· editor of the "Pennsylvania Freeman" in 
:1 Philadelphia and ·devoted· himself to other anti-slavery work 
II 
until ill health forced him to give · up all work and retire to 
his home in Amesbury. 
For a few months before this enforced r etirement che lived 
I in Lowell and· there edited the "Middlesex Standard. 11 
I 
Following his retirement · to Amesbury he became a regular I 
1
1 contributor to "The National Era" 
1 and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. 
established by the American 
He also · contributed to the 
"Atlantic Monthly" established in 1857. 
It was in 1866 that he wrote "Snowboundn which has taken 
its place as the representative poem of New England country 
This poem earned for him a firm· place in the affection 
I 
life. 
of his countrymen. 
I 
Writing up until the end, Whittier divided his time be-
tween his home in Amesbury and his kinsfolk at Oak Knoll in 
Danvers. He died at the home of friends ·in Hampton · Falls, 
N.H., September 7, 1892 at the age of 85. 
II THE QUAKER FAITH 
Whittier was a Quaker by birth butwhat is more important 
I 
he was and remaineda true follower of the Quaker faith by 
conviction. In this religion of the Friends he found the ful-
3 
f:tl'lment of his spiritual needs and consolat'ion · in times o1' 
stress. 
I 
George Fox was the first Quaker. In 1646 at the age of l 
1 22 he had a religious experience which made him · England's fore-
·j most foe of spiritual regimentation. The current dqetrine was 
11 one of external authority but Fox preached that· the only de -
ll pendable religious authority was internal. He banded together 
il a group of young men who joined in his ministry. They depended 
:
1 
upon the internal and called it the 11 inner light" or ''light 
I within." 
I 
II "The first association · of his followers ·, formed in 1648 
!l in a village in Nottinghamshire·, called themselves 'Children 
~ 1 
1
1 of Light'." 
I It still continues to ·be · -a basic Quaker belief that the 
I 
I knowledge · of God and his works is to be found as a result of 
I j the individual's own inward aspiring, and tnat the "light" is 
I 
\ its own authority. The belief is not only the basic one to 
I Quakerism but the one which dominates all Quaker worship. 
I Because they wish to avoid the external aspects of .relig-
ion, there are no sacraments. For the same reason music is 
not heard; the meetinghouse is unornamented with even clocks 
banned• Music and -decoration, they believe, are likely to dia-
l tract attention from· th·e essentially internal business at hand. 
"In conservative meetings there is no preacher, lest too great 
1 
Stanley High, 100,000 Quakers May Be Right ... -Saturday Evening 
Post February 17, 1940 p. 15 
4 
'I 
II 
li 
j
1 
a. dependence upon God's meoeage from t he pulpit interfere wl th 
:I 
It 
!I 
II 
II 
!I I, 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
'I 
. I 
God'e message from the pev . The Bible is rever ~ , not as 
having the authori t y of God ' s final word to man , but ae one 
2 
of the man y continui ng r evela.tione . n 
The 11eet1ng, the Q.uaker service of orsh1p , begins usuall 
wi t hout speaking or announcement . 'rhrae or four "Fri e deu • 
t he pill ars of t he Meeting , t ake their pl a ces on the "facing 
benches tt and , t hose present neenter d own into s·ilence . " Si l-
ence i e t he most i mport ant part of what follo1s. It i s in 
silence t hat the Quaker expresses his belief that worship is 
a highly i ndlvidua listio matter-; that God ie in the still, 
small v oice , 1thin. 
The period of silence may last t hrough an entire service 
or it may be broken after a f e •; minut es , v hen, being moved by 
I 
1 the spirit , a Fr iend risEJs to speak. When he finishes another 
\1 · member may g ivo hi s te stimony . Before the end of the service I a number of members may have been moved to speak. Too much 
I 
I 
I 
II 
speaking has always been discouraged . 
,..here was a second part to the preaohlngs of Georg.e Fox- -
founder of these • F'riends or· Godn as they were wont to call 
therr.se lves - -which di stinguishe s t hem from other people. He 
not only proclaimed the "inner l1ghtu but insisted that all men 
slave or free , Christian or pagan. had i t . Hhat he said was 
t hat t ere was a seed .of God in every soul , hi le the Quakers 
2 
I b id p . 35 
5 
I 
I 
., 
of today say that there is that of God in every man . 
1, The poetry of Whittier is replete ith illustrati ons of 
I this particular tenet of the Quaker fai th. (It is t his high 
11 regard for all personality whi ch is the force behind the Quaker 
I conscience and accounts for three centuri es of t estimony 
I again et inhumanity. ) 
I These two basic conv1otions help to expla in why the "birth 
I rigbt1' Qualter, born to the faith and active in its observan ce, 
II 
is a rugged individua list and a model of self-effacement. 
diVidua lism comes a s a result of his certainty of hie own di-
In-
vine kinship whi le his confidence in the divinity of others 
I restra ins, as unseemly,. tendencies t oward self-as sertion. 
II 
l1 
Because of their zea lous, sometimes stubborn and of ten 
sacrificial practice of t hese belie f s the Quakers have been 
II called a "pecui1ar» people . 
Some of t he peculiarities of Q,uakerism have been modified 
I or lost entirely. 
I 
All of t hem had their roots however , in the 
Quaker conscience and in a painstaking concern lest, at any 
I 
point, in speech, dress or deportment, conscience fall short 
of ita full expression. 
The Quakers hold t hat war and t aking of oaths are .incon-
sist ent with Christianity and t heir adoption of a pl ain dre s s 
j and humb le speech were evidence as a protest against pride 
11 and vani ty. 
'I I. 
II 
I 
6 
I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
III WHITTI ER 1 S Q,Ut\KERISM 
External Aspects 
Because the very essence of Quakerism breath ,s through 
I the poetry of John Greenlea f Whittier, illustrations of his 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
r 
I 
I, 
II 
'I 1 
II 
firm f a1th in the convictions .of his religion will be discussed 
at some length. The outward manifestations of Whittier ' a re-
ligious belief, not being so numerous or important, may t ake 
a less significant place and be mentioned briefly at this time. 
His dress 'lias al~ays in keeping 11th the Quaker tradition, 
drab in color. The over coat he wore was cut in the convent 1. on-
ly Quaker style. 
Regarding Whittier's attendance at Meetings he has written 
a poem uThe Meeting" which wil l be described fully under 11 Quake 
Themes." From reliable sources is is evident that hit tier 
I
I was a regular attendant, when his health permitted, a t the 
1
1 Meeting in Amesbury. The ;;ieetinghouse was a small wooden box 
:I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
of a church capable of holding forty persons . 
Concerning the use of 11 thee 11 and "thou" to whi ch Whittier 
closely adhered, it is interesting to note their origin in the 
Quaker belief. Since , -in the seventeenth century "thou'' and 
l 't.hee" were pronouns used exclusively toward inferiors, t he 
I' 
I 
I, 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
Qu akers , with conscientious p ervers i ty, proceeded to identify 
themselves with the lowly by using 11 thou 11 and "thee" toward 
everybody. 
Closely all ied to t his peculiarity of speech is the 
Quaker a ttitude toward the popular name s for the days of week 
7 
!I and the names of · the months of the year which have a pagan 
11
. origin. They speak of Sunday as First Day, Monday as Second 
I\ Day, January ,as First Month, Febru-ary· as Second Month and to 
I this customWhittier was a · stra:ct adherent in all his writings. 
I 
I' According to the true Quaker faith music, painting, the 
II I theatre and all the arts· have a · worldly savor and tend to die-
' I
!I 
tract the mind from· its spiritual life. That Whittier had 
never been to a theatre or an art gallery in hie life, is a 
jl well-known fact agreed upon · by hie biographers. He was very 
IJ fonQ., we are told, of hea-ring the Scottish ballads sung yet 
was careful' never to commend:· the actual singing. Instead, he 
would comment briefly on the person' e voice · which was under-
!' il stood · by hie· friends to .be a cue that he would like to hear 
,, 
'I 
'I 
I' 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
more. 
·Although Whittier has made · wide· use of the Bible with 
many, many· allusions to passages from· the Scriptures that we 
are to deal with in detail further on·, the typical Quaker is 
reluctantto place much value on external aspects of religion--
this is very evidentr in · the writings of Whittier also. As he 
Whittier did not hold the Puritan attitude toward the 
Bible. According · to Mr. Jones .. in hi-s 4'Later Periods -of Quaker 
:am": "It always t j ok him· beyond . i teelf. He went to it, he . 
Samuel Pickard, Li 'e and Letters of John Greenleaf Whittier 
vol I p. 264 
8 
11 lived upon it, he loved it, beoause he felt its 1nspira t i(!)n, 
I 
,, 
I 
jl 
II 
II 
II 
because it found him and searc 8d his he rt and s oke to hi s 
conditioi.1 nd revealed his life to hi. and made him confident 
that in all ages , nod, who wan speaking here, spoke His 
thoughts and made k o ~n His ·;v i 11 in the she k ina 
4 
"'ou l • n 
'J .~. hin m n ' s 
I His Qua :tAt' s ruples in regard to \7ar restrained 111 . pen , 
11 and rendere even his love for ft~eedom subservient to \ihat he 
1
11 regarde ae th Christian rule of li f e and practice . "The 
I only con siderations that reconciled him to the Civil 'ar ~ ere 
' 1 ts i nevi t abi 11.ty, and a trust, which w s never a en , tha t an 
omnipresent mind took note of a l l 1ts eta ils and an all~power-
i' 5 !I ful and would control its r esu lt • n 
jl . A l a st conslderati on in his out\' ard m· .ni fe s t atione of 
'I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
Quakeri sm 1s his evid n agreement with n uakers t hat poetry 
as one of tle art s was of the 11 orld and its value l ay only in 
t e proLotion of ideas compatible with t heir bel ief . This is 
found in a letter viri tten to a you1 g person, a poetess, Lucy 
Ho·oper , ~ hom ''hit tier is persuading to dev ote bet' time to a 
long poem . H ~rites t hat he doesx 't feel equal to the ta~k 
I 
1 h imself, 1 t v1ou l d ~a.K !l long t:i.me and he furt her ~rites-- ... 
ij ». ee1des, unlesa ·consecrated to the B . cred interest s of rel-
1 ::::: ::d ~:: :n~::: ::1::u::db:a: :::::n:~rw:::e o:: :~::y ~:d 
l zt · ' 
1 Rufus .L Jones , · Later Periods of Quakerism v ol. I I p . 187 
1 5 
li 5Samuel Pickard , Life and Letters of J chn Greenleaf Whittier 
1 
vol. II p . 747 
I 
lj 
9 
6 
1 welfare of the wor ld." 
~ It can ea ily be s en from t hie t hat "art for art 's sake" 
1l had no p l ace in the Qualrer Whi ttier . 
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I 
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II Ibid p . 874 
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CHAPTER II 
THE INWARD LIGHT 
In the preceding chapter we have · considered the man, some 
I facts in the story of his life, what · religion was, and ·what 
I evidences · of it were on the surface or exposed to outward view. I 
I 
II 
., 
I 
Now we are to examine ·this religion of the Quakers more fully 
along the main lines of thought held by them and also the 
characteristics which distinguished the Society of Friends from 
their Christian brethren. 
The first point on which the Friends differ from other 
Christiane ie · that of the Immediate Divine Revelation. They 
believed that this inward saving · light of Christ was universal 
I and came to both heathen· and Christian·. This belief in the In-
:1 ward Light or Immanence ef the Holy Spirit wa.,s central to their 
II faith, and in a letter which Whittier wrote to a friend we have 
!I his testimony regard'i'ng it. 
11 "The central thought, the root idee. of Quakerism, so-call-
ed, is as old as human neecls. Not on·ly is it affirmed in the 
venerable Jewish Scriptures; but with more or less distinctness 
also in the remarkable Vedas of India coming down to us from 
the solemn remoteness of ages; and in the utterances of proph-
j eta, priests, and philosophers, of all peoples and times, which 
II 
,, 
II 
il 
II 
I 
I 
remain · to testify that- at no period, and,_~ no· nation, God hath 
left himself without witnesses. Its fitting ~-xpression may be 
II 
II 
,, 
II 
i 
'I 
lj found 1n the word 11 Immanuel 11 ,--God with us." 
I 
I 
il 
II 
I 
This Immanence of the Ho ly Spirit is expressed in 
Whittier's verse in many different ways; "the still sma ll 
voice" . "the inv1a1•d word", "the ap rit of Chl"i s t", "the sp ri t 
of God" --all these mean the sa me thing- - the divine Sp~.ri t in 
communion with tho human soul. He makes no distinct i on between 
the spiritual pre sence of God, of Chri st, and of the Holy Spiri • 
They a re only different expressi ons for t he same external God . 
This s p i rit of · od rdthin man wi ll be t aken up more full, in 
the chapter on Whittier' s Conception of God . 
ILLUSTRATIONS IN POETRY 
It is significant that Whittier;s second published poem 
li had a religious theme and tha t this belief 1n the Inner Voice 
\1 should be expressed there . The first part of the poem deals 
1 with the way a Seer beheld av1e-1nspiring , outward manife s ta-
1 t iona ith utmost ca lm for in them did not discern God. The 
l ast eight linea tell us: 
1 
2 
11 
••• A still small voice, 
Unlilce to human sound , at once conveyed 
Deep awe and reverence to hie pious heartt 
Then b ovJed the ho ly man; his faee he vei l ed 
ithin h i e man tle---and in meekness owned 
The presence of hls God, discerned not in 
The storm , the earthquake, or the mighty flame." 2 
For other examples of this Inner Light--which is really 
Samuel Pickard , Life and Letters of J ohn Greenleaf Wh1t.t1er 
vol . I p . 263 
The Di ety , The Complete Poetical Works of J ohn Greenleaf 
1 Whittier--Cambridge Edition p . 485 
I' (All poe ': :ry quoted 1s f r om t h is same edition) 
12 
I 
\I 
ll 
I 
!I the rel.a t.ion of the soul to the body-- 1e turn to "The Visi n of 
~ · tt i 
11 Echard and in the f fth stanza read--
II 
1He felt the heart of s ilence 
Throb with a soundless word, 
And by the inward ear alone 
. spirit's v oice he heard . 
• ~ • • e • • • • • • • • • M • • • * • • ~ • • e • • 
0 blind ones, outward. groping, 
The i le que st forego; 
Who listens to His inward voice 
Al on of Him sha ll kno • " 3 
· hat i f the religion t o h1oh you h ve c~ ng proves fa l se 
If 
II 
~I or the oJ.d ... time st .. or ie s and dreams dear t o your~ 1 eart f rom 
, childhood prove untrue? What have you le f t then? To what can 
you t ul...,n'? ·~ h:.. tt i er anew er e these que s tions by placing the 
I 
I 
Im ard Voice as a consolation for those confused and as a mean s 
of stability in t ime of religious change . i ccording to h1 
I the Inner Li ght coul d never fa il; creeds may be outgrown; l eg -
ends an myths f childhood might 1e, b t God Ti ill never fail , 
I and His testimony v111 1 never pass from the human heart . 
nHmre ye not still my '11 tneas, 
Within yourselves alway; 
""'Y h nd that. . n t he keya of l ife 
For bl1se r bale I lay?' 
lr "A light, a guide, a . arn1ng , . 
I 
I 
A presence aver near 
Through the deep a1lenoe of the 
I !'each the inward. ear. 11 4 
t'lesh 
~~ lieal I:l:::~:n:f w:h:o::r::t::" s::::: ::e ::::t h:t:::n:: Bib-
13 Vision of Eehard, fl orks p . 457 
II 4. 
I Ibi 
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I! 
il 
I I writeo- -
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II 
:i ~I 
II 
1
!1 
,, 
ij 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
'I 
lj 
IJ 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
H ot l ways t hus , 'li ~ i t h out ward sign 
Of fire or voice from Heaven, 
The message of a ruth divine 
The ca ll of God is given . 
A akinj : the human heart 
Love for the time and r.ight,----
Zeal for the hristian's better p~rt , 
Strength for the Christian's fi ght . " 
and in the last two stanzas--
11 0h, then if gleams of' truth a nd. light 
Fl ash o'er thy waiting mind, 
Unfolding to thy mental s ight 
The ~ants of human-k·nd ; 
If, brooding over human grief 
The earnest wish is known . 
To soothe and gla.dden with relief 
An anguish not t hin0 own; 
Though heralded with au ht of' 
Or outwari sign or show; 
Though only to the i nward .ear 
It whispers soft and low; 
·Thou h dropn1ng, as the manna 
Unseen yet from above, 
Noise less as dew-fal l heed i t 
Thy Fs,ther's call of love!" 
fe r, 
f ell, 
well, - --
The fi rst ~:md second stanzas of .. Palestine" illustrate 
hittier's f amiliarity with names of people and pl aces con-
I nected with the Holy Land and the last two stanzas show hi e 
II 
I 
II 
:I 
I 
II 
'I 
I 
belie f in the I!l. ard Light: 
11But •:vherefor e this dream of the earthly abode 
Of Humanity clothed in the bright ness of God? 
·ere my spirit but turned fro~ the outward and dim, 
It could gaze, ev en · no~ , on the presence of Aim! 
Not in clouds and i n ter or s , but gent le as when , · 
In love and in meekness, he moved amon men; 
And the voice whi ch breathed peace to t he waves 
of the eea 
In the hush of my sp1ri t would whisper to me. " 
14 
The last stanza of this poem forms a- conclusion to the 
J idea expressed within the poem--
!\ 
I "Oh, the outward hath gone! but in glory- and power, 
II 
II 
II 
II 
.The spirit surviveth the things of an hour; 
Unchanged, undecaying, its Pentecost flame 
On the heart's secret altar is burning -the same!" 5 
Concerning the doctrine of the Inward Light--the shining 
and working of the spirit of God in the spirit of men--it is 
interesting to note what Rev. C·har·les G. Ames in a Sunday dis-
course said regarding this aspect of Whittier's religion. 
After stating what it is he goes on--- .. This delivers a man 
!i from all bondage to the opinions, pre judices, and customs ,of 
' I 
II 
II 
I' I 
others and lets the infinite and external powers-- play on him 
and work in him, as the -sun and air play on and work in the 
6 
growths of field and wood. tt 
When we are in silence, listening to the Voice of Christ 
1 within, · then- and then alone are we -really pleasing our Father, 
II according to Whittier• Free from prayers · and· worldly ideas, 
but centering all our attention on what comes- from within, our 
I -supplications will be answered· by God, the Father. · We· will be 
I tree -from any artificial bonds and can -live the "best life'' 
I 
II 
II 
as laid down by Christ. 
5 
6 
"As, in life's best hours we hear 
By tie spirit' s finer ear 
His low voice within us' thus 
The All-Father heareth us; 
Palestine, Works p. 420 
Charles G. Ames, Whittier's Religion--A Sermon 
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I 
!I 
II 
I! 
'I 
And His holy ear we pain 
With our noisy words and vain." 7 
The importance of this Inward Light to Whittier was very 
j gre~t. His utter faith and depend·ence on it was evidenced 
II 
throughout his life. It is said that having once felt that a 
II certain thing was · revealed -- to him to act upon, it was impossi-
ii 
II 
I! 
ble to dissuade btm f:liom· his purpose. This very distinctive 
doctrine of Quakerism was the reason fo;ti his remaining a 
Quaker during hi_s life-time, for after he had surveyed all 
I 
other sects he turned ever and always to this Light within 
which was to him the Immanence · of the Divine Spirit of Christ-
II 
11 ianity. 
I 
. jj Whittier was disturbed by signs o·f a revolution in the 
[! thought of the Society to which he belonged. He saw new prac-
tices coming in which he disliked, but more ominous sti·ll were 
the indications of a complete shifting of base from the ancient 
position of the Light within · to the adoption of a theology 
kindred to that of Calvin. He believed the remedy for the 
! weaknesses of Quakerism was not to be found in more demonstra-
11 tive a ects but in adhering more closely to the Inward Guide and 
I Teacher. He believed that the re-medy · lay ' especially in faith 
I in Christ, not merely in His historical manifestation of the 
1 Divine Love to hUmanity, but in Hts living presence in the 
hearts open to receive Him, Love for Him is manifested in 
denial of self, in charity, and· love for our neighbot~s. 
~ 7The Prayer of Azasslg, Works p. 451 
\I 
16 
I 
'I "Truth which the sage and prophet · saw, Long sought without, but found · within, 
The Lalr of Love beyond all law, II 
1: The Life o'erflooding mortal death and sin!" 9 
' 
In a letter containing his confession of faith published 
searching eye of philosophy and the terrible analysis of 
science, the· letter and the outward evidence will not alto-
gather avail us; when the sv.r-est dependenc·e must be upon the 
10 
Light of Christ within." 
1/ his verse: 
Here he has expressed this in 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
"Therefore I trust, although to outward sense 
.B.oth true and· false seem shaken; I will hold 
With never light my reverence for the o:).d 
And calmly wait the births of Providence 
Truth has charmed · life; the Inward Word survives, 
And, day by day, its revelation-brings;" 11 
li Whittier held to the reality of the Inner Light not only 
\\ in the theory but also in practice. As we have already ·dis-
I 
I covered, if he were given the conviction that he was ,being led 
by it, nothing could turn him aside. 
" •••• The one unpardonable sin 
Is to deny the Word of God within." 12 
Being a true Quaker he writes--
9 
The Shadow and the Light, Works P• 438 
10 
William Sloane Kennedy, American Reformers - John Greenleaf 
Whittier p. 213 
11 
Adjustment , Works p. 464 
I 12 
!I Ibid 
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I 
I 
"The Word which the reason of Plato discerned; 
. The truth, at whose symbol the Mithra-fire burned; 
The soul of the world which the Stoic but guessed, 
In the Light Universal the Quaker confessed!" 13 
. And in another "Quaker" ... poem--
.. 
"And, pausing not for doubtful choice 
Of evils great or small, 
He listened to that inward voice 
Which called away fr~m all. 11 14 
I I A typical selection from Whittier's verse is found in 
"My Birthday" written at the age of 64. Here the Inward Voice 
I 
takes on the aspect of hearing instead of speaking. 
"Let winds that blow from heaven refresh, 
Dear Lord, the languid air; 
And let the -weakness of the flesh 
Thy strength of spirit share. 
And, if the eye must fail of light 
The ear forget to hear, 
Make clearer still the spirit's sight, 
More fine the inward ear!" 
The answer, then, to all life's baffling questions is in 
the inner silence of the heart while the u-ltimate authority in 
religion is the experience of God in the human sou·l. 
13 
14 
"We cannot· hold the hands of choice 
That touch. or shun life's fateful keys; 
The whisper of -the inward voice 
Is more than· homi·lies. 11 15 
.. 
nA sweeter song shall then be heard, 
.The music of · the world's accord 
Confessing Christ, the Inward Word! 11 16 
The Quaker Alumni, Works p. 220 
The Qua~er of Olden Time, Works p. 351 
15 
A Name, Works p. 412 
16 
Hymn For the Opening of Thomas Starr King's House of Worship 
Works p. 227 . - . 
18 
II 
II I 
I 
"F or on His ear, the inward feeling 
Needs no outward tongue; 
I "The Brewing of Soma" has been said to contain Whittier' e 
I prescription for all earthly cares and -troubles. 
He can see the spirit kneeling 
While the axe is swung." 17 
The last line 
of the poem refers undoubtedly to the Inward Voice. 
"Breathe through the heats of our desire 
· Thy coolness and Thy balm; 
Let sense be dumb, let flesh retire; 
Speak through the earthg_uake, wind, and fire, 
0 still, small voice ~f calm!" · 
He advises us to--
"B .1 t •••• . e us , 
Be true, be merciful, revere 
The Word within thee: God is near! 11 
.. 
All of one of Whittier's poems should be q~oted for it 
expresses his absolute emphasis on the Inward· Voice of God. 
THE WORD 
"Voices of the Holy Spirit, making known 
Man to himself, a witness swift and sure, 
Warning, approving , true and wise and pure, 
Counsel and guidance that misleadeth none! 
By thee the mystery of life is read; 
The picture-writing of the world's gray seers, 
The myths and parables of the primal years, 
Whose letter kills, by thee interpreted 
Take healthful meanings fitt~d to our needs, 
And in the soul's vernacular express 
The common law ofeimple righteousness 
Hatred of cant and doubt of human creeds 
May well be felt; the unpardonable sin 
Is to deny the Word of God w1th1n! 11 
Our poet teaches us then that God reveals himself to the 
contrite spirit by an Inner V.·oice, ,condensing into a moment 
his works of power and making his servan~s mighty to do and 
I 7 
The Lumberman, Works p. 360 
19 
to endure. Upon this doctrine the faith of the Quakers really 
rests and upon this same doctrine rests the religious beli-ef 
of John Greenleaf Whittier. His was the life of mueh suffering 
and enforced solitude, so his consolation and practice was to 
turn frequentlyto his Inward Guide for inspiration and aid. 
I throughout his life. 
11 It is logical to suppose that after his period of stlenee 
11 and "listening" to the Word of God, he was inspired to wr1-:t.e--
to write these verses which apply themselves- so well to the 
1 lives of all. They give something to the weary, suffering, 
ll religious doubter and thoughtful reader to ponder upon and 
j take from them a cheerful, wholesome idea of the way life 
j goes. Without a sincere; firm faith and personal experience 
II regarding this Inward Light, he could not have written the 
verses he did. Only a Quaker with the faith as firmly instill-
ed as it was in Whittier could write of this doctrine on which 
all the rest of Quakerism is built. 
20 
CHAPTER III 
I. WHITTIER'S IDEA OF GOD 
"God is One, just, holy, merciful, eternal, and al-
mighty Creator, Father of all things. Christ the same eternal 
lj One, manifested within us, the Divine Teacher, the Living Word, 
the Light that lighteth every- man that cometh into the world. 11 l 
'I 
,, 
II 
It 
Whittier's belief, tpen was based on the facts of a C 
Creator and Father of us all and that he found Christ a man 
exceeding every other man, but not the- less a being through 
"Most human and yet most divine, 
. The flower of man and God.-· 3 
2 
There is no apparent confusion in Whittier's mind as to 
the relationship between God, o'\ir Heaven;Ly Father and His only 
Begotten Son, Jesus Christ. A great part of his writings tell 
of the Eternal Father of all who is ever loving, ne~ and be-
1 
2 
Samuel T. Pickard, Life and Letters of John Greenleaf Whittier 
vol. I p. 264 
Palestine, Works p. 420 
3 li Our Master, Works p. 443 
j ing God is infallible. Fully as much of hie verse, if not more, 
11 deals with the Son of God whom God let sacrifice himself on 
the Cross that men might live. 
No theological wranglings and· disputes then in Whittier. 
Turning to one of his best known and best · loved ·of religious 
I 
verses we read: 
I 
"So, to our mortal eyes subdued, 
· Flesh-veiled, but not concealed, 
We know in Thee the fatherhood 
1 And heart of God revealed." 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"The homage that we render Thee 
Is still our Father's own; 
No jealous claim or rivalry 
Divides the Cross and Throne. 11 4 
The preceding chapter has dealt with the Inner Light that 
Whittier believes God has given to· all. This Light and Voice 
are really God's, so it follows that the Inward Light is God 
within man. In much of his verse he mentions Chris~ within 
man; so we are going to devote a portion of this thesis to 
that characteristic in his poetry even ·though the Inward Light 
and Christ withinMan are really one and the same because 
Whittier's Inner Light is that of an individual, personal God. 
He never tires of emphasizing the presence and immanence 
of Christ in the · lives of all men. He never fails to see the 
li Christ who walked beside him day by day. 
I 
The Christ of history · is gone, He lives no mo'tie tn the 
flesh although centuries of men have looked in vain fo'f his 
return. 
4 
Our Master, Works p. 444 
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li 
I 
II 
\ 
\! 
"He cometh not a king to reign, 
The world's long hope · is .. dim; 
The weary centuries watch in vain 
The clouds of heaven for Him." 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"But warm, sweet, tender, even yet: 
A present help is He; 
And faith has still its Olivet, 
And love its Galilee. 11 5 
The presence of Christ in our humanity is also taught in 
"The Meeting." 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"That the dear Christ dwells not afar, 
.The king of some remoter star, 
Listening, at times, w~th flattered ear 
To homage wrung from ·selfish fear, 
But here, amidst the poor and blind, 
The bound and suffering of our kind, 
In works we do, in prayers we praf., 
Life or -our life, He lives today. I 
It is evident thatWhittier speaks out of the fullness 
11 of an intimate daily companionship with Him in the Spirit when 
II 
:I 
II 
I' 
I 
he writes lines sUch as these: 
"Yet, Loved of the Father, Thy Spirit is near 
To the meek and the lowly , and penitent here; 
And the voice of Thy love is the same even now 
·.As at Bethany's tomb or on Olivet's brow. 
Oh, the outward hath gone! but in glory and power, 
The spirit surviveth the things of an hour; 
Unchanged, undecaying, its Pentecost flame 
On the heart's secret altar is burning the same." 6 
"The Healer" · is a short poem in which Whittier indicates 
his faith in Christ as a healer to ~ake the weakest strong, 
!
while 1~ also brings in his recurring theme 
. 5 
of Christ in man. 
Ibid p. 443 
6 
\I Palestine, Works p. 420 
II 
II 
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I 
II 
I 
"For lo! in human hearts unseen 
The Healer dwelleth still,n 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
And in the last stanza he sums up a message he is giving the 
I young doctor" to whom he is presenting the poem. 
li That Good Physician liveth yet 
I Thy friend and , guide to be; 
l 
The Healer by Gennesaret 
Shall walk the rounds ·with thee." 
"Unheard, because our ears are dull, 
Unseen, because our eyes are dim, 
He walks our earth, The Wonderful, 
And all good deeds are done to Him." 
II I So many of Whittier's poems have written within the lines 
I! some reference to the Christ ltn man that a complete list.ing of 
II them would be a · great task. It is everywhere in Whittier that 
r 
II 
I' 
I 
you must, if you hope for salvation, listen to Christ speaking 
to you from within. So great was Whittier's faith in the In-
ward Guide and Teacher, so sure was he that this was Christ in 
your heart, that he grew · impatient Of the formal and .artificial 
I aspects of man~ others .• He writes therefore in "The Vision 
II 
II 
I 
of Echard": 
"Ye·•·.bow to ghastly symbols, 
To cross and· scourge and 
Ye .seek his Syrian manger 
Who in the heart is· bo:tn. 
thorn; 
For the dead Christ, not the living, 
Ye watch His empty grave, 
Whose 11-tealone within you 
Has power to bless and save.n 
The various names which Whittier applied to Christ act as 
a key to the interpretations of his thought, . "Christ of God", 
"The Holy One", "Suffering Son of God", "The Lowly and Just", 
"Humanity clothed in the brightness of God", "Loved of the 
24 
II 
I 
II 
II 
Father", "When the Holy One the garments of the flesh put on", 
I' "The World' 8 -Overcomer"' nchrist the Rock of Ages"' "Elder 
II 
II 
Brother", "Immortal Love", "Light Divine", "Painter of the 
\\ 
Fruits and Flowers", and "The Healer." From these titles tt 
is easy to gather the poet's id~a of the nature and work of 
I the heavenly Master. 
I I, 
It 
II 
il 
~on lip of bard and scroll of seer, 
From age to age went down the name, 
Until the- Shiloh's promised year, 
And Christ, the Rock of Ages-, came! 11 7 
"'Wilt thou not make, Eternal Source and Goal! 
In T:tJ.y long year·s, ,.life's broken circle whole 
And change ·to praise the cry of the lost soul?'" 8 
0 Painter of the -fruits and flowers! 
We thank Thee for Thy wise design 
Whereby these human hands of- ours 
In Nature's garden work with Thine." 9 
We know that Whittier believed in the historical Christ 
by the items of Christ's life on earth referred-to in his poetrtr. 
Some of the subjects which he discussed in verse are the Imma-
culate Birth, miracles performed at Cana-, Samaria and at 
Bethany, the Resurrection, the appearance to the twelve, the 
ascension into heaven and the Crucifixion. 
The most lengthy discussion of any of these facts of 
Christ's life here on earth is contained in the poem, "The 
Crucifixion." 
7 
"The Rock" in El Ghor, Works p. 435 
8 
The Cry of a Lost Soul, Works p. 438 
9 
A Spng of Harvest, Works p. -219 
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I' 
!I 
1i 
!I 
!I 
'I 
li 
II 
I 
I 
I 
"That Sa.~r1f1ce!--the death of Him 1--The Christ of God, the holy One. 
Well maythe conscious Heaven grown dim, 
And blacken the beholding Sun. 
The wonted l~ght hath fled away, 
Night settles on the middle day, 
And earthquake · from his caverned bed 
Is waking with a thrill of dread!" 10 
"O Christ of God, whose life and death 
Our own have reconciled." 11 
. . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
As the above lines show., he accepted with reverent grat-il 
!1 i tude the solemn significance of the outward sacrifice, the 
l1 
II 
manifestation of the Father's infinite love for his children, 
thus opening· the·· way for their redemption from the guilt and 
power of sin. 
II GOD'S GOODNESS AND LOVE FOR MAN 
In a letter to "The Friend" written in 1866, to correct 
an error as to his religious belief, made by a lecturer, 
Whittier says--
"My ground of hope for myself and for humanity is in 
that Divine fullness of love which w~s manifested in the life, 
I teachings, and self-sacrifice of Christ~ In th~ infinite mercy 
1 of God so revealed and not in any work or merit of our nature, 
I 'humbly, yet hopefully trust. 11 12 
I . 
1 God's love for humanity, Hill all-gracious Fatherhood and 
~~ love for his children is · everywhere in . Whittier andccannot be 
divorced from the ide§. of God's goodness. Whittier does not 
10 
The Cruci'fixio~ .~ Works 
11 
Vesta-, Works p. 454 
12 
Samuel T. Pickard, Life 
Whittier vol. I 
p. 418 
and Letters of mohn Greenleaf 
pp. 265-266 
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II 
1: paint Him as the terrible monarch seated upon his throne in 
II 
li 
II 
I' 
1\ 
II 
I 
heaven ready to send his thunder-bolts on earth but instead 
in the kindly paternal role of rebuking gently his erring child 
ren. Whittier was opposed to the picture of ·God as portrayed 
by some of the religious leaders in the various sects before 
and auring his time, . He attacks them ·in the poem "~he Ministers 
Daughter" in which a minister becomes aware of his mistake in 
I painting the Master as a "grim and dreadful, idol". 
I 
'I 
II 
I 
"Inthe ·minister's morning sermon 
He told of the primal fall, 
And how henceforth the wrath of 
Rested on each and all. 
And how of His will and pleasure 
All souls save · a chosen few, 
God 
Were doomed to the quenchless burning, 
And held in way thereto." 
1
1 When his little - daughter speaks , of the apple-bloom of :tvtay 
'I as wicked because it was the reason why God · did not love us, 
I 
1 he approved her. 
,I 
\I 
'I I 
. l 
"'Hush child!' the father answered, 
'By His de~ree men fell; 
His ways are in · clouds and darkness, 
But He deeth all things well.' 
And whether by His ordaining 
To us cometh good or 111, 
Joy or pain, or light or shadow 
We must ·fear and- lov-e Him still. 
1 Oh, I fear Him! 1 said the daught·er, 
'And I try to love Him, too; 
But I wish He was good and gentle, 
Kind and loving as you.' 
The minister groaned in spirit 
As the t;remulous lips of · pain 
As wide, wet eyes uplifted 
Questioned his own in vain. 
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Bowing his head he pondered 
The words of the little one; 
Had he erred in his life-long· teaching? 
. Had he wrong to, his Maste:r done? 
To what grim and dreadful idol 
Had he lent the holiest name? 
Did his own heart, loving and·· human, 
The God of his worship shame? 
And lo! fromthe bloom and greenness, 
From the tender skies above, 
And the face of his little daughter, 
He read a lesson of love . 
No more as the cloudy terror 
Of Sinai's mount of law 
But as Chr1st ·in the Syrian lilies 
The vision of God he saw. 
And, as when, in the clefts of Horeb, 
Of old was His presence known, 
The dreadful Ineffab·le Glory 
Was Infinite Goodness alone. 
Thereafter his hearers noted 
In hls prayers a tend·erer· strain, 
And never the gospel of hatred 
Burned on his lips again." 
This same idea is in the lines:--
"For not in mockery dost !hou fill 
Our earth with light and grace; 
Thou hid' st no dark · and cruel will 
Behind Thy smiling face!" 13 
Many illustrations of God's goodness and love may be 
found in his verse. Nearly all of his religious verse has 
this theme somewhere, while much of his poetry classified 
under various other headings contains this idea also. 
13 
"Not ·with hatred's undertow 
Doth the Love Eterna·l flow, '· 
Every chain that spirits wea~ 
Crumbles in the breath of prayer; 
The Lakeside, Works p. 144 
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And the penitent's desire 
Opens every gate of fire. 
Still Thy love, 0 Christ arisen, 
Yearns to reach these souls 1n prison! 
Through all depths of sin and lose 
Drops the · plummet of Thy cross! 
Never yet abyss was found 
Deeper ·than that cross could sound!" 14 
"Assured alone, that Thou art good 
To each, as to the multitude 
Eternal Love and Fatherhood;~ 15 
. . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
nAnd wrongs of man to man but make 
The love of God more p:j.ain." 16 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"I shape · no image in my prayer; 
I only know in Him is all 
Of life, light, beauty, everywhere 
Eternal Goodness here and there-!" 17 
11 That · holy sign reveals Thee throned above 
No Molock sits, no false vindictive Jove--
Thou art our Father,_ and Thy name is Love!" 18 
"God is good, and God is light, 
In this faith I rest secure; 
Evil can but serve the right, 
Over all shall love endure.n 19 
\I 
1
14 
The Grave By the Lake ·, Works p. 248 
15 
Hymn For the Opening of Thomas Start~ King's House of Worship 
Works p. 228 
16 . 
I All's Well, Works p. 431 17 
I 
Revelation, Works p. 466 
18 
The Human Sacrifice, Works p. 355 
19 
Calef in Boston, Works p. 371 
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That God wants ~s to love Him rather than fear Him is 
shown in: 
"With flowers or snow flakes for 
Around the seasons ran, 
And evermore the love of God 
Rebuked the fear of man. 11 20 .. 
its sod, 
"The riddle of the world is understood 
Only by him who feels that God is good, 
As only he can feel who ma'kes his · love 
The ladder or his faith, and climbs above 
On the rounds of his best instincts; draws no line 
Between mere human goOdness and· divine, 
But, judging God by what in him is · best, 
With a child's trust leans on· a Father's breast." 2 
At the heading of the next poem which illustrates the lov 
of God--a short note describes the incident upon which this 
poem was· written. A letter was published, written by a clergy 
man who attended a criminal committed for murder during a fit 
of intoxication. The · letter described the agony of the wretch 
ed being and declared the clergyman's belief that the poor vic 
tim died without hope of salvation. The letter also gave a 
warm eulogy upon the gallows, being more than ever conv i nced o 
II it s ut i 11 ty by the awful dread and horror which it inspired. 
II 
This whole idea was so oppo£ed to Whittier's thinking that it 
roused his fiery indignation and so he wrote "The Human Sacri-
fice" condemning the unsympathetic attitude toward the crim-
inal. The following lines contain the central thought- -
"O Thou! at whose rebuke the grave 
I ~-----------Back to wa~m life its sleeper gave, 
Il
l 20 
The Old Burying..:Ground, Works p. 153 
21 
In Quest, Works p. 452 
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Bene t'l ?hooe sad and tear•fu e;lanca 
Th- c ola. J<mCl chonse ". co• n terw.n ce 
~- rol{e tl e , 111 hor' "or of i · e trru1c , 
And. , ~ e. 1 ng , sa. wi ·.h joy ~b ve, 
A br ot e:t: n · fac of' t enderes t love; 
;hou ~ u .. ·· o ·11 o. ·,ho .. · nd . nd 1~ e , 
Th . fl .•r o · ng and the u n - o .ct· c""' c , 
... Yl f .. 0 n hy vory '"'c rmontc hem 
Dr• ,i life ... md l:l·a l ngunto tr em, 
Th- ·~nrclcn f Thy l.oly f.~ t h 
lll' no ' · at.:.. r~.nd d.'P .. t.l ; 
• • • • ~ • v • • ~ • ~ • • • • • $ • 0 • • • • 0 • • ~ • • • • • • ~ ~ • • 
Legend 
of St . , ~n·k' · n lineo t.yp l cal 01' "h1tt1er ' _ _ .oet1:~y . 
0 • 
T 1e t h m 
This L 
tP ene 1 ..... art ' a ppeal 
dopn s up ~ o God's i nc l n ng ear ; 
e d ~Y h i s tender ey , 
lls t o the cart.h no suffe_ er ' n 
f "mhe :':ternal. Goo 4 ess : i s tl o goodnc s of 
o · necesa ty ~ 11 :od h i s love for man and the 
odn s , of all . It 1 se.id. to b. ~he ueope t tter-
xp ~s~ion of his faith . 
1 1'hrougho 4·· t h o •. n ar J illuotra i ons of almoot every rel1gi us 
" 
i dea loh ~;bittie.:~ h.., ... believed ln , many o:.. t 1 ho: e been and 
11 ill be quote ~ illuot.ra. ·, C ~ t ,in poin , . • 'l'he parts wh ich 
~I ar part cular_y por' inen·t to our '·opic now a.r · : 
,, 
I frl8nd ! \"Jith v1ho. y fe et have T i .u e t a 1ol Js of pl'•ayer, 
Glad v1l ness t your zoal for Go . 
n lov of man I bear . 
~ .. .. "' ..... 
··11o fathot~.s 
\7~10 ta llr~ 
'l'he Lor d i~ 
Tho poor 
. 1 Thou Tht '? 
o .1 c 1 ·· · r 1 p l d.n? 
God ! He n., .deth not 
ov ic- of man . 
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Ye .praise His justice; even such 
His pitying love I deem: 
Ye seek a king; I f ain would touch 
The robe that hath no seam. 
I walk with bare, h~shed feet the ground 
Ye tread with boldness shod; 
I dare not fix with mete and bound 
The love and power ·of God. 
Ye see the · curse which overbroods 
A world of ·pain and loss; 
I hear our Lord's beatitudes 
And prayer upon the cross. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I see the wrong that round me lies, 
I feel the guilt within; 
I hear, with groan and travai-l-cries, 
The world confe~s its sin. 
Y.et, in the maddening maze of things, 
And tossed by storm and floibd, 
To one ·fixed trust my spirit· clings; 
I know that God is good! 
Not mine to look where cherubim 
And seraphs may not see, 
But nothing can be good in Him 
Which evil is in me. 
The wrong that pains my soul below 
I dare not ~hrone above, 
I know not of His hate,--! know 
His goodness· and His love. 11 
The proof of anyone working in the field of theological 
'I endeavor, it has been said, is in his conviction of sin and the 
\ punishment thereof. Although Whittier cannot be said .to ·have 
I delved deeply into theological questions and opinions, yet, sucl 
1 
a large part of his work is concerned w·i th religion that we 
look to him for a complete picture of the entire field. We fine 
in his verse this idea of punishment slightly different from 
' that usually held. 
I 
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man ., s :tr c vidu l r:tl c soci .. 1 cono \i tut on . 
forces muot v1or>:: ·Ji..,hin man .:•at' cr tha.n externally upon him . 
I t ·.me not o · :· ard pun' s~ m ;:n · . 1)ut rather 1m ard ou f aring 
that Wh .ttlor fc q~ d :or t" e l ot 
··ill· ······ -·· ······· ·· ····· ·· ...... . 
'T e hcc-~v: n :re ""ee·s:, --he h 11 yc f'e:::.r 
Ar · t :iou sol os alo · • 11 2 
•s: at o b 
S lva: .on 
oav od i::l s:l.rnply t hi 
r om . r oelf .~hn.~s . * 23 
Christ in us :i. s th ho,e of glory . Th · i ctorious Chriot 
he il . A .r ee.a of t· 
il Galilee , the s f · rin , hr s on ·he cro ·' e , ho. 'E• 
'I v alu .... 11ot to he xtent tl A-t th· y b e #om force 
\1 our li es _;nd en b le 1.'1 to like Chr i st . 
I I. · 
! 
I 
e .rnpt v e 
:o. kin with n 
1.1e of t he 
~~ beet o \\l . ! o rel. : ou. _ oo:no . ·1 cse · n s ft> ou ~ set :t~ o: ·h 
I\ t 1 e p 1 " · c of d vine nre~o c wh ch w,.,s o. 1. ost p ~ec ·· ouv 
I\ t r th to , 1ittier . 
,, 
II 
II 
II 
'I 
tin~~ fflY uorn fceh roes 
of coo_ q1l t . eos , 
; hi.toJ..OuG .. ...'1one upon 
light of moon or aun , 
11 ~22 ........ - --
Tho ri.r-L on of 1-: c ar· , .' orl>.:s Po Lt-:-:8 
I 23 
' 'l'he N !';l , t ng , 'l! or r o 
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. mrs the·re be o :tn _ ost. cal , 
Brol'::en cut by r c.tefttl peal. , 
\• 11e I 1 ovo The , ',ore ii: n fe ~. .~.·hee $ 
And thy ble'eed Chr:!. · t. ~; . . e near me , 
~ ith forg ~ in, look ac ~~.n 
He o held tho Hag; alan . " 
Gocl • s omn .. pre. ence is :L di -lated in t lL fo ... l owlne; llnes : 
• P. •• l s uls arc ' 'hlne; the v;in, s . ' m r n l ng bee.:t:• 
None from that Presence 1Nh1c"- · s ~vc;r•y\ 1 . ere 1 
ror r el lt eel.f can nL..e, for 'J.h u t:!. 'l' t t ere . " 24 
"Unh f.:t ~ d , because our earel 8-r·, cluJl , 
U ..• ~een ~ bocause OUr' ·ye~:.~ m .. e cV , 
Le .. o.lk , out .. oart,h, t:1e v:ondel?" 1 
'· ~ d :J..ll e; JO d~ed o ai. ·· done t.o ·am. 11 ~5 
nxn the de.rkneoo e.o in d;;;_yli_.,ht~ 
On th~ natar ao o . 1-nd, 
-ol'c eye 1c looking on uc . 
And bone th us is His tnnd . ·' 26 
In t mer1can .Poets :::;.nd ..Lb i • mhe olo :' b r Au u otufJ Ho:Jk i ns 
r poet had learned ti~t Go is f'ar gway_, bu 
a pre sent God, a Go~ her .na. now , a :.·o reconc l ed t o men 
t hrough the in f1n:.t.e an.c i f'lc·, of h is orll~r b- gotLen So ~a G d 
who reveals hi :Jcl to tho contrite Gpiri by c. Inner Voice , 
condena ne::; L to a moment His rvorks of PO\"ler• , a· d .. k:ln~ Hi s 
servants -:tlighty do and o nc1· re . " 
Wb i ttier ' t1 faith, Vihich wo al· cady no·ted wa. ··· m ht him 
idea. of Cod .sts "' t. 10 ~ lov:ln · ~J:.·er.~onc~ ever c".nd a lwayG right 
•rhe Cry of t he Lost C' u l, '.7or 1w p . 439 
25 
s·;:. .. Gn:~gor:J•B Gu .. ct, \'f ork::~ p . 133 
26 
Sont;r3 o. Labot.,, \'Jorks p . 357 
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n ea r at hand, rob a.bly u pl 1 d h i s needs more sat1 s 'acto~ily 
t han any other fo. tt' ~ cou l d h&ve c~o.ne . T ' lp Joot · :h1tt 1e r 
s for ce · fv3qucnt l t.o sht n a.ll ,ocia l co:n t,a,ct.s a. c a s e 
fr om r .2. ~. g an<''l '. : · -.: ~ in , th. f olin~ t :mt ·~·or, ·:·[:.E. ··:dth h i m i n 
tiona . 
nyon .1ho h~ B rea.'l widely the verse of '?rhi t ·1 r cann ot 
b ut f o t G :o .. dcl l ' s '1sumotiona ar · otally unfair anrl 
pe.r•tly 1.mtr·u ~ . Th· t '1e we. s a voted to h is mot.he!~, ts undeniable 
1 and t v1t cho ·a·w 1t h· m h· o e2.r l t> ce t " 1".-l ~ ._.i · n f r 
I 
which he ou l d ther•e 'or have much t!?V ... rene , i e na t r, 1 but a 
man t h· t P.S .t: .L ' .e t o xam i ne all d · . ·rent. sectlt3 a. d 11 't 'ter 
11 
s urv yint; ·t hem all , come.:; b· ck o )hat of h is ·: a thers with thank 
1 f ullness, is thinl · n "or .1 : r.weli . co. 1 r' o <H' ' · _ an le:L 
!
Ialone a~d t o occupy . t e~~ ~ i .o in _ui? t en~ea~o~~do ~urn with i n 
a d ..;Ub ,j ~Ct ... v oly r ... t 'JE.!I'd .s rbO t e ..,:ll.n El uuat T. 0 ha 0 
p ondered o· n oo l t· de, but 1 h:l t / e r• ~ s · 11- h alt.h w s ~.:. th 
hi ., · 1e l :U' ~ not ·u0, a t ·' r. p ~:;r i ot in ·J)L c h lt , c ·ar ted 
t o ·rrite r ellg i ot .., v ~roe . 
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"hitt .er ·a_ of 
. of Chri:L as ·he '"' pecia . rnanife s t atlon of th love of God 
27 
t o hu· <- n~.' . y . •• 
e . e :;'l n, '· e hav ·. i the poet.' a ovm T;J t•d.J , ·he poem wbich 
he CODBidC B Uo the one best expra ESin t~e V 91 f C'rist 
y im , c.nd 1. ... c nt.ain ing 
I ma.ny s 
'I 
endld llluotrations of hi s faith ~ n .· ) t 1e. linea also. 
many a~ h r , in ~ hia poam ~ i s .lhi t.·c.ier ·ta.lk i g t l Li 
I God- - ·.Sl{ i n :ti "o1 th ., 1 , . ... 1 u y '>1 ·• oh we flj ! y eo t h .. propE; r 
II 
I 
; 27 
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0 1 n .. onf'e sa th- nam 
:\11. o . . r ne:.mea above; 
L e onl ~ '"nonoth · ence it came 
'.nd comproh .ndo ',h ov·e . 
! ~o '.J , v .' nds o ·· God , a mke an b 10\ 
'.rhe mh; (,, r uart a 'Jay ! 
hi o ut , 0 Ll gh Divino, an~ ho-
m'/ w o a n · ar .ve stray ~ 
e~ters of John Greenlea f 
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ueh ~ ery l i p, clooe ev lry boo', 
ror '"'t. i 'e of to113 es forbe2r; 
"Thy fo a..t·d re -c_ ,. .r r:c-:rv1~I' · lao~ t 
For love t ·:lat cl· s .A:l 1.Ure .9. r ? 
· ··· · ····· · ···············~~···"· •· ~ea~h comeo , li.,e ~Ob · ; tho an{ '.n• eye 
1\ncl oaT.' ar , an w .;:• .. ern; 
'l' _1G r•.g,v.._, 1 ~· dumb, t h h ollo, lr · 
Ir• 2u.c:. wi t u s :..lent · e • ~:~ . 
• •• ~ot • ec•••'" * ••• • • •• ••• ••••••• s f< 
o Lo e ! _·a.:l th ;J.nd 
lfhy n1.•eeenc one_, 
t c l oul's o:;: ';1,1 lt~ 
y ElU • 
• •• • t ••• e •• • ., • •• » • • 'I' " a • •• • II • ,.. • ' • a • • • • 
.... . .. .. . .............. ... . ..,. ..... .. . .. .. . " .. 
is more hd'l p •e. i ec, 
/ir.; ·: r s a 1 E!D t han "e8ds , 
imd siople trus J can -~in . r.:hy t"l ::t}n 
·;::e sci vil~,h chart of ere d · • 
!·o p i C_e o · eel SEL· ic ·· hatt , 
~o : r m~ or , n ; 
1.. L.ir :1um· I ~ tr.engt.h s we ,kn , de' , ;h 
Om... if , r..p . r · from T n .. 
_par-- from 1' 1ee al· rrn n i s losr:;J, 
f:~.lJ lab r v:.:~j n ly d o ; 
'rh"' • ol"'mrJ <":\ •• c ·o o f' 'L,:y r oF~ s 
o bett~r t han · - ~ sun . 
Al,ne, 0 1 v ineff2bl ! 
'J.'hy f!avln--: "a mf l io c l ., 
To t urn a side froM f 1e e is h , l l 
To walk 1iti r 0e 1 . heav-n ! 
• oY: va l , ~~eeu , i ·- 11 Thou e.rt, 
ur no isy eh~mp Qnsh1p! 
The ~i 3hi g o' - t jj~ij~ntr· t. e 0 r , 
Is more t han flatt ering lip . 
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• • • • • • • • • • . •••••••••••• til ••••••••• 
Thy litanies, sweet offices 
Of love and gratitude ; 
Thy sacramental 11:t;urgies 
Thy joy of doing good. " 
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CHAPTER IV 
TRUST I N •3-0D 
When the outside world seemed · in upheavel and his own 
small personal world was fille~ with grief, Whittier al!!ays 
turned t o God with a.n almost childlike trust that He would 
straighten things out whether the difficulty lie on t he battle-
field, in the Sen ate, or within men's · souls. This underlying 
faith, which touched and affected all his thoughts and a ll his 
attitudes, was a calm confidence in '?-od-. This absolute trust 
is the motif which runs through much of h is poetry a nd is 
closely interwoven with God's go odness and love. 
In the preceding chapters we found Whittier listening 
carefully to the " I nward Voibe" at all times, let ting this "In-
ward Light" shine through and make itself manifest in his life 
Ej.nd in all his works--( of espe cial interest to us, his poetry). 
His conception of God as the kind, loving Father of all, whose 
only begotten Son was sent to save us by showing and preac~ ing 
I t he true Christi an or good life, has a lso been discussed. l·Jow, 
I 
however, we examine his verse with a view to findin g out how 
1 
much Whittier turns to this Loving Father or His Holy Son for 
1 8.ssistance in life. 
I! 
Here again, as in all his poetry, Whittier speaks some-
times to God the Father, 11 Cre ator of a ll things" and sometimes 
to Christ, the Son, " Prince of Peace" depending on t he message 
I he is giving us in his poetry. 
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Here and now, a s well as in the life here~fter, God is 
good; so wha tever steps h e takes or moves us to take, the re-
sult is the best for all. 
Who 
"All is of God that is an d is to be, 
And God is go od. Let this suffice us still, 
Resting in childlike trust upon His will 
moves to His great ends unthwarted by· the· ill." 1 
Almost all of Whittier's verse · is subjective. He is not 
at all reticent about sharing his innermost thoughts with us. 
In "The Last Walk in Autumn" he does this very thing, indicatin · 
in the twenty-sixth stanza .his own personal trust · in God. In 
this stanza also, comes a bit of Whittier's love and apprecia-
tion of nature. 
"And I will t rust that he who heeds 
The life that hangs in mead and wold, 
Who hangs yon a lder's crimson beads, 
And stains these mosses green and gold, 
Will still as He hath done, incline 
His gracious care to me and mine; 
Grant what we a sk aright, from wrong debar, 
And, ~s the earth grows dark, make brighter 
star~" 
every 
Whittier calls upon the "Prince of Peace" in his poetry 
to end the war and aid in the period of adjustment that follows 
He mainta ins in almost all of this poetry dealing with war, an 
unwavering trust that god will bring about this peace for 
which Whittier longs, and will come to t he aid of t h e North and 
South in establishing relations after the war. 
1 
Trust, Works p. 434 
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"Yet, surely as He lives, the day 
Of peace He promised shall be ours, 
To fold the flags of war, and lay 
Its sword and spear to rust away, 
And sow its ghastly f ields with flowers," 2 
"I have not seen, I may not see, 
My hopes for man take form in fact, 
But God will give the victory 
In due time; in · that faith I act." 3 
"A song of praise to Him who filled 
The harvest sown in tears, 
And gave each field a double yield 
To feed our battle-years! 
A song of faith that trusts the 
To match the good begun, 
Nor doubts the power of Love to 
The hearts of men as one!" 4 
end 
blend 
When the two angels Peace and Freedom converse upon the 
II I battlefield covered with t l1e bodi'es of the slain, they ex-
1 
I 
press what their respective names denote. Freedom with a stern 
' 
n voice tells Peace it is too late to use prayer as a weapon for 
1: 
'I I. 
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peace in the land---
"But round me, like a silver bell 
Rung down the listening sky to tell 
Of holy help, a sweet voice fell. 
'Still hope and trust,' it sang; 'the rod 
Must fall, the wine-press must be trod, 
But all is possible with God!'" 5 
As its title declare s , the poem "Thy Will be Done 11 leaves 
everything up to God and places supreme trust in his works 
2 Works 381 Italy, p. 
3 The Last Walk in Autumn, Works p. 151 
4 
The Peace Autumn, Works p. 346 
5 
The Watchers, Works p. 336 
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The first and last stanzas give the keynote of the poem. 
"we see not, know not; all our way 
Is night,- - - with Thee alone is day: 
From out the torrent's troubled drift, 
Above the storm our prayers we lift, 
Thy will be done! 
., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Strike, Thou the Master we Thy keys, 
The anthem of the destinie s ~ · 
The minor of Thy loftier strain, 
Our hearts shall bre at he the old r efrain, 
Thy will be done!" -
The idea of re s ignation and patience is brought out in 
'I I, 11 The Angel of Patience" which is a "Par aphrase of t he German". 
II 
/I 
To accept our lot whatever it may be is the theme. 
stanza we read: 
11 0 thou who mournest on t hy way, 
With longings for the close of day; 
He walks with thee, that Angel kind, 
And gently whi s pers, "Be resigned: 
Bear up , bear on, the end shall tell 
The dear Lord ordereth all thing s well~" 
In the last 
The l a st two lines of one of Whittier's ·"Quaker" poems 
t ells us decidedly and clearly where to put our trust. This 
idea is essential ly a Quaker one, for the magnificent way. in 
,, which they go about "doing God' e ·will" when followin g their 
Quaker "conscience", could not be accomplished if God did not 
lend his strength to them, which makes up for their small num-
11 bers and slim budget. 
I' ,, 
,, 
I 
II 
I 
!! 
6 
. . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Doing God's will as if it were my own, 
Yet trusting not in mine, but in His strength alone." 6 
First-Day Thoughts, Works p. 433 
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I
I The same thing is indicated 1n---
"And so I sometimes think our prayers 
Might well be merged in one; 
And nest and perch and · hearth and church 
Repeat, 'Thy · wi 11 be done,' 11 7 
The infallibility of God is a marked characteristic of 
Whittier's faith. Because God knows all and can not err, we 
can trust t he - knowledge upon which he plans our life. If it's 
pa in Whi tt1er is suffer ing from, he con'soles himself w1 th the 
thought that, as God has planned it, it must be planned -for 
some purpose and he can partly understand, for there is a cert-
l\ ain joy which comes often in "sorrow's guise" and the pains 
I of self-sacrifice are sweet. 
I 
I 
II 
!I 
I 
I 
This abs olute faith that God has planned everything ·for 
the best for us and · an evident trust in God's acts, is · found 
in the last seven stanzas of "My Trust", which, like many of 
his poems is very personal. 
11 I bow myself beneat h His- hand: 
That pain itself · w~s wisely planned 
I feel, and partly understand. 
The joy that comes in sorrow's guise, 
The sweet pains of self-sacrifice, 
I would not have them otherwise. 
And what were life and death if sin 
Knew not the dread rebuke within 
The pang of merciful discipline? 
Not with thy proud des oair of old, 
Crowned stoic of Rome's noblest mould~ 
Pleasure and pain alike I hold. 
I 1 
Works p. 443 1 The Common Question, 
I 
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I 
II 
I: 
I suffer with no vain · pretence 
Of triumph over flesh and sense, 
Yet trust the grievous providence, 
How dark soe 1 er it seems ·, may tend, 
By ways I cannot comprehend, 
To some ungueseed ben ignant end; 
That every loss and lapse may gain 
The clear-aired hights by st eps of pain, 
And never cross is borne in va in." 
Another illustration of the cheerful aspect of God's 
planning things for the bes t is in the following lines taken 
from various poems to illustrate the univers a l i ty of t his idea 
in Whittier. 
"For equal through the day and night, 
The wise Eternal oversight 
And love and power and righteous will 
Remain the law of destiny. 
The best for each and all must be, 
And life its promise sha ll fulfill." 8 
"Forever from the Hand that t akes 
Cne blessing from us others fall; 
And, soon or late, our Father makes 
His recompense to a11~ 11 9 
" s ecure on God's all-tender heart 
Alike rest great · and small, 
Why fear to lose our little part 
When He 'is pledged for all ?n 10 
Whittier recommends to us, that in times of stress when 
all the world seems to be against us, we listen to the voice 
of God above the "rabble's laughter", and see the good in the 
future, tru sting always in the fact that Truth and Goodness 
8 
Greeting, Works p. 239 
9 
Summer By The Lakeside, Works p. 147 
10 
The Old Burying Ground, Works p. 154 
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will prevail; and he who has suffered will, after it is over, 
reap the reward. 
Be lieving thus t hat God's justice is one with his love, 
he writes in "Barclay of Ury": 
"HaPPY he whose inward · ear 
Angel comfortings can hear, 
O'er the -r abble's laughter; 
And while Hatred's fagots burn, 
Glimpses through the smoke · dis~ern 
Of the good hereafter. 
Knowing this, that never yet 
Share of Truth was vainly set 
In the world's wide fallow; 
After hand s shall sow t ·he seed, 
After hand s from hill and mead 
Re ap the harvests yellow." 
This idea of recompence for our suffering is also express-
!; ed i n the last four lines of "The Robin"--
'I 
I 
I 
"Praye rs of love like rain-drops fall, 
Tears of pity are coo.ling dew, 
And dear to the heart of Our Lord are all 
Who suffer like Hi m in the good they do!" 
Another illustration of his hope implanted-by God is in 
"A Dream of Summer", the last stanza of which is: 
"The Night is mother of the Day, 
The Winter of the Spring, 
And ever upon old Decay 
The greenest mosses cling. 
Behind the cloud the starlight lurks, 
Through showers the sunbe ams fall; 
For God, who loveth all His works, 
Has left His hope with all~" 
A good illus tration of hope and trust in God is found in 
·1 a poem which has the following interesting heading: 
11 I have attempted this paraphrase of the "Hymns of 
II I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I• 
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I 
,. 
I 
The Brahmo Somaj of India", as I find t hem in Mozeemdar; s ac- II 
coun t of the d "~votional exer cises of that remarkable religious 
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1 development which has attracted far ·less attention and sy~1pathy I! 
from the Christian world than it de·serves, as a fresh revela- I! 
tion of the direct action of the Divine Spirit upon the human 1 
· heart." 11 11 
I 
,I 
I 
"o soul, be patient, restrain thy tears, 
Have hope, and not despair; 
As a t ender mother heareth her child 
God hears the penitent prayer. 
And not forever shall grief be thine; 
On the Heavenly Mother's breast, 
Washed clean and white in waters of ~oy 
Shall His seeking child find rest. ' 
Whittier sees as a source of hope the possib le harmony 
between the facts of evil and of human suffering, and the 
goodness and love of God. He had fait h in the ultimate tri-
umph of goodness . He did not believe that God would let his 
children go unguided. 
"Guards not archangel feet alone, 
But deigns to guide and keep my own; 
Speaks not alone, the words of fate 
Which worlds destroy, and worlds create, 
But whi spers in my spirit's ear, 
In tones of love, or warning fear, 
A language none beside may hear. 
To Him, from wanderings long and wild, 
I come an over-wearied child, 
In cool and shade His peace to find, 
Li ke dew-fal l sett l ing on my mind. 
Assured that all I know is best, 
And humbly trusting for the rest," 12 
Whltt i er expresses in "The Pressed Gentian" a hope and 
'• trust that God will see good in man des pite the fact that it 
may not be evident to other men. 
11 
Hymns of the Brahmo Somaj, Works p. 465 
12 
Questions of Life, Works p. 433 
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"But deeper meanings c ome to me, 
My half-immortal flower from thee! 
Fan judges from a par tial view 
None ever yet his br other knew, 
The Eternal Eye that sees the whole 
!\'fay better read the darkened soul, 
And find, to outward sense denied, 
The flower upon inmost side!" 
This is also ex9ressed in "Funeral Tree of the Sokokis" 
~ 
II 
' in the l a st three stanaas. · -
"And Nature's God, to whom alone 
The secret of the heart is known,---
The hidden language traced thereupon; 
Who from its many cumberings 
Of form and creed, and outward things, 
To light the naked spirit brings; I 1: 
" I! 
Not with our partial eye shall scan, 
Not wi t h our pride and scorn ehall ban, 
The spirit of our brother man~" ,, 
'I Closely allied to our resignation to God's will comes the 
duty of accepting what sorrow must be ours, particularly the 
de a th of loved ones. The theme of accepting this act of God 
coupled with the protecting arm of God even unto death, forms 
the thought of part of "The Quaker Alumni". Having mentioned 
II 
II 
the fact that many · loved ones have died and are not present at I 
the Meeting he goes on---
"In love, let us trust, they were summoned so soon 
From the morning of life; while we toil through its 
noon; 
They were frail like ourselves, they had needs like 
our own, 
And they rest as we rest in God's mercy alone. 
II 
I 
I 
Unchanged by our changes of spirit and frame, 
Fast, now, and henceforwardtbe Lord is the same; I 
Though we sink in the darkness, His arms break our I 
47 
fall, 11 ==========~=========An==d==i=n==d=e=a==t=h==a=s==i=n==l=i=f=e==; ==H=e==i=s==F=a=t=h=e=r===o=f==a=l=l=!='=' ========~---
Besides the hope expressed for each individual's salva-
tion, we find in the poetry of Whittier, a firm belief in the 
11 splendid future to which man kind is slowly tending. This op-
timistic note is seen in: 
"But 
And 
For 
"Yet sometimes glimpses on my sight, 
Through present wrong, the eternal right; 
And step by step, since time began, 
I see the steady ga i n of man;" 
"That all of good the past hath had 
Remains to make our _ mm time glad , 
Our common daily life divine, 
And every land a Palestine." 13 
let the humble ones arise, the poor in heart be glad, 
let the mourning ones again with robe s of praise be 
clad. 
He who coole d the furnace, and smoothed the stormy 
II 
I, 
II 
II 
,, 
!I 
I 
I 
wave, 
And t amed the Cha ldean Lions, is mighty 
If you have not this hope and trust in 
I 
still to save!" 14 11 
God, Whittier would 
have you pray to Him for it. Pray for some sign or "light", 
whereby the "trusting " would be made easier. Combined then, 
' with trust in God's goodness, justice and wisdom, is his 
prayer to God for help and assistance. One inst .' ince of this 
is found in "The Light That is Felt". 
"Reach downward to the sunless days 
Wherein our guides are blind as we, 
And faith is small and hope delays; 
Take Thou the hands of prayer we raise, 
And let us feel the light of Thee! 11 
His "Wish of Today" is for "a will resigned 11 to God 1 B 
own. Life and death seem a mystery 11 he cannot pierce" and so 
13 
The Chapel of The Hermits, Works p. 41 
14 
Cassandra Southwick, Works p. 21 
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as the last two stanzas express it: 
"And ·now my spirit sighs for home, 
And longs for light whereby to see, 
And, like a weary child, would come, 
0 Father, unto Thee! 
Though oft, like letters traced in sand, 
My weak resolves have passed away, 
In mercy lend Thy helping hand 
Unto my pr ayer to-day~" 
Regardless of what happens in the ebb and flow of life, 
whether men scoff or judge our actions incorrectly; although 
relig i ous doubt may bother and confuse, the best and only l 
'I thing we can do is to pray and trust in God 1 s goodness to he lp II 
us lead a good life and merit our just rewards in this life or 
the next. 
He r-· e is his beseeching God to 8.ssist man in leading a 
1 good life: 
II 
I 
I 
h 
"As stre ams t ake hue from shade and sun, 
As ·runs the life t he song must run; 
But glad or sad, to His good end 
God grant the v arying notes may tend!" 15 
15 
Overru led, Works p. 456 
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CHAPTER V 
CHRISTIANITY AS A YfAY OF LIFE 
"I regard Christianity a s a life, rather than a creed; 
and in judging of my fellow-men I can use no other standard 
than that which our Lord and Master has given us,--'By their 
fruit ye shall know them.' The only Orthodoxy that I am 
1 
specially interested in is that of life and practice." 
I EX '-!MFLES IN WHITTIER'S OWN LIFE 
In writing of Whittier one of his biographers has writ-
ten: "From his luminous heart flowed the spirit of d ivine 
2 
gentleness; compas s ion, and love of humanity . . ••••.•.••• " 
!l That John Gre en leaf Whi ttier attempted t o exemplify in 
1 his own life t he teachings of Christ is evident from his 
' writings. 
On e of his biographers has writt en: "Among his b ooks in 
the Amesbury house is a quaint little copy of Thomas~ Ke mpis , 
bound i n faded leather , conta in lng this marked passage : 
' Esteem not thyself better than others, le st perhaps thou be 
1 accounted worse in the sight of God, who kn ow s wh~t is in 
3 
man.' 11 Fr om what he writes, we may b e sure that Whitt ier 
,I 1 
John G. Whitt ier Universalist Quar terly Review 1867 
2 
B. 0. Flower , Whit t ier: Prophet, Seer and Man p. 135 
' 3 
Richard Burton, J ohn Greenleaf Whittier p. 130 
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was a humble-minded and very true foll ower of the Christ-life. ,! 
"Follow with reverent steps the great example, I 
Of Him whose h oly work was doing good; 
So shall t he wide earth seem our Father's temple, 
Each loving life a psalm of grat itude." 
11 Then shall all shackles fall; the stormy, cl8.ngor 
Of wild musi c o'er the earth shall cease; 'I 
Love shall tread out the baleful fire of an~er , 
And in it ' s ashes plant the tree of peace. 11 4 
In con templation of the life of Christ, Whitt ier believes 
we come clo se to the solution of life's problems and the great II 
myster ie s become clearer to us. Be ing able to "center down 
to silence 11 --c oncentrate on the Voice speaking from within--
is a nec e ssary requirement to a true understand ing of God' s 
goodness and must be done b y those who wish to follow in t he 
way of Christ. To those in a ttendan ce a t a" Quaker: ME3.~tin~ " 
this is natural a nd therefore easy to do; 
"So to the calmly gathered thought 
The innermost of truth is taught, 
The mystery dimly understood 
Tha t Jve of God is love of good, 
And, c::1iefly, it's divinest tra ce 
In Hi m of Na zareth's holy face;" 
Christ is, according to Whitti er, the ultimate standard 
by whi ch we should test our own live s. Chris t 's life is the 
II 
II 
1 divine idea l by which all other lives must be measured. What 
.Whittier believes God reauires of us, he has written in 
"Reaui.:r~rq~:qJ:._ ~ part of which might be sa id to give a rule for 
Christian living. 
II 14 -
Worsbip Works p. 430 
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"What asks our Father of His children s ave 
Justice and, mercy and humiJ .~ ty, 
A reasonable service of good deeds, 
Pure living, tenderness to human needs, 
Reverence and trust, and prayer for light to see 
The Master's footprints in our daily ways?" 
He labored for the world about him. Late in his life he 
wrote, that more and more the world is learning that the true 
. plan of salvation is love of God and love to man. 
It was for the cause of his fallen brother that Whittier 
wrote to break the s hackles that bound him, and remove the 
snares that awaited him. 
"Hand of want or soul in pain 
Have not sought my door in vain; 
I have kept my fealty good 
To the human brotherhood, 
Scarce ly have I asked i n prayer 
That which others miBht not share." 
II H01ffi LIFE AND THE BEATITUDES 
Whittier's love and reverence for his home and deep 
regard and admiration for the homes of others, forms an 
1 integra l part of his writings, and is closely allied to this 
.1 subject of Christianity as a way of life. 
I 
A sincere loving picture of his own early home he gives 
us in his immortal classic, "Snow-Bound", while sympathy and 
a genu ine feeling for t he homes of others is manifest t hrough-
out many of his poems. 
With the f armer whose labor and toil wrests from the land 
I a life of little better than poverty, yet whose life is made 
beautiful with harmony and love, he has much sympathy; and 
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52 
remembering his own boyhood life on the farm, gives expression I 
.I 
to this homely existence, and to what a Chri stian farmer 's lifJ
1 
should be, in a few line s of "The Prelude to Among The Hills 11 ; II 
11 11 f I 
• • • r~ armer s son , 
Proud of field - lore and harvest craft, and 
feeling 
All their fine pos s ibilities, how rich 
And restful even poverty and toil 
Become when b eauty, harmony and love 
II 
:I 
Sit at their humble he arth as angels sat 
At evening in the patriarch 's tent, when man 
Makes labor noble, and his farmer's frock 
The symb ol of a Christian chivalry \I 
Tender and just and generous to her 
Who clothes with grace ~11 duty ; 11 •• • 
II 
I' This idea of home life and simple duties connected 
it is also indicated in three stanzas from "The Fr iends 
with I 
Burial 11 
where Whit t i er pays tri~ute to a dead me mber of the Society. 
11 How reveren t i n our midst she stood, 
Or kne lt in grateful praise! 
What grace of Christian womanhood 
Was in her hou s eho ld ways ! 
For still her ho ly living me ant 
No duty left undone; 
The hes"venly and the human blent 
Their kindred love s in one. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The dear Lord's best interpreters 
Are humble human souls; 
The Gospel of a life like hers 
Is more than books or scrolls." 
Another illustra tion of this is found in "The Hermit of 
The Thebaid 11 , where a child questions a hermit living in the 
desert sands, and finally brings him back to the world of men 
and to his sister's home. 
"'Oh child !' he said, 'thou teacbest me 
There is no place where God is not, 
I' 
! 
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That love will make, where e ' re it be 
A holy spot. '" 
.. ...... ... .. ... ..................... 
"'For, taught of him whom God hath sent, 
That toil is praise and love is prayer, 
I come, life 's cares and pains content 
Wi th thee to share.' 11 
"Even g, s his foot the t hreshold crossed 
The hermi t 's better life began ; 
It s holiest saint the Thebaid lost, 
And found a man!" 
III PEOPLE WHO FOLLOWED IN CHRIST ' S WAY 
We s hould learn lesson s in the lives of those who are 
good and n oble. Ttlis import~nce of living a good life is 
found f requently in Whittier 's verse where he extols those 
of note who have, according to Whittier, followed Christ in 
doing good. 
Thos e who vigorously promote some work of God's will as 
1 we l l as t hey 11 who only st ~nd and wait ", serve God and there-
fore lead good exemplar y Christian lives. Both thes e ideas 
are expres sed in: 
nThus evermore, 
On sky, and wave , and shore, 
An all -pervading beauty ~eem s to say: 
God's love and power are one; and they 
Who like the thunder of a sultry day, 
Smite to restore, 
And they, who , like the gentle wind, uplift 
The petals of the dew-wet f lowers, and drift 
Their perfume on the air, 
Alike may serve Him, each, with their own gift , 
Making thei r lives a prayer!" 5 
In the next lines those who have not been able to effect 
I 
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any vital action in the work of God are nevertheless commended. I 
5 I 
To Avis Keene Works p. 184 
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11 0h power to do~ Oh baffled will~ 
Oh prayer and action~ ye are one. 
Who may not strive, may yet fulfil 
The harder task of standing still, 
And good but wis:hed with God is done!" 6 
Certain well-known men whose lives Whittier fel t espec-
ially commendable, are honored through his poetry. 
Two stanzas from his poem on Sumner prove his strong ad-
mirat ion for the man . 
11 0ne language held his hear t and lip , 
Straight onward to his goal he trod, 
And proved the highest statesmanship 
Obedience to the voice of God! 11 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"None failed, at least, to reach his ear, 
Nor want nor woe appealed in vain; 
The homesick soldier knew his cheer, 
And blessed him from his ward of pain!" 
Follen, a professor driven fr om his native G-ermany, and 
I I subsequently from other European countries, to come finally to 
'I 
America where he lost his professorship at Harvard, suffered 
all his trials because he was a champion of anti-slavery 
II 
II 
I! 
i I; 
I 
movements. He was the obj e ct of Wh ittier's respect and esteem. 
II 
'I 
' 
6 
"Thou livest, Follen! not in vain 
Hath thy fine spirit meekly borne 
The burden of life'~ cross of pain, 
And the thorned crown of suffering worn." 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
11 
'T is so :nething to a heart like mine 
To think of thee as liv ing yet; 
To feel that such a light as thine 
Could not in utter dar kn ess set." 7 
The Wai ti ng , Works p. 398 
7 
Fol l en, Works p. 176 
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Because Randolph of Roanoke committed the act of f reeing 
1, ~lis s lave s j'i!l.St b efore he died---and thereby ended his life 
~ in the true christian way , ~hittier bas wri tt en in the 11th 
I 
,. 
I 
II 
I 
,j 
I 
I 
I 
stgnza of "Rand olph of Roanoke": 
"And when tbe old and wear ied man 
Lay down for his last sleeping, 
And at his side , a slave no more, 
His brotber-man stood weeping , 
His latest thought, his latest breath, 
To Freedom 's duty giving, 
With failing ton gue and trembling hand 
The dying bles t the living. " 
To two other men of note he writes verse to commemorate 
their stand as champions in the cause of freedom; ver ses which 
have f or their theme, the good they did • . For the poet Bryan t 
the 1 ast t hree stanzas are the fol l owing : 
"1f hen Peace brings Freedom in her train, 
Let happy lips his songs rehearse; 
His life is now his noblest strain , 
His manhood better t l1an his verse~ 11 
"Thank God~ his hand on Nature's keys 
Its cunning kee9 s a t life's full span; 
Bu t dimmed and dwarfed , in times lim the se , 
The poet seems beside the man!" 
11 So be it~ let the garlands die, 
The singer 's wreath, the painter's meed, 
Let our names perish , if thereby 
Our country ma y be saved and freed~ 11 8 
I' 
I 
As told by the words of the poem , Bryant bad espoused the j 
cause of the abolitionists and so earned the high esteem of I 
Whit t ier as did all who championed the cause dear to his heart.~ 
' 
The last four lines of "Thomas Starr King" give this same II 
8 
Bryant on His Birthday, Works p. 203 
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,I express ion of thought; 
11 0 East and West! 0 morn and sunset twain 
.No more forever ! --has he lived in vain 
Who, priest of Fr~ed om, made ye one , and told 
Your bridal service from his lips of gold?" 
'I 
I 
I 
We shou~d expe6t Wordsworth to occupy a high place in the ~~~ 
esteem of Whitt ier fo r both loved Nature with s ince re and 
~ whole-hear t ed love. 
11 "Kindred in s oul of him who found 
In sympathy f l ower and lea f and 
The impu lse of the sw eetest lays 
Our Saxon ton gue has known , ---" 
stone 
• • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 • • • • • • • • • • • 
"The violet b y its mos s y stone , 
The primrose by t he river ' s br im. 
The chance-sown daffodil, have found 
I mm orta l life thr ough him." 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
"Art builds on sand; the works of pride 
And human pa s sion change and fall; 
But tha t which s hare s the life of God 
Wi t h Him surv iveth all." 9 
"Richard Dillingham, a young member of the So c i ety of 
Friends died in the Nashville penitenti ary, where he was con-
'I 
:I 
·I 
'I !, 
fined for the act of aiding the escape of f ug itive 
reads the heading to 11 The Cross". Here again has 
a life noble and fine followin g in the way of the 
the s econd and third stanzas he has written : 
"Thou brave and true one! upon whom 
Was laid t he cross of martyrdom, 
How didst thou, in thy generous youth , 
Bear witness to the blessed truth!" 
11 Thy cross of suffering and of shame 
A staff within thy hands became 
' 9 
Wordsworth, Works p. 188 
slaves" so 
Whittier seen 
Master. In 
I: 
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In paths where faith alone could see 
The Master's steps supporting thee." 
In 11 The Seeking of the Waterfall" we have a less personal 
message from Whittier ~ho tells us tha~ it is better to seek 
11 than to attain, and would have us follow the examples of 
others in doing good. 
•I 
"Oh kind allurers, wisely sent, 
.Beguiling with ·benign intent, 
Still move us, through divine unrest, 
To seek the loveliest and the best! 
Go with us when our souls go free, 
And, in the clear, white light to be, 
Add unto Heaven's beatitude 
The old delight of seeking good!" 
111 A proper conclusion to this section- on seeing the good in I 1! 
I 
,, 
others' lives would be Whittier's poem' entitled "William I 
Forster. •t As the entire poem would be too long to quote, only 
the stanzas most concerned with the man's life will be given. 
The twelfth stanza might well be accepted as Whittier's phil-
osophy regarding this entire theme of the recognizing the im-
portance of holy lives; 
"Still shines the light of holy lives 
Like star-beams over doubt; 
Each sainted memory, Christlik-e, drives 
Some dark possession out." 
I 
while the rest of the poem is a more personal treatment refer- 1' 
ring to William Forster's life alone. 
"o friend! 
Thy life 
The silver 
The fall 
0 brother! not in vain 
so calm and true, 
dropping of the rain, 
of summer dew! 
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How many burdened hearts have prared 
· Their lives like thine might be. 
But more shall pray henceforth for aid 
To lay them down lik~ thee. 
With weary hand, yet steadfast will, 
In old age as in youth, 
Thy Master found thee s owing still 
The good seed of Hi s t r uth. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Thy latest care f9r man,---thy last 
Of eart-hly thought a . prayer,---
Oh, who thy ·mantle, backward cast, 
Is worthy now to wear? 
M.ethinks the mound which marks thy 
Might bless our land and save, 
As rose, of old, to life the d,ead 
Who touched the prophet's grave!" 
bed 
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IV BROTHERHOOD OF MAN II 
What Whittier tried to do was to make men understand that , 
il they could show their love for God only by acting in love 
II 
II 
.I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
,, 
II 
I! 
ll II 
toward men. 
11 0 brother man! fold to thy heart thy brother; 
Where pity dwells, the peace of God is there; 
To worship rightly is to love each other, 
Each smile a hymn, each kindly deed a prayer." 10 j; 
The poetry of Whittier is redolent with this· thought of I 
the second · commandment. Whether in time of peace, or war, I 
Whittier preached love of man for man as being the wi sh of 
Christ whose Life portrayed this in every way. 
The "Over-Heart" which is e:aid. to .be -~~- cif the most deep , 
religious verses, contains a stanza stating this Brotherhood 
of Man. The ninth stanza states this very clearly. 
10 
Worship, Works p. 429 
I 
I 
l 
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II 
"What doth that holy Guide require? 
No rite of pain, nor gift of blood, 
But man a kindly brotherhood, 
Looking, where duty is desire, 
To Him, the beautiful and good. 11 
1\ In "Miriam" it is also stated. 
"Wherever through the ages rise 
The altars of self-sacrifice, 
Where love its arms has opened wide, 
Or man for man has calmly died, 
I see the same white wings outspread 
That hovered o 1 er the · Master 1 s head! 11 
In a little fishing port in Labrador, an explorer found 
1 a rock-tomb with an inscription which mentions love of all to 
the deceased. Whittier, knowing of this, writes: 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
"God' s love arid man' s are here. 
And love where'er it goes 
Makes its ownatmosphere; 
Its flowers of Paradise 
Took root in the eternal ice, 
And bloom through Polar snows!" 11 
In "The Preacher", we read: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"But he is greatest and best who can 
Worship Allah by loving man." 
'I I It is by aiding your fellow-men that you are following in the 
,I . 
1way of Christ. 
I 
I 
nwhatever in love's name is truly done 
.To free the bound and lift the fallen 
Is done to Christ." 12 
Christ is where love is--"not what we give but what we 
II share" is a recurrent theme of Whittier's. 
I 
I 
'! .,.1. ..... 1____ _ 
The Rock-Tomb of Bradore, Works p. 127 
1.2 
· By Their Works, Works p. 460 
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11 Still whatsoever pity shares 
Its bread with sorrow, want and sin 
And love the beggar's feast prer.ares 
The uninvited Guest comes in. ' 13 
In doing good we are happier: 
"Happier far than hate is praised 
He who sings than he who slays. 14 
V FORGIVENESS 
II 
i 
I 
II 
Just as our Heavenly Father forgives us we are to be for- I 
'I 
II 
giving of others, and not set ourselves up as God's avengers. 
That is the doctrine laid downby Whittier which is closely 
allied to his idea of the Brotherhood of Man. 
"For truth's worst foe is he who claims 
To act as God's avenger, 
And deems, beyond his sentry-beat 
The crystal walls in danger!" 15 
"The torch of vengeancEit in your hands 
He quenches; unto Him belongs 
The solemn recompense of wrongs."- 16 
When maddened by Earth 1 s wrong and evil, he cries out to 
'I God, a solemn Voice within speaks: 
"Weary of our Lord's forbearance, 
: Art thou free from sin?" 
1i 
Couldst thou boast, 0 child qf weakness 
O'er the sins of wrong and strife, 
Were their strong temptations planted 
In thy path of life?" 17 
I 13 
I Saint Gregory's Guest, Works p. 133 ! 14 I How the Robin Came, Works p. 137 
1 15 
1 A Spiritual Manifestation, Works p. 230 
16 
To the 39th Congress, Works p. 347 
17 What the Voice Said Works • 424 
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After giving reproof, the Voice goes on to declare that he s 
should speak out and do something to remedy this condition of 
evil. 
"Earnest words must needs be spoken 
When the warm heart bleeds or burns 
With its scorn of wrong, or pity 
For the wronged, by turns. 
But by all thy nature's weakness, 
Hidden faults ~d follies known, 
Be thou, in rebuking evil 
Conscious of thine own•" 18 
The last stanza sets forth the supreme requisite for 
Christian living, according to Whittier---love. 
"So, when thoughts of evil-doers 
Waken scorn or hatred move, 
Shall a mournful fellow-feeling 
Temper all with love~" 19 
God never despairs of a soul so why should we, is the 
: thought expressed in the last nine lines of t'The Human Sacri-
fice. t.t 
"Oh, never yet upon the scroll 
Of the sin-stained, but priceless soul 
Hath Heaven inscribed "Despair" 
Cast not the clouded gem away; · 
Quench not the dim but living say,---
My brother man, Beware! -
With that deep voice which from the skies 
Forbade the Patriarch's sacrifice, 
God 1· s angel cries, "Forbear!" 
11 Love, forgive and pity your fellow--men in order to serve 
Christ according to Whittier. 
18 
Ibid 
19 
Ibid 
II 
,I 
I 
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)j 
I 
! "Who counts his brother'a welfare As sacred as his own, 
And loves, forgives, and pities 
He serveth me alone." 20 II 
Our prayers to God should contain the sentiments express- j 
,I ed in part of "Andrew Rykman' s Prayer~ I 
"If there be some weaker one, 
Give me the strength to help him on; I 
If a blinder soul there be, 1 
Let me guide him nearer Thee." 1 
In "A Woman", he is speaking to one who has sinned, giving II 
her courage t o throw off her sin andbegin anew. He ends the 
verse with these lines which carry the message of 11 judge not 
others." 
11 
••• Be of cheer! 
What lip shall judge when He approves? 
Who dare to scorn the child He loves?" 
VI REWARD OF UNSELFISH ACTS 
I 
Man's salvation is often the reward for helping his bro- 1' 
ther, seems to be a belief of Whittier. Forgetting s~lf is 
the true way of saving one's own soul, for in thinking of, and 1 
doing things for others, the ~ight way of living is being 
maintained. 
20 
tiThe life man giveth fo r his f riend 
Becomes vicarious in the end. 
Their hea l ing place in nature take, 
And make life sweeter for their sake~ 11 21 
The Vision of Echard, Works p. 459 
21 
Miriam, Works, p. 95 
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nHe findeth not who seeks his own, 
Th e soul i s lost that' s saved alone ." 22 
"'Hope not the cure of s in til 
Self i s dead; 
For get it i n l ove 's s erv i ce, and t h e debt 
Thou cans t not pay t he ange l s sha l l forget; 
Heaven~s gate i s shut to him who comes a l one ; 
Save thou a s oul , and i t shall save thy own . ' n 23 
So i mportant i s unselfishnes s i n t he eye s of God , that our 
misdemeanors may b e l e s sened by the good deeds f or others we 
1 have done i n ou r past li f e . The l ast three stanzas of nThe 
Reward" are Whitt i er's t est i mony to thi s opinion: 
I 
I' 
·I 
I 
"Yet who , thus look ing backward o ' er his years , 
Feels not h i s eye lids wet with grateful tears, 
I f h e hath b een 
Permitted, weak and sin fu l a s he was, 
To cheer and a id, in some ennobling cause , 
His fel low-men? 
If he hath hidden the outcast, or let in 
A r ay of sunshine to the cal l of sin; 
If he hath lent · 
Strength to the weak, and, in an hour of need , 
Over the su ffering, mindles s of his creed 
Of home, hath bent; 
He has not lived in vain , and while he gives 
The praise to Him, in whom he move s and lives, 
With thankful heart; 
He gazes backward, and hope before, 
Knowing that from his works he nevermor e 
Can henceforth part.n 
and i n the last stanza of "The Cross:" 
22 
23 
nYet, un f orgotten where it lies, 
That seed of generous sacrifice, 
Though seeming on the desert cast, 
Shall rise with bloom and fruit at last." 
The Meeting, Works p. 446 
The Two Rabbins, Works p. 91 
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1 This is found also in the last two stanzas of the "Two Loves. tt 
"He who giving, does not crave 
Likest is to Him who gave 
Life itself, the loved to save. 
Love, that self-forgetful gives, 
Sows surprise of ripened sheaves, 
Late or soon its own receives." 
VII SIN AGAINST ~!AN 
Sin against man on earth is · sin against our Father in 
Heaven. This simple statement is the theme of many of his 
I' 
,I 
II 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
' poems and is undoubtedly the underlying motive for much of his 1 
I 11 reform work as the champion of the s lave and the oppressed. 
11 Whittier saw man treating man un fairly. This was not how Chris 
' I intended things to be, so Whittier's voice rang out with sharp 1 
denunciation of the slave-owner and the oppressor. 
Slavery poems form a very large part of his poetical 
works, but these will not be discussed individually as the ma-
jority of them do not contain any specific religious elements 
or significance. All of them, however--anti-slavery poems and 
1 1 poems of labor and reform--are in the cause close to his heart-
I 
II 
' 
II 
-the Brotherhood of Man. 
24 
"To Thee our full humanity, 
Its joys and pains, belong, 
The wrong of man · to man to Thee 
Inflicts a deeper wrong. 
Wh~ hates, hates Thee, who loves becomes 
Therein to Thee allied; 
All sweet accords of hearts and homes 
In Thee are multiplied." 24 
Our Master, Works p. 444 
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Once again we quote from that deeply religious and sub-
' tl 
jective poem, 11 The Eternal Goodness", and find Whittier express ! 
li ing his own answer to the question of serving God by the means I 
'
1 he believes to be true. 
I 
II 
I 
il 
I 
I 
"No offering of my own I have 
Nor works my faith to prove, 
I can but give the gifts He gave; 
And plead His love · for love." 
l 
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CHA:PTER VI 
IMMORTALITY 
••• "Death see~s but a covered •ay 
Which opens into light, 
Wherein no blinded child can stray 
Beyond the Father's sight." 1 
I GOD'S GOODNESS 
The hope of conscious immortality was fundamental to 
Whittier and his verse is replete with expressions of this 
hope. As many of hie biographers have pointed out, behind 
many of verses where the hope of immortality is to be found, 
there is feeling, not intellect. He accepted, they are wont 
to say, the fact of · immortality without any proof; but a.s 
nobody has any proof of whether or not there is a- life after 
death, Whittier should not be criticized too harshly for his 
trusting faith. As he himselfbelieves, he has written. 
In a letter he expresses his faith. "Surely God would 
not permit his children to suffer if it were not to work out 
for them the highest good. For God never does or suffers to 
I' 
I 
~ 
r 
I 
I 
I; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
be done, but that which we would do if we- could see the end of I 
all events as well as He. The little circumstance of death ,I 
will make no difference with me; I shall have the same friends j' 
in that world I have here; the same loves and aspirations and 
occupations. If it were not so I should not be myself and 
surely I shall not lose my identity. God's love is so infin-
1 M~Psalm Works p. 398 
itely greater than mine, that I cannot fear for his chi ldren; 
and when I long to help some poor, suffering, erring fellow-
I! 
II 
11 
creature, I am consoled with the thought that this 
of love is more moved than mine can be; and I rest 
1
'Know well, my soul, God's hand controls 
Whate'er thou fearest; 
great heart 1 
in peace." 21: 
I' I 
Round Him in calmest music rolls . 
What~'er thou hearest. 
"What to thee is shadow, to Him is day, 
And the end He knoweth, 
And yet a blind and aimless way 
The Spirit goeth." 3 
His strong faith in immortality of the soul is indicated 
in lines such as these in which he is speaking to his beloved 
~ sister who has died: 
"I cannot· feel that thou art far, 
Since near at hand the angels are; 
And when the sunset gates unbar 
Shall I not see thee wa-1 ting stand, 
And, white against the evening star, 
The welcome -of thy beckoning hand?" 4 
And in another section of the samepoem, he is again add-
ressing the same dead sister: 
2 
3 
"Yet love will dream and faith will trust 
- (Since He who knows our need is just,) 
That somehow, somewhere meet we must 
Alas for him who never sees · 
The stars shine through his cypress-trees! 
Mary B. Claffin, Personal Recollections of John Greenleaf 
Whittier p. 21 
My Soul and I, Works p. 428 
4 
Snowbound, Works p. 403 
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Who, hopeless, lays hie dea.d away, 
Nor looketo see the breaking day 
Acrose the mournful marbles play! 
Who hath not l earned, in. ho~rs of faith, 
The truth to f l esh and sense unknown, 
The Life is ever lord of Death, · 
And Love can never lose its own!" 5 
"Follen" from which we quoted in the last -chapter in re-
ference to the example set by those living noble -lives, is a 
splendid example of Whittier's ever-reaching out to grasp the 
secrets of life after death. (See p. 55) 
In Underwood's biography · of Whittier, we- find this 90'ID-
ment reg·arding this particular poem. 
"Follen" commemorat·es the author's friend, Charles Follen, 
an eminent theologian and scholar, for a time professor at 
Harvard College, and lost in the burning of the steamboat 
Lexington in 1840. The absorbing interest of the poem is, 
however, lese in the portrait of the friend, than in the keen 
and steady view of his immortal existence. The lines bring us 
face to f ace with the last and deepest problem of life, so 
that we seem looking with our own eyes into 
'The sphere that keeps 
The disembodied spirit of the dead.' 
The words are earnest and solemn, poured out from a f u ll 
heart, and with the simplicity that befits the theme. Justly 
1 this must be regarded as among Whittier's noblest poems,---an 
II 
,, 
evidence of his spiritual convictions and his generous 
6 
sympathy." 
5 
Ibid p. 401 
6Francis Underwood, John Greenleaf Whittier, pp. 172-173 
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This evidence of which Underwood writes is shown in the 
last five stanzas. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"But be the prying visi on veiled, 
And . let the seeking lips be dumb, 
Where even seraph eyes have failed 
Shall mortal blindness seek to come? 
We only know that thou hast gone, 
And that the same returnless tide 
Which bore thee from us still glides on, 
And we who mourn thee with it glide. 
On all thou lookest we shall look, 
And to our gaze erelong shall turn 
That page of God's mysterious book 
We so much wish yet dread to learn. 
With Him, before whose awful power 
Thy spirit bent its trembling knee; 
Who, in the silent greeting flower, 
And forest leaf, looked out on thee. 
We leave thee, with a trust serene, 
Which Time, nor Change, nor Death can move, 
While- with thy childlike faith we lean 
On Him whose dearest name is Love!n 
Also among the personal poems we find in the last stanza 
of "Channingn, Whittier is expostulating: 
"Where is the victory of the grave? 
What dust upon the spirit lies? 
God keeps the sacred life he gave---
The prophet never dies!" 
II RELATION OF THOSE SAVED TO THOSE LOST 
Questioning further in what our life . after death will be, 
Whittier has seriously considered the status of those who at-
tain heaven and their relationship to the suffering souls who 
are lost. 
70 
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In "Divine Compassion" he relates a dream of heaven which 
he had: 
"I see the saints in· .. whi te robes clad, 
The martyrs with their palms aloft; 
But hearing still in middle song, 
The ceaseless dissonance of wrong; 
And shrinking, with hid faces from the strain 
Of sad, beseeching eyes, full of remorse and pain. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Has saintly ease no pitying care? 
.Has faith no work, and love no prayer? 
While sin remains, and souls in darkness dwell, 
Can heaven itself be heaven and look unmoved on hell? 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Is it a dream? Is heaven so high 
That pity cannot breathe its air? 
Its happy eyes forever dry, 
Its holy lips without a prayer! 
My God! my God! if thither led 
By Thy free grace unmerited, 
No crown nor palm be mine, but let me keep 
A heart that still can feel, and eyes that still 
can weep." 
The same idea is expressed in "The Brother of Mercy", one 
' of ·the poems included in "The Tent On The Beach." Here we have 
a dying porter at whose bedside a monk seeks to bring comfort 
11 and consolation, by telling him of his reward in heaven; des-
' 
·' cribing his crown of gold, white robe and perfect bliss. The 
II 
I porter is not comforted, but troubled by the description of 
I 
I 
.I 
this grandeur. 
• •• "'Mine's but a crazy head, 
Scarce worth the saving, if all else be dead. 
And if one goes to heaven without a heart; 
I love my fellow-men: the worse I know 
I would do good to. Will death change me so 
That I shall sit among the lazy saints, 
Turning a deaf ear to the sore complaints 
Of souls that suffer?" 
71 
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Methinks (Lord pardon, . if the thought be sin! ) 
The world of pain were better, if therein 
One' s heart might still be human, and desires 
Of natural pity drop upon its fires 
Some cooling tears.' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Then was he made aware, by soul or ear, 
Of someone pure and holy bending o'er him, 
And of a voice like that of her who bore him, 
Tender and most compass ionate: 'Never fear! 
For heaven is love, and God himse lf is love; 
Thy work below shall be thy work above. ' 11 
In 11 The Two Angels" we have God helping out the lost by 
sending two of his angels down to comfort the lost souls. 
111 Arise,' He said , ' my angels! a wail of woe and sin 
Steals through the gates of heaven, and saddens all 
within. ' 
• ••• ••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • § •••• 
'Fly downward to that under world , and on it s souls 
of pain 
Let Love drop smiles like sunshine , a d P ty tear s 
like rain!' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Where Pity , shuddering , wept; but Love, with faith 
too strong for fear~ 
Took heart f rom God's almightine ss and smiled a 
smile of cheer . --
And Lo! that tear of Pity quenched the flame where on 
it fell, 
And , wi th the sunshine of that sm ile, hope entered 
into hell.! 
Two unveiled faces ful l of joy looked upward to t he 
Throne, 
Four white wings folded at the feet of Him who sat 
thereon ! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
'We lcome , my angels! ye have brought a holier joy to 
heaven; 
Henceforth its sweetest song shall be the song of 
sin forgiven!' 11 
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III REASONS FOR HIS BELIEF 
The fact that our hearts reach out in yearning to God was 
I, 
1 evidence to Whittier that God would never mock the hope which 
He Himself i mplanted or permit a love which He had prompted, 
to speak its pr ayer in vain . 
With Whittier, love was greater than knowledge and faith 
greater than logic. When voices of the heart are heard-- -
quest ion s of t he head are silenced and hope returns. 
"We leave thee with a trust serene 
Which Time, nor ·-:. Change, nor Death can move 
While with thy childlike faith we lean 
On Him whose dearest name is Love.u 7 
To him the prophecies of a larger life of the · soul rested 
on two di fferent points: 
7 
1. nLove is victorious, and there is no dark it cannot 
light, no depth it cannot reach. 
2. That personal life, with it s lofty sense of duty, its I 
infinite implications, i .ts unfulfilled longing and I 
aspirations, its actual companionship with the Eternal, 
must be conserved and have its adequate fulfillment 
elsewhere." 8 
ttYet howsoever changed for tost, 
Not even a wreath of mist is lost, 
No atom can itself exhaust. 
So shall the soul's superior force 
Live on and run its endless course 
In God's unlimited universe. 
~ 
8
Follen, Works p~ 176 
II Rufus M. Jones, Later 
li 
I 
Periods of Quakerism vol. II p. 187 
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II 
And we, whose brief reflections seem 
To fade like clouds from lake and stream, 
Shall brighten in a holier beam." 9 
After examining his poetry it is easy to see that I 
Whittier's belief in the after- life was in most cases confident
1 
, and fu ll of cheer. His faith was that of a true Quaker. 
1 "The Quakers believe that as life here is constantly in touch 
with the Great Life that is the f ountain of all being, the 
gates between the seen and uns een are always ajar. The life 
here and t ne life there, flow from the Eternal, lived in the 
' Eternal, and because of this are always safe and good. This 
makes their idea of heaven a true home-land where real people 
dwell and where friends can find each other and find life 
10 
good." 
IV LIFE AFTER DEATH 
Whittier emphasized the thought that immortal life does 
not begin with the grave but now. · Death is only an incident--
not a change in the process of life. Man divides time into 
the past, the present and the future, and between the present 
'
1 and the future there is a thick veil drawn, beyond which no 
eye can look; but with God· there is no such division. 
9 
11 Then of what is to be, and of what is done, 
Why queriest thou? 
The past and the time to be are one, 
And both are now!" 11 
On A Fly-Leaf of Longfellow's poems, Works p. 516 
lOwilliam Greenleaf Whittier", Arena, July, 1894 
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As present life is part· of .the eternal, our conduct here 
1,influencee our future destiny. We shape here, the character 
I 
·· of life to come; by our present · conduct we nfill our future's 
!atmosphere with sunshine or with shade." 
This idea fits into hie whole perspective and is related 
very cloely to hie setting Christianity up as a way of life; 
(See Chapter V) for by fQllowing Christ in everyday life, es-
'I 
,pecially regarding treatment of others, we are preparing our-
1selves for the future life in heaven. 
He reiterates :-hie lack of fear of death, seeing it as 
many poets have, as merely 'going home'--back to familiar as-
I 
pects of childhood. 
But 
"So when Time's veil shall fall asunder, 
The soul may know 
No fearful change, nor 
Nor sink the weight of 
with the upward rise, and 
sudden wonder, 
mystery under, 
with the vastness grow. 
And all we shrink from now may seem 
No new revealing; 
Familiar as our childhood's stream, 
Or pleasant memory of a dream 
The loved and cherished Past upon the new life stealing. 
Sererie and mild the untried light 
May have its dawning; 
And, as in summer's northern night 
The evening and the dawn unite, 
II 
The sunset hues of Time blend with the soul' e new morning."l . 
I 
V POSSIBLE LOSS OF THE SOUL 
Whittier's reply to an inquiring friend regarding our 
jcondition in the future life, clears up his belief in regard 
II 
12 
Hampton Beach, Works p. 143 
I' 
to it and helps explain some of his poetry: 
"I think I understand thy inquiry. I am not a Uni-
versalist, for I believe in the possibilities of the perpetual 
loss of the soul that persistently turns away from God, in the 
next life and this. But I believe that the Divine love and 
compassion follow us in all worlds, and that the Heavenly 
Father will do the best that is possible for every loving 
creature. What that will be, must be left to His infinite 
wisdom and ~oodness • . I would refer thee to a poem of mine, 
"The Answer , &~ · ! Containing in few words my belief in this 
matter." 13 · 
This poem, though it admits the possibility of the sou l 
turning from God, put·s forth the idea of freedom of the soul 
also. Two of the stanzaS from it s ound the keynote. 
"Though God is good and free be heaven, 
No force divine can love compel; 
And, though the songs of sins forgiven 
May sound through lowest hell, 
The sweet persuasion of His voice 
Respects thy sanctity of will. 
He giveth day: thou hast thy chotce 
To walk in darkness still;" 
This same thought is expressed in: 
11 0 Love Divine !--whose constant beam 
Shines on the -eyes that will not see, 
And waits to bless us, whi le we dream 
Thou leavest us because we turn from thee!" 14 
In some instances Whittier seems certain God will not 
a llow a s oul to be lost, as when he writes: 
13 
14 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Thou lovest all: Thy erring · child may be 
Lost to himself, but never lost to Thee !" 15 
Samuel T. Picka-rd , Life and Letters of John Gre enleaf 
Whittier, pp. 265-266 
The Shadow and the Light, Works p. 438 
15 
The Cry of A Lost Soul, Works p. 438 
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And again in 11 My Soul and I:" 
11 And in life, in deat:h, in dark and light, 
All are in God's care: · 
Sound the black abyss, pierce the deep of night 
And He is there! 
All which is real now remaineth, 
And fadeth never: 
The hand which upholds it now sustaineth 
The soul forever." 
VI MOMENTS OF DOUBT 
Consideration of his ill health and the death of his love 
ones, lead us to beliefthat it is not all strange that Whittle 
had moments of doubt concerning the faith taught him at his 
mother' s knee, or possibility of life after death. Because 
his mind dwelt often on the subject, with his intellect and 
emotion battling within him for recognition, it is easy to be-
l lieve that he suffered mental agony; and it is not strange 
,, 
'j I. 
'I 
that he po~red forth his queries with his pen into verses sim-
111ar to 11 The Wish of To-day. 11 
"But, bowed in lowliness of mind, 
I make my humble wishes known; 
I only ask a will resigned, 
0 Father, to Thine own! 
A marvel seems the -universe, 
A miracle our Life and Death; 
A mystery which I cannot pierce, 
Around, above, beneath. 
In vain I task my aching brain, 
In vain the sage's thought I scan, 
I only know how weak and vain, 
How blind and poor is man. 
And now my spirit signs for home, 
An&:: longs for light whereby to see, 
And like a weary child would come, 
0 Father, unto Thee!" 
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In the poem just quoted, and in many others, he shows a 
strong urge to put aside his doubt which despite himself 
sometimes comes : to the surface, and which is thereby manifested 
in his verse. 
In "The River Path", one of his lovely nature poems, he 
describes the hills beyond the river bathed in the light of the 
setting sun, while darkness had already settled in the wood. 
, He sees in this scene the analogy of heaven beyond us in the 
1 distance, while we are groping in the darkness of our present 
life. The poem is a good example of his pleas to God to dis-
perse for him his doubts and fears. 
II 
'i 
I 
In the last five stanzas the poet is talking to God: 
"so, 11 prayed we, "when our feet draw near 
.The river dark, with mortal fear, 
And the night cometh chill with dew, 
0 Father! Let Thy light break through! 
So let the hills of doubt divide, 
So bridge with faith the sunless tide! 
So let the eyes that fail on earth 
On Thy eternal hills look forth; 
1 And in Thy beckon i ng angels know 
1 The dear ones whom we loved be low! 11 
lj 
I VII ABIDING FAITH 
il In a letter to Mrs. Child, Whittier writes of the death 
of his favorite sister who has been dead just a month; he 
writes: 
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"How strange and terrible· are these separations!---
this utter ~ silence!---the . reaching out for the love which we 
feel must be ever-loving but which gives us no sign! Oh, my 
friend, what is there for us but to hold faster and firmer our 
faith in the goodness of God?---that all which he allots to us 
or our friends is for the best!---best for them, for us, for 
a ll! Let theology hate, and bigotry talk as they will, I for 
one hold fast to this. God is good; he is our Father! He 
I! 
knows what love is,---what our hearts, sore·and bereaved, long 
for, and he will not leave us comfortless; for is He not Love ? 11 16 
Throughout his verseS which contain immortality as a them j 
. I 
or part of the theme, we find Whittier placing all faith and I 
trust in the goodness and love of God, as in the last stanza o 
"My Dream:" 
"Show thy vacant tomb, and let, 
.As of old, the angels sit , 
Whispering, by its open door: 
1 Fear not! He hath gone before! 1 11 
It is plainly seen that Whittier thought a great deal 
about death and what waited for us beyond. Here in the last 
two stanzas of one of his poems, he compares our journey of 
life to a voyage with Christ as our Pilot: 
16 
"And, musing here, I dream 
Of voyagers on a stream 
From whence is no returning, 
Under sealed orders going, 
Looking forward little knowing 
Looking back with idle yearning . 
And I pray that every venture 
The port of peac e may enter, 
That safe ·from snag and fall 
The siren-haunted lslet 
And rock, the Unseen Pilot 
May guide us one and all." 17 
Samuel T. Pickard, Life and Letters of John 
vol II p. 279 
l 
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II Greenleaf Whitti , 
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~~ And again this trusting in God' s goodness to make right 
I 
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the other world . 
18 
"I know not what th e future hath 
· Of marvel . or surprise , 
As sured alone that life and death 
His mercy underlies. 
And so beside the Silent Sea 
I wait the muffled oar ; 
No harm from Him can come to me 
On ocea o on shore . 
I know not where his is lands lift 
Their fronded palms in air; 
I only know I cannot drift 
Beyond Hi s love and care." 18 
"Assured that He whose presence fill s 
With light the spaces of these hills 
No evils to His creatures wills, 
The simple fa i th remains , that He 
Will do j whatever that may be 
The best alike for man and tree." 19 
The Eternal Goodness , Works p. 442 
19 
Summer by the Lakeside , Works p. 147 
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c-HAPTER VI I I 
ATTITUDE TOWARD OTHER CREEDS 
BACKGROUI'l'D 
To consider properly Whitti er' s fe e ling and attitude to-
ward other creeds than his own, we shall have to cal l t o mind 
the infl uences of the religious thought about him in hi s early 
manhood and later life. A brief sketch of his life was given 
ear lier in this thesis, but i t would be well to take into con-
sideration the religious situation at the time, and in the 
section in which Whittier was living, to see what influences 
were brought to bear upon him and wer e subsequently shown in 
his poetry. 
There was a s t r ong re l igious element present in the young 
New Engl ande r of the time. The outward hold of the rigid old 
orthod oxy was slowly weakening, especially throughout eastern ~~ 
Massachusetts; Unitarian and Universalist churches were spring ! 
ing up, and there was a growing tendency to accept whatever 
forms of religious thought showed more affection toward man. 
The power of the clergy, although still guarded, was slowly 
declining. It was the active principle of P-uritanism t hat was l 
respon s ible for the essentials of faith , such as had been ex-
pressed by a formal creed, that being thoroughly absorbed by 
the people. In describing what Puritani sm did, George Rice 
Carpenter, one of Whittier's biographers writes: "This great 
I. 
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movement had been begun to insist on the purification of the 
church, to restore the pristine faith of Christ in its purity. 
The established churches resisted the movement; as permanent 
' organizations they claimed the right to determine faith, to 
set the creed. The new · tenet of the Puritans, the tenet that 
colonized the Western World, was that the faith had already bee 
1
1 determined by its founder, and was specifically defined not by 
I 
1 a self-perpetuating organization, but by a contract ' or consti-
tut1bn, the Scriptures; from the theory of salvation as there 
1 
down the established churches had obviously departed ... 
Out of this grew the feeling to all intelligent minds 
that each could :. act upon the laws found in the Scriptures .and 
1 interpret them for himself. This led to confusion when the 
,I 
I Hebrew's tribal legislations were applied to New England com-
munities of the seventeenth century; but from this grew the 
main doctrine that the people interpret the law of God, and 
this combined with political independence, of which it was 
partly the cause, became basic t ·o the New England Purl tan in 
his conviction that he could determine himself what God's will 
was likely to be. 
We find these Puritans later not willing that others 
should determine what they felt God's will to be, but laying 
down dogmatically the rules and laws of the church which they 
had established. That Whittier was unsympat·hetic to such a 
1 
George Rice Carpenter, American Men of Letters--John 
Whittier p. 22 
I 
Greenleaf I 
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procedure is self-evident and will be taken up in this chapter. 
I DISLIKE OF CREEDS 
Whittier shows throughout his writings, the persist~nt 
1 Quaker dislike of rigid creeds. This does not indicate weak-
ness of faith or blurring of truth in his · mind. It only meant 
that he looked upon relig'ious truth as a personal experience 
and not as a dogma and therefore as being too rich, complex 
· and many-sided to be forced into inelastic phrases. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"In bondage to the letter still, 
We give it power to cramp and kill,---
To tax God's fUllness with a scheme 
Narrower ·than Peter's house-top dream." 2 
•............•.•..•.....•....•.•........ 
His was a larger conception of the nature of religion tha 
' the Puritan or any other creed. Religion with him is life to 
be lived rather than a dogma to be believed. Love is greater 
' than knowledge and therefore it is more Christ-like to bear 
1 with the heretic than it is to persecute him. "The Vision of 
Echard" is a poem in which he has God say: 
2 
"'I loathe your wrangling councils, 
I tread upon your creed; 
Who made ye mine avengers, 
Or told ye of my needs? 
I bless men and ye curse them, 
I love them and ye hate; 
Ye bite and tear each other, 
I suffer long· and wait. ' 11 
His dislike, which sometimes seemed to amount to an in-
Miriam, Works p. 95 
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tense hatred, for specific creeds ~nd their actions, is evi-
denced in "The Gallows", a poem written after he read pamphlet 
published by clergymen against the abolition of the gallows. 
The lines in which he attacks the creeds- of ·hhe time: 
''The midnight of Bartholomew, the ·stake_ 
· Of Smithfield, and that thrice-accursed flame 
Which Calvin kindled by Geneva's lake; -
New England's scaffold, and the priestly -sneer 
Which mocked its victims in that hour of fear, 
When guilt itself a human tear might claim,- .. -
Bear witness, 0 Thou wronged and merciful One! 
The Earth's most hateful crimes ba~· in Thy name 
been done!" 
Faith, according to Whittier, is too often made a matter 
of intellectual assent to a creed but his is not faith at all. 
Faith to him is ever and always a trust in God who is good 11 
I 
and this trust brings us into such vital relation with Him 
that we manifest His goodness in our lives. 
"We live by Faith; but Faith is not the slave 
Sect builds and worships where its wealth and pride 
And vanity stand shrined and deified, 
Careless that in the shadow of its walls, 
I' God's living temple into ruin falls." 3 
11 That he examined and really understood the other various 
creeds prevalent at this time is shown here and there in 
various allusions to them throughout his poetry. As he tells 
us in "The Eternal Goodness:" 
3 
11 I trace your :· lines of argument, 
Your logic linked and strong 
I weigh as one who dreads dissent, 
And fears a doubt as wrong. 
The Men of Old, Works p. 369 
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B~t still my human hands are weak 
To hold your iron creeds: 
Against the words ye bid me speak 
My heart within me pleads." 
Whittier's thought of worship w~s that which takes place 
in a plain setting devoid of everything which would appeal to 
the eye or ear. The typically Quaker belief that there should 
be nothing to d istract is expressed in many of hie poems where 
is also to be found a revolt against form and ritual of any 
kind• 
· 
11He asks no taper lights on high surrounding 
The priestly altar and the saintly grave, 
No dolorous chant nor organ music sounding, 
Nor incense cloudin g up the twilight nave. 11 4 
And in 11 The Vision of Echard" Whittier has God say: 
"tHeed I the noise of viols, 
Your pomp of masque and show? 
Have I not dawns and sunsets? 
Have I not winds that blow?' 11 
II PURITANISM 
Works _._429 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Praise and thanks for an honest man! 
Glory to God for the Puritan!" 5 
Concerning his idea of Puritanism, he has written him-
self : •••• "the Puritan taught that man should search for God; 
: while the Quaker proclaimed that God was searching for man ." 6 
II 
II 
I 
II 
.I 
' 
;I 
In "The Prophecy of Samuel Sewall" from which we .have al-
ready quoted, Whittier pays tribute to a Pur itan who commends 
himself especially to Whittier because. of the s~and he took 
against slavery. 
"Honor and praise to _the Puritan 
Who the halting step of his age outran, 
And, seeing the infinite worth ~f man 
Is the priceless gift the Father gave, 
In the infinite love that stooped to save, 
Dared not brand his brother a slave! 
' Who doth such wrong,' he was wont to say, 
In his own quaint, picture-loving way, 
. 'FlingS .'\lP to Heaven a hand-grenade 
Which God shall cast down upon hie head!'" 
Whittier w~s familiar with the facts of American History, 
however, and knew well from stories heard and read of the crue 
persecutions dealt by the luritans to those of other faiths 
including his own, Quakerism. He was not unmindful of the fac -tf 
that some of the early Puritans were guilty of intense hatred 
~nd violence toward others, and so when the occasion arose he 
was not reticent in writing about it. 
"The Pastoral Letter" was written because Whittier was 
5 
6 
The Prophecy of Samuel Sewall, Works p. 69 
Whittier CorrespondenceFrom Oak Knoll Collection 1830-1892 
p. 76 
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vexed by the General Association of Congregational Ministers 
in Massachusetts demanding that the subject· of slavery not be 
discussed in the churches and condemning woman preachers. I 
Angelina and Sarch Grimke from South Carolina had bore recentl 
their testimony against slavery. The first part of the poem 
is a taunt, bringing up historical references to the crimes 
committed in New England in the early days of this section. 
He exposes these shameful actions, to remind them of former 
intolerance which he believes is manifested now in his age 
also, in the "Pastoral Letter." 
He sarcastically calls the days when the Church and State 
were one, "Glorious days", during which on "Submissive 
shoulders" sat "your Wilsons and your Cotton Mathers." 
"Then, wholesome laws relieved the Church 
Of heretic and mis chie f-maker, 
And priest and bailiff joined in search, 
By turns, of Papi st , witch, and Quaker! 
The stocks were at each church's door, 
The gallows stood on Boston Common, 
A Papist's ears the pillory bore,---
The gallows-rope, a Quaker woman~" 
"Your fathers dealt not as ye deal 
With "nbn-professing" frantic teachers; 
They bored the tongue with red-hot steel, 
And flayed the backs of •female preachers.' 
Old Hampton had her fields a tongue, 
And Salem' s streets could tell their story, 
Of fainting -woman dragged along, · 
Gashed by ~he whip accursed and gory!" 
Whittier has written another poem the title of which 
suggests the persecutions of the various sects by the Puritan 
Church during its power in New England. The cont ents of it, 
however, do not seem to be especially bitter in the attack 
87 
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against this treatment. Here Whittier was trying merely to 
present a s ituation without denounc ing it with his usual ve -
hemenc e . I t may have been in this poem, that he was remember-
1 ing his own Puritan ancestors and so refrained from a specific 
I 
,[ reference to the Puritan , but kept his attack against the 
, 
11 haughty priesthood" in general. The note of introduct on 
which he has written at the beginning of the poem gives its 
significance. 
11 The Puritans of New Eng and, even in their wilder-
ness home , were exempted from t e sectarian contentions 
1 wh ich agitated the mother country after the do nfall of Charles 
the First, and of the established Episcopacy. The Quakers, 
1 Baptists , and Catholics were banished on pain of death from 
the Massachusetts Col ony . One Samuel Gorton , a bold and elo-
, quent declaimer, after preaching for a t i me in Boston against 
the doctrines of t he Puritans, and declaring that their church 
were mere human devices , and their sacrament and bapti sm an 
abomination , was driven out of the jurisdiction of the colony, 
and compelled to seek ~ residence among the savages. He gath-
1 ered around him a considerable number of converts, who, like 
the primitive Christians , shared all things i n common. His 
opi nion s , however, were so troublesome to the leading clergy 
of the colony, t hat they instigated an attack upon his "Family" 
by an armed force, which seized upon the principal men in it, 
and brought them into Massachusetts , where they were sentenced 
to be kept at hard labor in several towns (one only in each 
town), during the pleasure of the General Court, they being 
forbidden under severe penalties, to utter any of their relig-
ious sentiments, except t o s uch min isters as might labor for 
their conversion. They were unquestionably sincere in their 
opinions , and whatever may have beenttheir errors, deserve to 
be ranked among those, who in all ages, have suffered for the 
freedom of conscience." 7 
Freedom was, as can be seen, the keynote of much of his 
verse, especially freedom to worship God as the individual saw 
fit. The same strong feeling which brought his early ancestor 
from England to worship as they pleased--whether Puritan or 
Works p. 421 
I 
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Quaker now ros e uppermo.st in the mind of Whittier and he pour-
ed forth his indignation against any who attempted to persecute 
or suppre s s those whose religion was not exactly the same as · 
the prevailing religion of the particular place they wer e 
living. 
il 
I 
I II CALVINI SM 
ttin no other of our poets do we find such traces of the 
conflict with the old New England Calvin ism as in the pages of 
1 Whittier, and it is for his help in freeing them from the 
8 
thralldom of that nightmare that many owe most." 
Whittier, was born as we have noted , into a time and place 
in which the merciless old theology was supreme, and the more 
1 he came to know it , the more his Quaker soul recoiled and 
fought it. He sings to his old-time friend in tt Memories:tt 
ttAnd wider yet in thought and deed, 
Diverge our pathways, One in youth; 
Thine the Genevan's sternest creed, 
While answers to my spirit ' s need 
The Derby dalesman's simple truth. , 
For thee , the priestly rite and pr ayer , 
And holy day, and solemn psalm; 
For me, the si l ent reverence where 
My brethren gather, slow and calm. " 
In answer in 1889 to Sir Edwin Arnold, English newspaper-
man who had vis i ted him at Oak Knoll, and had heard him speak 
1 of "Enduring and gloomy influence of t he old accustomed Puritan 
doctrines upon the minds of New Englanders, of their pernicious 
darkening of life and literature , and how he himself had com e 
under the cloud of Calvinism and i ts terrors. 'But you , I said 
Sir , born in the purple of the Muses , never were and never 
could have been, a Calvinistic Puritan~ ' 'Nay , thee are right, 
he answered , 'the world was much too beautiful and God far too 
' 8A Memorial of John G eenleaf W ' it tier from his Native Cit 
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1 good. I never was of that mind.'" 
n 
~ Whittier has been ealled the poet of the "theologieal 
! tragedy" which refers to his protest and pleading- against the 
: bruised and outraged New England heart. Aside from devotion to 
11 it in many religious lyrics and the incidental reflection of 
it in many of the larger works, it is the distinct occasion and 
'I 
t heme of several such briefer poems as the "Min ister ' s Daughter" 
I 
I (Se e page 27), and especially of that "most valuable of all 
1 echoe s of the Great Revival and one of the most thought-ful and 
II 
1 finished of all Whittier's poems, "The Preacher." The portraits 
II 
'I of Edwards and Whitefield here, and the outline of their power-
~~ ful work are most striking and memorable, and most of all be -
' 
'I 
cause df the fine justice done them, and the deep sympathetic 
' recognition of the sincere and awful earnestness of the great 
:1 preachers , and of the genuinely prophetic in them. 
I 
I 
,I 
I! 
"In the church of the wilderness Edwards wrought, 
Shaping his creed at the forge of thought; 
And with Thor' s own hammer welded and bent 
The iron links of his argument; 
Which strove to grasp in its mighty span 
The purpose of God and fate of man! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lo! by the Merrimac Whitefield stan~s 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A homeless pilgrim, with dubious fame; 
Now as an angel of blessing classed, 
And now as a· mad enthusiast. 
Called in his youth to sound and gauge 
The moral lapse of his race and age , 
And , sharp as truth, the contrast draw 
Of human frai lty and perfect law; 
,g 
• William Sloane Kennedy, John Greenleaf Whittier--The Poet 
Of Freedom, p. 183 
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Possessed by the one dread thought that lent 
Ita goad to his fiery temperament, 
Up and down the world he went, 
A John the Baptist crying, Repent! 
No perfect whole can our nature make; 
Here and there the circle will break; 
The orb as it takes the light 
On one side leaves the other in night. 
Never was saint so good and great 
As to give no chance at St. Peter's gate 
For the plea of the Devil's advocate. 
So, incomplete by his being's law, 
The marvelous preacher had his flaw; 
With step unequal, and lame with faults, 
Hie shade on the path of History halts. 
Wisely and well said the Eastern bard: 
Fear i s easy, but love is Hard,---" 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
I 
I 
A note at the heading of this poem read: "George White-
field, the celebrated preacher, died at Newburyport in 1770, 
I 
, and was buried under the church which has since borne his 
I 
name." 
10 
II 
And so the closing lines are, appropriately enough: 
"And if where he labored the flood of sin 
Like a tide from the harbor-bar sets in, 
And over a life of time and sense 
The church-spires lift their vain defence, 
As if to scatter the bolts of God 
With points of Calvin' s thunder-r.od, 
Still a s the gem of its civic crown, 
Precious beyond the world's renown, 
His memory hallows the ancient town!" 
In speaking of a creed--belief in the hard ·and fast-bound 
, fate of all who did not reach what human beings considered the 
standard of a faith--he said: "If people -really believed all 
1 the things that they think they beli~~ve concerning God and the 
10 
The Preacher, Works p. 69 
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future judgment of the lost there would be no more smiling in 
11 
the world." This seems to sum up well the feeling he had in 
II 
I 
,, 
regard to the stern doctrine of Calvinism. His was a more chee -
ful attitude than that of the Calvinists coupled with a re-
nouncing of the ministry and set dogma. 
IV UNIVERSALISM 
We have already referred to the fact that Whittier was 
frequently interpreted as a Universalist with the reason for 
,J this being the glowing fai h and optimistic attitude found in 
most · of his verse regarding man's salvation. We have already 
lj 
discussed (See page 75) what Whittier's belief was in reference 
1to the possible loss of the soul. He was not a Universalist 
with their hope for the salvation for all, or a Calvinist hold-
I 
I 
II 
1 
ing out hope for only the chosen few. This stand which he took 1 
, and the Light" and "The Answer." 
\1 
' Was discussed under the section "Possible Loss of the Soul" on 
:1 page 75 with illustrations from two of his poems, "The Shadow 
Other stanzas from these poems 1 
I 
I\ also illustrate this point. In 11 The Shadow and the Light" we 
11 
have the idea that only God can help set our feet aright and 
· thereby is a further example of his trust and dependence on God. 
1 11 
ttwe turn us from the light, and find 
Our spectral shapes before us thrown, 
As they who leave the sun behind 
Walk in the shadows of themselves alone. 
Frances Campbell Sparhawk , Whittier At Close Range p. 175 
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in the chapter on Immortality, we find this thought of man turn-
ing from God expressed again: 
"Forever round the Mercy-seat 
The gu~.ding light s of Love shall burn; 
But what if, habit-bound , thy feet 
Shall lack the will to turn? 
What if thine eye refuse to ~ee , 
Thine ea r of Heaven 's free welcome 
And thou ·a willing captive be, 
Thysel thy own dark jail?" 
V UNITARIANISM 
He identified himself somewhat with the Uni tarians by his 
writing of "Trinitas" which would in ages past, have been 
stamped as a heretical document for it embodied ideas that were 
condemned by the church in the third century . The explanation 
·1 for all seeming contradictions in his writings is found when 
I 
' we remember that Christ to him was the "Inward Word" as well as 
the Son of God. 
In the only poem that make s re f erence to the Trinitarian 
I 
II 
II 
I formula, he rejects the tr~ditional doctrine as incomprehensible 
li The poem "Trinitas" explains hi s d fficulty in trying to solve 
1the riddle. 
I 
"That night with painful care I read 
What Hippo's saint and Calvin said; 
The living seeking to the dead! 
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In vain I turned, in weary quest, 
Old pages , where (Go give them rest !) 
The poor creed-mongers dreamed and gue ssed. 
And still I prayed, ' Lord, l et me see 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Ho~ Three are One, and One is Three; I 
Read the dark ridd e unto me ! ' " 
And when the riddle was read , th e quest ioner f ound hi s I 
answer n a revised version of an old heresy; that t here is 
One God who reveals himself n t hree ways to t e threefol 
needs of His chi ldren , the Trinty as influence: 
" lind of sight, o · fai ho small! 
Father , and Son , a Holy Call; 
This day thou hast den ie t em all! 
Revealed in love and sacrifice , 
The Holiest passed before thine eyes , 
One and the same, in t hreefold guise. 
The equal Father in rain and sun, 
His Christ in the good to evil done , 
His Voi ce in thy soul; - --and the Three are One!" 
o re luctant was he , however, to be classed a s a Unitar-
,, i an that he wrote in a note which heads hie poem "Channing": 
1 nin recall ing the impression s of that visit (this was a visit 
I 
with Channing) it can scarcely be necessary to say, that I have 
•
1 no reference to the peculiar religious opinion of the man whose 
l i fe, beautifully and truly manifested above the atmosphere of 
12 
the sect, is now the world 1 e common l egacy . 11 
Within this poem on Chann ing, one of the stanzas refers 
1 to the common interest of the English Quaker--Joseph Sturge 
1! and Channing in the lines: 
I 
12 
Channing, Works p. 180 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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;I 
"No bars of sect or clime were felt 
The Bible strife of t ongues had ceased, 
And at one common altar kne lt 
The Quaker and the pri est." 
., 
11 The fact that Whittier admired the Unitarians is a very 
ev ident one, but he did not agree with them. The variance in 
v i ews centers pr incipally on the fact that see on ly the human 
s ide of Chr ist, while he saw t he evangelical side . He was in I 
' I 
'I agreement wi th the interpretation of Christianity which recog - ' 
I 
' n i zes man 's fallen condit ion , the atonement of Christ, and 
necessity of new birth and redemption of the s oul through 
f aith , as many of his poems give witness: 
I' 
:j 
.I 
I 
"I see the wrong that round me lies, 
I feel the guilt within ; 
I hear , with groan and t tavai l-cries, 
The world confess its sin. 
Yet, in the maddening maze of things, 
And tossed by storm and flood, 
To one fixed trust my spirit clings; 
I kn ow that God is good!" 13 
VI HICKSISM 
Whitt ier always maintained t hat he wa s an orthodox Quaker. 
In 1834 he wrote to a friend concerning the Hicksi tee, making 
a strong confession of his orthodoxy. "What shall it ava il us 
if, while boasting of our soundness and of our enmity to the 
delusion of Hicki sm, we neglect to make a practical application 
of our belief to ourselves? I do not claim to be any better 
13 
The Eternal Goodness, Works p. 442 
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14 I 
, for my orthodox principles." Hickism was the Unitarian move-
ment among the Quakers, and here Whittier positively declares 
that he ·is not a follower of Hicksites but i s orthodox. Later 
in life he wrote to John Bright: "Some of us are still Friends 
15 
of the Fox and Penn and Barclay School. tt 
VII CATHOLICISM 
Concerning Whittier's attit ude toward the Roman Catholic !! 
Church we turn to Elmer James Bailey's "Religious Thought in llj 
The Greater American Poets:" I 
"His sympathy with the Church of Rome, it may be said 
1 without offense, was but slight; if in such poems as "To Pius 
IX~,. ''·The ·· Dream of Pio Nono" and "From Perugia", he was denun- I 
ciatory, he was none the less among the first to insist that 
indemnification must be made · for a convent maliciously destroy- 1 
ed near Boston, and was perhaps quite the earliest in this I 
country to defend the cause of the Irish patriots who seemed 1 
be suffering persecution on account of their religious faith. ~~ 
In "The Vaudois Teacher", he may seem to have been all but un-
charitable in his thoughts, but in the poem which succeeds it I 
1 in his collented works , "The Female Martyr", and in "The Angels 
1 of Buena Vista", written fifteen years later, one finds nothing 
but approval for a Christ-like deed performed in one case, by 
a Roman Catholic nun, and in the other by a laywoman of the 
same faith and order. •• 16 
The "Vaudois Teacher" , the poem where Bailey finds 
Whittier almost uncharitable, is a poem of France, and tells 
j the story of a wandering peddler who gave his young customer 
a Bible. This was how, according to Whittier's note at the 
14 
Chauncey 
15 
Ibid 
J. Hawkins, The Mind of Whittier, p. 38 
16 
Elmer James Bailey, Religious Thought In The Greater American 
Poets, p. 86 I 
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beginning of the poem, the Waldenses disseminated their prin-
1 
Il ciples among the Catholic gentry . The next to the last stanza 
is: 
"The hoary traveller went his way, but the book 
he lef-t behind 
Hath had its pure and perfect work on that h igh-
born maiden's maiden's mind, 
And she hath turned from the pride of sin to 
the lowliness of truth, 
And given her human heart to God in its beautiful 
hope of youth!'' 
I n five of Whittier's poems is to be found bitter denun-
elation of the Catholic on its social side. Three of these, 
"From Perugia", 11 The Peace of Europe" and "The Prisoners of 
i1 Naples", show a deep interest in the uprising in Europe in 
!I 1848. His sense justice was not confined to any country or 
I 
1 race of men. I t was against a tyrannical despotism of the 
, masses, as Whittier saw it, that excited his sympathy and in-
11 
" voked his indignation. 
II 
' 
"When the Pope (Pitis IX) joined with the Russian Emperor, 
jj Austrian Kaiser, 'Bombo ' of Naples, and the 'crowned scandal' 
1 Louis Napoleon,---barnacle on the dead renown of his uncle',--
' to put down the hopes of liberty-loving men, raised momentarily!! 
by the success of 1848, and to inflic~ the bloody and remorse- j 
., ful punishments that everywhere followed the movement, the I 
head of the Church could not shelter himself by any ecclesiastil -
al subterfuges. He and Cardinal Antonelli were as distinctly 
responsible for the 'retributions ' i n the Papal State, as was 
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massacres in the doomed' 
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1 
the i n famous Napoleon III for the daily 
Faubourg of Saint Antoine that followed 
II 
lj 
I' 
I 
II 
,. 
17 
d'etat." 
"But hateful as that tyrant old, 
The mocking witness of his crime, 
In t hee shall l oathing eyes behold 
The Nero of our time! 
• • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Let, Scandal of the World! from thee 
The needful t ruth mankind sha 1 learn: 
That kings and priests to Liberty 
And God are false in turn. 
Earth wearies of them; and the : long 
Meek sufferance of the Heavens doth fail: 
Woe for weak tyrants , when the strong 
Wake, struggle, and prevail! 
Not vainly Roman hearts have bled 
To feed the Crosier and the Crown, 
If, roused ther eby, the world shall tread 
The twin-born vampires down!" 
In the "Peace of Europe" Whittier revolt s against the say-
ing by priests, kings and prophets that there is peace, when· 
in many places there is fighting and men in exile and slavery. ,I 
17 
"Oh Fisher! of the world-wide net, 
With meshes in all waters set, 
Whose fabled keys of heaven and hell 
Bolt hard the patriot's prison-cell, 
And open wide the banquet-hall, 
Where kings and priests hold carnival! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
White Angel of the Lord! unmeet 
That soil accursed for thy pure feet. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . 
Stern herald of thy bitter way , 
The Baptist Shade · of Liberty, 
Gray, scarred and hairy-robed, must press 
With bleeding feet the wilderness! 
Oh that its voice might pierce the ear 
Of princes, trembling while they hear 
A cry as of the Hebrew seer; 
Repent God's kingdom draweth near!" 
Francis Underwood, John Greenleaf Whittier p. 223 
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Of all hie anti-Catholic poems, in "From Perugia 11 is his 
mos~ indignant wrath released. A contradiction is quite evi -
dent when the gentle Quaker who professes to l ove all his 
f e llow-men, as did the Master even when they err, writes such 
scathing criticism of the dignitaries of the Church of Rome; 
. but the explanation lies, probably in the fact of history which 
prompted the writing of this particular poem. The Pope had 
given encouragement and promotion to the officers under whom 
1 were exe cuted the slaughters of Perugia. Because Whittier was 
always in sympathy with the down-trodden and oppressed, hated 
idsplays of dominance and grandeur, and was con sc i ous of a duty 
1 to expose what he felt to be crimes against humanity, we must 
not judge him too harshly, even when he gives vent to such emo-
tional outbursts as: 
"Off with hats, down with knees, shout your vivas like 
mad! 
Here's the Pope in his holiday righteousness clad, 
From shorn crown to toe- nail, kiss-wor n to the quick, 
Of sainthood in purple the pattern and pick, 
Who the role of the priest and soldier unites, 
And, praying like Aaron, like Joshua fights!" 
Is t his Pio Nono the gracious, for whom 
We sang our hosannas and lighted all Rome; 
With whose advent we dreamed the new era began 
When the priest should be human, the monk be a man? 
Ah, the wolf's with the sheep, and the Fox with the fowl 
When Freedom we trust to be crosier and cowl!" 
"The Dream of Pio Nono" t ells of a dream the Roman Pontiff 
has in which he sees the dead bodies of those killed as a re-
,, sult of his preaching a crusade, piled in the streets while he 
hears the voice of Peter: 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"'I, Peter, fisherman of Ga lilee, 
In the dear Master's name, and for the love 
Of His true Church, proclaim thee anti-Chri st , 
Alien and separate from His holy faith 
Wide as the difference between death and life, 
The hate of man and the great love of God, 
Hence and repent~•" 
Among Whittier's narrative poems is one entitled 11 Mogg 
Megone" in which he paints a J esuit priest, Pere Ralle as un-
forgiving , selfish and cowardly , a heartless, senseless zealot. 
The poem it self i s certain ly not one of Whittier's best. It 
was written early in his career as a poet and shows evidence of 
the influence of Sir Walter Scott . Whittier wished to have 
"Mogg Megone" excluded from his collected works, but it appear · 
1 in the appendix of the Cambridge Edition of his collected works 
At the beginning of the poem he has written a note concerning I 
it: 
••• "It deals with the border strife of the early 
settlers of eastern New England and their . savage neighbors; 
but its personages and incidents are mainly fictituous. Look-
' i ng at it, at the present time, it suggests the idea of a big 
Indian in his war-paint strutting about in Sir Walter Scott's 
plaid." 18 
A f ew lines from the poem will suffice to show something o 
1 his portrayal of the priest: 
'. I 
I 
I 
II 
.j 
"Pale priest! What proud and lofty dreams, 
What keen de s ires, what cherished schemes, 
What hopes, that time may not recall 
Are darkened by that chieftain's fall! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Three backward s t eps the Jesu it takes, 
His long, thin frame as ague shakes; 
And loathing hate is in his eye, 
As from his lips these words of fear 
Fall hoarsely on the maiden's ear---
'The soul that sinneth shall surely die! '" 
In t wo of his poems, however , as we have noted, he does 
not show an unsympathetic attitude toward the Catholic fa ith~ 
, In the "Female Martyr" he pays high tribut€J . to a young nun . 
II 
!I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
,, 
"Mary G--- - , aged eighteen , a 'Sister of Charity', died 
in one of our At lantic cities, during the prevalence of the 
I ndian cholera, while in voluntary attendance upon the sick ." 
"For thou wast one in whom the light 
Of Heaven's own love was kindled well; 
Enduring with a martyr ' s might , 
Through we ary days and wake ful n i ght, 
Far more t han words may tell: 
Gentle, and meek , and lowly , and unknown , 
Thy merc ies measured by thy God alone!" 
tty~~:. ~~d . ;h~~. th~~~~~ . ~h~ii. ~~~~bi~. d~~~, 
And human pride and grandeur fall , 
The herald's line of long renown, 
The mitre and the kingly crown , --~ 
Perishing glories all! 
The pure devotion of thy generous heart 
hall live in Heaven , of which it was a part. 11 
Another example of praise to those of the Catholic fa ith 
is in the "Angels of Buena Vi sta 11 where , after describing the 
bravery and kindness of a Mexic woman on the battlefield admin-
J ister i ng to the dying, he wri tes: ,, 
II 
,, 
11But the noble Mexic women st i ll their holy task pursued, 
Through that long dark night of terror , worn and faint 
and l a cking food . 
Over weak and suffering brothers, with a tender care 
they hung, 
And the dying foeman blessed them i n a strange and . 
Northern tongue. 
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Not wholly l ost, 0 Father! is this evil world of 
ours ; 
Upward , through it s b lood and ashe s , spring afr e sh 
t he Eden flowers; 
Fr om its smoking hell of battle, Love and Pity send 
their pr ayer, 
l 
And still Thy white -winged ange ls hover dimly i n our 
air! " 
VIII TOLERANCE 
"Mary Garvin is a narrative poem which tells of a girl 
captured by the Indians and taken t o a French settlement where 
she b e comes a Catholic and remained unt i l she died. Her child 
il 
1 and her husband come back to the old home where the grandfat her 
becomes angry at the evidence of Catholicity in his son- i n-law. 
His granddaughter r eminds him that her mother died a Catholic 
and that the cross is over her grave. 
1~ The old man 
'Your words, 
stroked the fair head that rested on his 
knee; 
dear child ,' he answered, ~are God' s 
rebuke to me. ' 
'Creed and rite perchance may differ , yet our faith 
and hope be one. 
Let me be your father's father, let him be to me a 
son . ' 11 
In Snow-Bound 11 the Doctor comes to Whittier's horne to 
'I get his mother ' s help to aid i n caring for a sick neighbor. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
1\ 
II 
Whittier has written of this: 
"For, one, in generous thought and deed, 
What matter i n the sufferer' s sight 
The Quaker matron's inward light, 
The Doct0~ 's mail of Calvin's creed? 
All hear~ cl confess the saints elect 
Who twain in faith, in love agree, 
And melt not in an acid sect 
The Christian pearl of charity!" 
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Another example of broadmindedness and toler an ce .may be 
found in the words of a persecuted Quaker maiden; 
"Repent! repent! ere the Lord shall speak 
In thunder and breaking seals! 
Let all souls worship Him i n the way 
His light within reveals." 19 
In "The Q1}aker Alumni" we have still another expression 
of this tolerance regarding various creeds: 
"Enough and too much of the sect and the name, 
What matters our label, so truth be our aim? 
The creed may be wrong, but the life may be true, 
And hearts beat the same under drab coats or blue." 
In 11 A Spiritual Manifestation", Roger Williams, the wise 
1and tolerant founder of Rhode Island, is represented as re-
, counting his experiences with the various sectaries and mal-
contents driven from the Massachusetts Colony to seek shelter 
in his little realm. The poem was read at the President's 
1Levee, Brown University, twenty-ninth day, sixth month, 1870: 
""And looking backward on my times, 
This credit I am taking; 
il I kept each sectary ' s dish apart, No spiritual chowder making. 
'Where now the blending sigh of sect 
Would puzzle their assorter , 
The dry-shod Quaker kept the land, 
The Baptist held the water. 
'A common coat now serves them both, 
The hat's no more a fixture; 
And which was wet and which was dry 
Who knows in such a mixture. 
' Well! He who fashioned Peter's dream 
To bless them all is able; 
And bird and beast and creeping thing 
Make clean upon His talbe! 
19In the -Old South 121 
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'I walked by own light ; but when 
The ways of faith divided, 
Was I to force unwilling feet 
To tread the path that I did? 
'I touched the garment-hem of truth, 
Yet saw not all its splendor; 
I know enough of doubt to feel 
For every conscience tender.' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Take heart with us, 0 man of old, 
Soul-freedom's brave confessor, 
So love of God and man wax stronger, 
Let sect and creed be lesser. 
The jarring disc~rds of thy day 
In our one · ·hymn are swelling; 
And wandering feet, the severed paths, 
All seek our Father's dwelling. 
And slowly learns the world the truth 
That makes us all thy debtor,---
The holy life is more than rite, 
And spirit more than letter; 
That they who differ pole-wide serve 
Perchance the common Master, 
And other sheep He hath than they 
Who graze one narrow pasture! " 
The last two stanzas of this poem 
., complete the theme of 
, freedom from bigotry and intolerance: 
I 
"Still echo in the hearts of men 
The words thatfuou hast spoken 
No forge of hell can we ld again 
The fetters thou hast broken. 
The pilgrim needs a : pass no more 
From Roman or Genevan; 
Thought-free, no ghostly tollman keeps 
Henceforth the road to Heaven:" 
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IX SPIRITUALISM 
In a letter to Mrs. Child he writes of the belief of 
William Lloyd Garrison. "Garrison's faith in the continuity 
of. life was very positive. He trusted more than I can, how-
ever. My faith is not helped by them. I do believe, apart 
from outward signs, in the future life; and that happiness of 
that life, as in this, will consist in labor and self-sacrifice 
20 
In this sense, as thee say, 'there is no death.·~ 
Spiritualism always interested him. 11 I have had as good 
I a chance to see a ghost," he once said, nas anybody ever had, 
I 
i but not the slightest sign ever came to me. I do not doubt 
1 what others tell me, but I somet imes wonder over my avn in-
1 capacity ••• The doings of the old witch-days have never been 
1 expl ained, and as we are so soon to be transferred to another 
1 
state, how natural it appears that some of us should have 
.1 glimpses of it here. We all feel the help we receive from the 
Divine Spirit. Why deny then, that some men have it more in-
21 
directly and more visibly than others?" 
11 He was not a fanatic. He speaks good-humoredly of people 
, who are queer . One of his earliest books, ttsupernaturalism of 
New England" is a compilation of the delusions which have pre- . 
1' vailed. 
20 
Francis H. Underwood, John Greenleaf Whittier p. 283 
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In relation to a ghost story, he has written: 
"Soon or late to all our dw e llings come the spectre s 
of our mind• 
Doubts and fears and dread forebodings in tre dark-
ness undefined; 
Round us throng the grim projections of the heart 
and of the brain, 
And our pride of strength is weakness, and the cun -
ning hand is vain. 
In the dark we cry like chi ldren; and no answer from 
on high 
Breaks the crystal spheres of silence , and no white 
wings downward fly; 
But the heaveillly·. help we pray for comes to faith, 
and not to sight , 
II 
And our prayers themselves drive backward all the 
spirits of the night!" 
Whittier has written a poem, 11 Hymn t o the Dunkers" which 
~ is a t reatment of the hharacter of this mystical sect¥ This 
I is the only one ab out these people which he has written; it 
serves to show his sympathy with a creed that might well be 
called peculiar. 
X CONCLUSION : 
"The domain il1dividual conscience 1.. .. to me very sacred; 
and it se ems the part of Christian: c~arity to make a large 
allowance for varytng experiences, mental characteristics, and 
I 
11 temperaments, as well as that youthful ent husiasm which, if 
II 
11 sometimes misd i rected, has often been instrumental in infusing 
~ a fresher life into the boOy of ~eligious profession. It is 
~~ too much to expe ct that we can maintain an entire uniformity 
I 
I 
I 
II I 
in the expression of truths in which we substantially agree; 
and we should be careful that a regretful concern for 
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' 
r/ ---~-, t-h-e foi'lll of sound word' does not become what William Pe=-1 
calls, 'verbal orthodoxy.' We must consider that the same ac- I 
' cepted truths look somewhat differently from different points 
of vision. Knowing our own weaknesses and limitations, we 
must bear in mind that human creeds , speculations , expositions , 
and interpretations of the Div ine plan are but the faint and 
feeble glimpses of finite creatures into the infinite mysteries 1 
of God. 
'They are but broken lights of Thee , 
And Thou, 0 Lord, are more than they.' 
narrowness and partisanship of His disciple s by assuring the'. 
22 
I that, 'they that were not against Him, were for Him.'" 
For Protestantism, it can easily be seen and is needless 
1 
to deny, his appreciation was naturally much stronger than for 
I 
I Catholicism, but we musf admit that for those within his own 
communion his love and charity were most marked. This was 
I! shown in Chapter IX. 
I' II 
I' I 
22 
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CHAPTER .. VII I 
GOD IN NATURE 
il Through nature~ Whittiet believed one comes into relation ~ 
with a higher power. Reaching i nto the very heart of nature, 
11 he saw the loving God and Father who animated it all. 
Although Whitt i er's ideas on the relationship of God and 
nature are closely interwoven , an attempt in this chapter has 
II 
,, 
il 
been to classify them somewhat by dividing the chapter into 
I separate topics abcordlng to the four usee he makes of nature. ~ 
1 The religious signif i cance of Whittier's nature poetry 1! 
can be f ound in these four uses which he makes of nature : 
1. 
2. 
4. 
He finds in nature a text for his sermons . 
Nature gives him the opportunity for 11 thoughtful 
hours of musing. n . . 
Nature has a deeper spiritual s i gnificance which 
speaks of God. 
Nature serves to strengthen his hope in a life 
after death. 
I WHI TTIER THE PREACHER 
"Nature taught him deep th i ngs of God and man, and he 
, could never forget or lose sight of t he personal element and 
1 of the ethical spirit whenever he sought communion with her. 
In answer to complaints by critics of morals tacked on his 
verse he answered: 
1 
'I suppose a man must write as the truth 
comes to him." He recognized that the message must be de-
clared as God revealed it to him. 
I 
II 
,I 
,I 
jl 
l 
I 
I 
I 
jl 
II 
II 
il 
I 
Whittier was a natural preacher--he could never resist 
the temptation to preach. The substance of his message was 
as important as form. Whittier was not satisfied to draw a 
picture and let it teach its own lesson. To him the illustra-
ion was incomplete until he made the application. 
In writing of the flower-!!the Mayflower 11 -named from the 
, Pilgrim ship , he writes that this flower has come to us with 
the s ame beautiful blossom which welcomed the Pilgrim. 
Whittier no pr aches that he would have the Pi l grims• char-
acter come down to us and be repe~ted in our sons: 
"Behind the sea-wall ' s rugged length, 
Unchanged, your leaves unfold, 
Like love behind the manly strength 
Of brave hearts of old. 
So live the fathers in their sons» 
Their sturdy faith be ours , 
And ours the faith that overruns 
I t s rocky strength with flowers." 
I' 
,! 
II 
'I 
I 
I 
11 
~I 
I 
I 
ll 
II 
His nature poems were more tba.n just "picturesque" in that !! 
I t hey r eveal the personalit.y of the poet, a personality that' II 
I 
' changing with the moods awakened by the poems, is al ays tender " 
and thoughtful , gr~teful for the glimpses of oveliness they 
1 disclose, and consoled by the spiritua truth t hey seem to him 
to teach. 
He did not lov.e nature s i mply for its beauty of form and 
color. The thing w ich of of supreme interest to h i m was life, 
and he was attracted to natur ecause it helped to nterpret 
himself, h s brother , and his God. 
1 Atwood*= The Spiritual I nfluen ce of John Green leaf Whi t ier 
I! 
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Although he sees t he beautiful scenes of nature;--whe 
the farmer speaks of hi s mother, l'lhi tt ier immed iately sees 
something more teautiful than the nature -picture s . 
The vi i tors were : 
"Pra sing the farmer ' s house, He only spake 
Looking i nto the sunset o'er the lake 
Like one t o whom the far- off is most near: 
'Yes , most f olks think it has a pleasant l ook; 
love it tor my good old mother's sake, 
Who lived and di ed here in t he peace of God ! 
When t he farmer said t his, the people listening _;, dwelt then 
upon his words and learned from them a le sson : 
"we felt that man was more than his abode , ---
The inward life than Nature 's raiment more; 
II I 
,, 
I' ,! 
I! 
I 
I 
II 
And the warm sky, the sun-down-tinted hill, jl 
The forest and the lake , seemed dwarfed and d i m II 
Before the saintly soul, whose human will 
Meekly in the Eternal footsteps trod," 
He saw all nature in terms of life. Nature i nterpreted 
some realit i es of l i fe for him--spoke to him on those great 
themes of l ove , immortality and God. She maa e .. ,clear for him 
some emotion or hope or fear, and this he is delighted to 
share with others. 
II NATURE AS A CONSOLATION AND INSPIRAT ION 
Sometimes we read , he delighted to go into t he forests 
or t o the seashore and let nature 's calm pour into his s oul. 
He does this in "Hampton beach": 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
I 
II 
II 
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ttGood-by to Pain and Care! I take 
Mine ease to-dew : ,, 
Here where these sunny waters break 
And ripples this keen breeze I shake 
All burdens from the heart, all weary thoughts 
I 
away. I' 
And again amid the dry leaves and mosses, under dead 
1 boughs the trailing arbutus was found by Whittier. Musing on 'I I 
1 this tiny flower which seemed to be trying to gladden the lone-1 
' " ly d~ll, Whittier was led to think of lonely lives, "cl ogged ~ 
l1 
1 and pent 11 , "cold and cumbered with care" which still find room. I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
ttTo lend a sweetness to the ungenial day 
And make the sad earth happier for their bloom." 2 
· This, it can easily be seen, was following the true 
I Christian way of life-- making others happy, and so it was part! 
of Whittier's perspective of life. The "following in the way ~ 
of Christ, as a way of life" has been discussed in Chapter VI. ~ 
II 
III SPIRIT OF GOD IN NATURE II 
To him Nature was full of love, and being that, was not I 
impersonal in its character. It was not an end in itself, to I 
be loved, but it pointed to a Creator, to an "Indwelling Spiri t ! 
that was to be worshipped, and this "Indwell ing Spiri t " in its II 
fullness had been revealed, he believed, in the highest pro-
II duct ion of nature, which was man himself. 
God--Chapter IV) 
(See humanity of 
Under the classification of a psalm may properly be plac-
ed. the lines entitled "The Worship of Nature", where Whittier 
~­
The Trailin _ 164 
II 
II 
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is summoning every created thing to praise God: 
"The harp at Nature 's advent strung 
Has never ceased to play; 
The song the stars of morning sung 
Has never died away. 
And prayer is made, and praise is 
By all things near and far; 
The ocean looketh up to heaven, 
And mirrors every star. " 
I 
I 
'I 
given 
In the six following stanzas, Whitt i er mentions the waves, I 
i' earth , mountains, mists, winds, clouds, rain, flowers and 
'I li leaves. Then in the last two stanzas he finishe s the poem 
" with : 
"The blue sky is the temple 's arch, 
Its transept earth and air, 
The music of it s starry march 
The chorus of a prayer. 
So Nature keeps the reverent frame 
With which her years began ,: ., 
And all her signs and voices shame 
The prayerless heart of man. 11 
We have much evidence in his poetry that nature at all 
times spoke to h im of God. He found spiritual fact behind her 
every sign and symbol :--In the "reddening dawn", "warm- noon 
lights", " sun-set go l d 11 --he watched "God ' s angels come and go. "I 
, On sky and mountain wal l he saw "the Almighty' s pictures hung 11 ; 
,, 
I 
the sky was the "hollow of God's hand"; the lake t he ~1:m1rror I 
of His love"; the stars "His teachers"; the hills , the streams 
and woods, 11His · witnesses." 
As the seasons came he saw God about him, as in "The 
Pennsylvania Pilgrim": 
"And when the miracle of autumn came , 
112 
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I 
I 
I· 
I 
And all the woods with many colored flame 
Of splendor, making summer's greeness tame, 
Burned, uneonsumed, a voice without a sound 
Spake to him from each kindly bush around, 
And made the strange new landsacape holj. ground ! " 
Nature led him in direct communion with God but he was 
never led in the direction of Pantheism. 11 He held to the 
theistic principle that the external world, although God is 
1 immanent within it, is like man, somethill)g apart from Divire 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
Personality. He was never the scientist; cared little for the 1 
I, principles :. 'scovered or the theories formulated by the phys -
cist and ch , ~ ist; preferred to see nature undisected, un-
3 
labelled, ananalyzed, untabulated. " 
1 To him, the Divine Creator was ever at his work i n t he 
II 1 world. 
II The quiet lake is the "mirror of God ' s love" and while 
•I 
11 sitting by it he felt a calm repose stealing into his life of 
I' 
suffering which led him to rest in faith' in that Divine Goodnes 
II 
II 
which he inculcated into all his works. 
"St ill wait s kind Nature to i mpart 
Her choicest gifts to such as gain 
And entrance to her loving heart 
Through the sharp discipline of pain." 4 
The I ndian found in nature the great Spirit. Whittier 
vound in her an ever-present God. 
"God near seemed; foom earth and skies 
His loving voice he beard, 
. 'I 
l 5 . ,. 
Elmer James Bailey, Religious Thought I n The ~reater American 1 
Poets, p. 95 
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II 
II 
As, face to face, in Paradise, 
Man stood before the Lord. 
Thanks, 0 our Father! that like him , 
Thy tender love I see, 
In radiant dell and woodland dim, 
And tinted sunset sea ." 5 
He always saw the "Giver in the given. " To him nature's 
phases were God's great pictures. In contemplating the pic-
I 
II 
I· 
II 
I' 
f 
I 
ll 
II 
' 
ture he has never forgotten the artist. Although in ''The Meet- 11 
'' ing" he has given as his reason for not worshipping out among I 
nature's manifestations, the fact that she proves too 
ing. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 
"She hides the Giver in the given." 6 
h 
distract- '1 
I 
I 
I 
He saw 'that nature by herself can give no sufficient sol- 11 I~ ution to the mystery that surrounds us. For this reason a 
'I word of warning to those who turn to nature to find truth. 
, a poem sent with a copy of John Woolman's journal, he wrote 
In 
,I 
'I 
again of the central doctrine of his faith--that of the "Voice 
'I 
' 
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' from Within: " 
, "But a soul-suffi cing answer 
!I 
II 
It Hath no outward origin; More than Nature' s manY. v oice s 
May be heard within. ' 
It is interesting to note that Whittier has inculcated 
into his poetic consideration of a nature, a thought similar 
I 
II 
;I 
li 
I 
II to that held by the ancient Greeks that the things of this I 
., 
)1 
I 
earth are merely imitations of the real and perfect things ex- ~ 
isting in heaven. To Whittier the lonely aspects of nature are
11 
simply "Shadows of God's realities". In the beauty of these we 11 5 '!'lie Lakeside, Works p. 144 
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II 
II 
see a hint of the beauty of he-.ven, and it follows then, that I 
I 
from these manifestations of beauty on earth, we are observing I! 
only some of the wonderful works of God, evident through the 
beauty 
I 
in nature. 
II 
II 
itA holier beauty overbroods 
These fair and faint s imilitudes; 
Yet not unblest is be who sees 
Shadow s of God's realities, 
And knows beyond this masquerade 
Of shape and color, light and shade, 
And dawn and set, and wax and wane, 
Eternal verities remain." · 
The hint of the beauty of heaven, which we get on earth, 
Whittier believes shou ld inspire us to a better life. 
"But let me dream that hill and sky 
Of unseen beauty prophesy; 
And in these tinted lakes behold 
The trailing of the raiment fold 
Of that which, still lending gaze 
Allures to upward-tending ways , 
Whose footprints make , wherever 
Our common earth a holy ground. " 7 
Just the reverence which Whittier has for these witnesses 
1 to the Eternal Good is described in another stanza of the same 
1 poem. Here we have his idea of "worshipping" the beauty in 
I 
II 
I 
I 
nature : 
ncalm as the hour, methinks I fee l 
A sense of worship o'er me steal; 
Not that of satyr-charming Pan, 
No cult of nature shaming man, 
Not Beauty's self, but that which lives 
And shines through all the veils it weaves , ---
Soul of the mo~ntain, lake and wood , 
Their witness to the Eternal Good!" 
7 Summe r Pilgrimage, Works p. 166 
I 
'I ,, 
II 
I 
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The yearly repetition of the seasons, regular succession 
of flowers and fruit and seed, did not by th~ i r familiarity 
I 
make the mysterious power of God seem to him t he lese wondrous ! 
and sublime. The miracle of life remained, the miracle of .I 
I! 
I 
.The sc ientist might findthe relation of cause and effect, U 
II II bush, and gras s and tree. 
I 
'I 
,, 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
might enunciate a new law; but the statement, the conclusion, :1 
II 
was of no more value than evidence that man had become possess ~ 
ed of a lit tle deeper insight into the methods of the Maker II 
and Preserver of t he world. 11 
"To Whi tt:i.er whatever science had to say, the changes in Ill 
nature were no less miraculuoue than they were on the first I II 
day of cre ation when the spirit of God moved upon the face of jl 
8 h 
t he wat ers." I 
I 
Although he loved nature , he did not regard her as final ' 
final t eacher of t ruth. Nature in all her moods 
,, 
utters some \1 
divine message to h im and this message is a l most a lways the I 
simple statement underlying al l of Whi t tier ' s poetry , that I! 
II 
.··God.:.:ts . Good ~ " He was ready to admit that much had been taughtl 
him by the warm sky, the sundown hi 11, the fore s:t , and the lak 'I ; 
but hi s soul reacted upon the knowledge thus obtained and he 
learned as the hero of "The Branded Hand" had learned: 
8 
" •••• a higher wisdom than the babbling schoolmen 
knew; 
I 
,, 
Elmer James Ba iley, Rel~gi ous Thought in The Greater 
Poets , p. 88 
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II 
II 
II 
j 
God's stars and si.lencee taught thee, as His 
angels only can, 
That the s ole sacred t hing beneath the cope 
of he~ven is Uan! " 
I t follows t herefore that although Whittier understood 
the point of v iew which class ifie s man with nature, the r e is 
I 
1 111 
I 
·I 
no doubt that he could never put man with plant s and animals 
t hat perish. He felt man t r anscended nature as God t r an scends II 
t 
man. Man can harness the forces of nature and can ven us e his 'I 
God-like power to put other men under his yoke . Man, accord1n1 
to Whittier ' s belief , had free-will , self-conscious , self-deteiJ!-
ming, he is endowed with personality as is no other being 
save God . When man misuses h i s power he s ins, yet Whittier 
ways ins isted that he never loses hi s God-like character. 
'I 
al J 
I 
Wh i tt i er may be compar ed with J oseph Sturge whom he men- ~ 
tions in his poem, "In Remembrance : 11 I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"Who in the vilest saw 
Some sacred crypt or a ltar or a temple 
Still vocal with God ' s law; " 
The season s serve t o represent his ever-present hope of 
,, 
I' 
'I (See Chapter VI) Sometimes it is things found j 
in the heart of wint er that he sees a s prophecies of the s um- ~ 
immorta lity. 
mer to come: 
11 o i n tho se winters of the soul , 
By bitter bla sts and drear 
O'erswept from Memory ' s f rozen pole, 
Will sunny days appear. 
Receiving Hope and Faith, they 
The soul its iving powers, 
And how beneath the winter 's snow 
Lie germs of summer flowers!" 9 
g· . 
A ur eam of Summer, Works p . 14 
In t he spri ngtim e he f ound a t ype of resurrectio • He 
saw i n it t e yearly evangel from Godj bea ring hl s glad mes -
sage o life over the grave. 
"o soul of the spring-t i me, its light a d ite breathe , 
Br i ng warmth t o this coldness , bring life to this 
death; 
Renew the great mira cl e ; et us b ehol d 
The s tone f r om the mouth of the s epulchre rolled, 
And Nature , like Lazarus , r ise as old!" 10 
11 0 fearful heart and troubled brain ! 
Take hope and strength f r om this,---
That Nature never hints in vain , 
Nor prophesie s amiss." 11 
As Whittier's hope of immortality has been dis cussed at 
J some length in Chapter VI , we shall not t ake time here to re-
11 
1 iterate this important part of his fai th , but the illustrations 
I 
given prov that here was another ,usage t o which he put nature. 
V MYSTIC I SM 
There is a mystic note in much of ~hittier's nature 
pbetry. This is the s~ggestion behind his. constant fe e ling 
of the Spirit of nature. 
Walking along by the river, he senses that t here is some-
' one walking with him. He wonders if it is a dream of old, and 
appropriately he entitles the poem expressing this experience , 
· "A Mystery: u 
10 
April , Works p . 148 
11 
The Old Bur ying Ground, Works p. 154 
I 
I 
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II 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
"A presence, strange at once and known, 
Walked with me as my guide; 
The skirts of some forgotten life 
· Trailed noiseless at my side. 
Was it a dim-remembered dream? 
Or glimpse through aeons old? 
The secret which the mountains kept 
The river never;o told." 
I n one of his poems, the mystic seems to be indentified 
with the Quaker in respect to his looking within himself for 
1 Christ and shunning the worldly ceremonies at the birth of 
Il
l 
I 
II 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
II 
I 
Christ. The poem referred to is 11The My stic~s Christmas . 11 
Here we have the monks making merry over the Christmas holiday 
while one s its apart and does not join in the merriment. When I 
questioned by the others as to the reason for his silent and !1 
aloof demeanor , he answers that he once felt as they do about I 
Christmas: 
11But now, beyond the things of sense, 
Beyond occasion and events, 
I I know , through God' s exceeding grace, 
Release from form and time and place. 
I listen from no mortal tongue, 
To hear the song the angels sung; 
And wait within myself to know 
I! 
The Christmas lilies bud and blow." 
The characteristic of the Quakers--looking within them-
selves for the Spirit of Christ--carries with it a l ways this 
mystic note, and so in the writings of Whittier, the Quaker, 
we should expect to find this mysticism and we are not disap-
pointed. In the nature poems it is a feeling of the Spirit 1 
I 
of Nature and in the others there is often the feeling of the 11 
Spirit of God within men's souls. ~ 
I 
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I VI CONCLUSION 
In concluding, therefore, the relation of God and nature 
according to Whittier, we come to the conclusion that nature 
' always brought him to thoughts of God. He sees all the beauty • 
I! in nature's every manifestatioj and delights in it , loves i t 
and praises it, all the time realizing it is a gift from God to r 
II his children : 
"And once more , by the grace of 
Of every good the Giver, 
We sing upon its wooded rim 
The praises of our river: " 
Him 
Like Wordsworth he delighted in going out in the fields 
II and forest s to commune with nature in all her glory and found 
in every pha.se ::- some application to make to human life and be-
I havior . 
II Whittier has been referred to by Oliver Wendell Holmes , 
jl a s the wood-thrush of Essex , and very appropriate ~nd fitting 
1 is the sobriquet, for he sang out his songs from a close con-
tact with the outdoors of Essex County-- i ts wooded hills, se-
el uded lakes and numerous streams. 
It is evident that he preferred nature very often to human 
social contacts, for with her he could hear: 
12 
"The voice of God in leaf and breeze!" 
12 
To James T. Fields, Works p. 199 
It 
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CHAPTER IX 
QUAKER POEMS 
Having examined the religion of Whittier and found him a 
true Quaker with the characteristics of the society evident in 
1 much of his verse, (although he did go beyond rigid Quakerism 
' as we have noted in many of his "poems of indignation") we 
might well expect to find among his writings many selections 
dealing with the Quaker people and Quaker history. We find, 
11 however, comparatively few of this type, for his poetry embrace 1
1
1 
jl 
' ed the truths on which all creeds and sects of Chr istianity for i 
the most part agree upon. His was, as has been said by his 
1 various biographers i n various ways , the "Church Universal." 
I 
II 
ll 
In this chapter we shall examine those few in which he did use 
Quakers, their history, or their particular form of worship for 
his subject. 
"T~e Fair Quakeress" 
The earliest of his Quaker poems is a description of a 
young Quaker girl of whom he writes: 
"She has not mingled with the hollow world 
Nor tampered with its mockeries, until all 
The delicate perceptions of the heart, 
The innate modesty and watchful sense 
Of maiden dignity are lost within 
The maze of fashion and the din of erode 
Because of this unworldiness, she commends herself to 
! Whittier. From this idea he relates tpe homage that Beauty 
I 
l 
I 
hath, and turns in the last stanza t o the beauty of the "Fair 
Quakeress " --beauty of feature and beauty of mind and disposi-
tion. 
"Barclay of Ury" 
Eighteen years later was written this poem of the man who 
wrote "Barclay's Apology " which a contains a lucid descripti ort 
of the beliefs of the Quakers, and who was among the earliest 
II 
1 converts to the doctrines of the Friends in Scotland . He was 
·I an old and distinguished soldier , who fought under Gustavus 
'I Adolphus in Germany. As a Quaker, he became the ob j ect of 
persecution and abuse at t he hands of magistrates and the pop-
ulace. He bore all this with patience and nobleness. When one 
of his friends lamented that he should be treated so harshly in 
his old age, Barclay replied that he found more satisfaction in 
II 
being insulted because of his religious principle than when he 
used to ·ba honored so ~greatly for his service in the field of 
battle. How he entered the streets with the mob jeering and 
cursing at him, is told in the first and second stanzas , while 
1 t he thir d discusses his manner toward them: 
"Yet, with calm and stately mien! 
Up the streets of Aber de en 
Came he s lowl y r idi ng ; 
And, to all he saw and heard, 
Answering not with bitter word , 
Turning not for chiding. 11 
When a comrade of his early fighting years wishes to 
II 
II 
strik I 
1 down the angry mob, Barclay remonstrates and finally asks: 1 
I 
I 
\ 
II 
" ••• Is the sinful servant more 
Than his gracious Lord bore 
Bonds and stripes in Jewry? 
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Give me j oy that in His name 
I can bear with patient frame, 
All these vain ones offer ; 
Whi le for them He suffereth long 
Shall I an swer wrong with wrong, 
Scoffing with the scoffer?" 
The rest of the poem expresses Barclay's trust in God ' s II 
'I II handling of the situation , and the l a st three stanzas express 
1 Whittier ' s belief that we should trust in God. 
:I 
I 
"The Ex i le s " 
When a Quaker with 
"A look , like that his Master wore 
In Pilate's council-hal l : 
I t told of wrongs, but of a love 
Meekly forgiving al l." 
came to the home of the Macy ' s, he was welcom ed and given shel-
1 ter from the storm. Because they had harbored a Quaker, and 
I 
II tried to protect him from the magi s trate , the Macys were forced 
to fle e from their h ome to escape impr isonment. They fled by 
II 
II 
•, 
, boat and finally landed on Nantucket where they settled and at- . 
~,, 
II 
II 
I 
I 
tracted others to settle there . Whit t ier closes the poem with 
a typical stanza which calls on God to bles s the i sland : 
"God bless the sea -beat island! 
And grant forgiv eness , 
That charity and freedom dwe l l 
As now V..pon her shore!" 
"Mabel Martin 11 
In the story of Mabel Mar t in, we have no spe ci a l interest, 
for it is only in the s etting of the poem described in Part I 
that· there is any mention of a Quaker. Here we have mention 
of t he gent l eness of the Quaker s , their neatne ss , simplicity and 
123 
I 
the pos1t5:on of the Quaker oman: 
\l 
"Here , ground·faat in their native f ield, 
Untempted by the city's gain, 
,, 
rn_he quiet farmer folk remain 
Who bear'&he p l easant nama ot .Fr1ends, 
.And keep their fathers' gexH.le 1a.ya 
And aimple speech or Bible days; 
In whose neat hc;meste ds ome.n holds 
'· ith modest ease her equal place, 
And wears upon her trenquil f~ce 
The look of one who , margin~ not 
Her self·hood in another a will; 
Is love~s and duty's handmaid still . 11 
'The. l?$tmaylvan1a P1lgrimn 
Mhis poem tells the stoey of :?as orius who came from Gar-
Jnany • He :1ae a close friend. or. W1111am Penn, o.nd a·fter be ... 
. c o~<.ing a Quaker uas the le' der in the settlement of Germantown 
Which prospered under his wise direction. Jh1tt1er felt t her e 
fSS a need for this poem . Many poets had ritteri the story of 
the Pilgrims "i hoe a.me in the "Mayf'lQ·Ier 1 , bringing their belief; 
'o v hit tier desired that the same recognition be given the 
arly days in this countr>y of -his beloved Quakers .. The poem 
describes the .noble nature of Pastorius and that of his ~· 1 fe. 
is disappoint ment when so11B of tlle Friends ould not· lend sup ... 
port to the aboli-tion movement :ts acute, but Anna cheers him 
I 
~P with the fact that their son will live to see the aboli t ion 
~f slav ... :ry . 
also: 
I 
IUs friendsh1p ·with t he ~"wed1sh pactora is related 
"And oft Pastorius a.nd the meek old man 
Argued as Q,:uaker and as Lutheran , 
Ena.1ng in Chz•istia.n love" as t hey began," 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I, 
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11 
In this narrative poem we find several illustrations of 
Quaker life and spirit , such as : 
"Gathered from many sects the Quaker brought 
.His old beliefs, adjusting to the thought 
That moved his soul the creed his fathers taught. 
One faith .alone , so broad that a l l mankind 
Within themselves its sacred witness find, 
The soul ' s communion with the Eternal Mind. 
The Spirit ' s law , the I pward Rule and Guide , 
Scholar and peasant , lord and serf , allied, 
The polished Penn and Cromwell 's Ironsides." 
Pastorius, as the scholar, learned many things not told 
in books and began to l ove his new-found home. All was peace 
and beauty i~ this settlement which attracted men and women 
from other places where they had suffered persecution becaus~ 
of religious belief. 
A description of a Quaker ' .Meeting is given in fine res- !I 
traint and yet made to seem very real to the reader: 
"Lowly before the Unseen Presence knelt _ 
Each waiting heart, till haply some one felt 
On his moved lips the seal of silence melt. 
Or , without spoken words, low breathings stole 
Of a diviner life f r om soul to soul , 
Bapt izing in ·one tender thought the who l e. 
When shaken hands announced the meeting o ' er, 
The friendly group still lingered at the door, 
Greeting, inquiring, sharing all the store 
Of weekly tidings •••• " 
The guide of Pastorius is quite naturally the " Inward 
Light " discussed in Chapter II • 
••.••••• "A voice spake in his ear, 
And lo! all other voices far and near 
Died at that whisper, full of meanings c e.a.r. n 
,I 
I 
I 
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"The Quaker Alumni" 
This poem was read at the Friends School Anniversary, 
, Providence, R. I ., sixth month , 1860. Here, as in probably 
no other of the Quaker poems, does Whittier mention all his 
favorite ideas and his great love for the Quaker f a ith. He 
is i n a jovial frame of mi nd and inspired to write this poem, 
' at the thought of all the Quakers getting together again. In 
the second stanza he writes; 
.. 
II "All your str i fe and vexations , your whims and complaints, I (You were not saints yourselves , if the children of saints~} 
All your petty self-seekings and rivalries done , 1 
Round the dear Alma Mater your hearts beat a s one ! 11 1 
I 
Alway s concerned with his orthodox branch of Quakerism be- ~~ 
coming t oo worldly and eanirg away from the s tr ct Quaker faitH, 
he tells t hem i n the third stanza: 
"How wide l )l soe' er you have strayed from the fb ld , , 
Though your "thee 11 has grown 11 yru 11 , and your drab blue 
and gold, · j 
To t he old friendly speech and the garb's sober f ot'm, I 
Like the heart of Ar gyle to t he tar tan, you war m." 
The ab sence of members who have d ied since last meet ing 
saddens f or a mome~ the joyous spirit of reun i o but the 
II 
11 t hought , that God s good and knows b eat , comes t o t e rescue 
', in dispel ing the mournfu mood. Al l members are older and 
11 some are beginn i n g to s :10 t he i r age ; Whittier wi .shea them to 
I 
I 
1 happ and ra.tefu l s o . he .,wri tee: 
"But fa i th should be cheerfu l and trust shou ld be g ad, 
And our folli es and s in s , not our year s , make us sad . 
• ¥ • • • • • • • • • • * • • • • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • J * • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Life is brief , duty grave ; but, wi t r ai - fo ded wing s , 
Of yester day' s sunshine t he grateful hear t s i ngs;" 
12§ 
I 
I' 
I n rna y stanzas he praises Quakerism giving thanks for 
the counse l it gives its children. These are being k nd t o the 
poor and oppressed , alw~s helping others , and wherever t h e 
opportunity, r ighting the wr ong. 
part icularly, giving thanks for: 
He praises the Quaker women 
II 
"Fo~ a womanhood highef and holier by al l II 
Her know ledge of good, than was Eve ere her fall,---
Whose ta sk-work of duty moves lightly . as plaf., 
Serene as the moonlight and warm as the day ; ' 
He wants them to give, thanks for the broadness of their 
aith and sense of Goodnes s revealed everywher~. These ideas 
, were c lose to t he heart (.:Of the poet ,and re uttered them again 
and again. Each of these particular themes has been discussed 
irt their separate place in other chapters, but now we sh~l 
see them expressed in a stanza'from this typical poem of a 
I 
Quaker poet: 
"For a sense of the Goodness revealed everywhere, 
As sunshine impartial, and f ree as the air; 
For a trust in humanity , Heathen or Jew, 
And a hope for all darkness the Light shineth through." 
At the time of this poem, the members of the orthodox II 
Quakers were slowly dwindling but with his firm faith and fer-
vent devotion, Whitt ier, while recogni~ing this f act of de-
creasing numbers , acclaimed that although this be true, the 
truth they stood for would live on. 
"But the Lord of the seed-field takes care of Hi~ own, 
And the world shall yet reap what our sowers have 
sown. 
The last of the sect to his fathe~s may go, 
Leaving only his coat for some B~num to show; I 
But the truth will outlive him and broaden with years, I 
Till the false dies away, and the wrong disappears." 
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Because their faith may be dying out, Whittier asks, what 
.i should thi3 y do, join s ome other? This stanza is good for ex-
pressing his idea ~f other creeds which was discussed in Chap-
1' 
I ter VI I I. He has indescriminate ly mixed in principles of Catho-
~ licism and Protestantism: 
"Shall we fawn round the priestcraft that glutted the 
shears? 
And festooned .the stocks with our grandfathers' ears 
Talk of Woolman ' s unsoundness? Count Penn Heterodox? 
And take Cotton Mather in place of George Fox? 
Make our preachers war -chaplains? quote Scripture to 
t ake 
The hunted s lave back , for One simus' sake? 
Go to burning church-candles , and chanting i n choir, 
And on the old meeting- house stick up a spire?" 
I Then Whittier answers the questions : 
"No! the old paths we ' ll keep until better are shown , 
Credit good where we find it, abroad or our own; 
And while ' Lo here' and 'Lo ·there' the multitude call Be true to ourselves, and do justice to all. 
The poem ends as do mariy of Whittier's on a note of praise 
1 and prayer to God: 
I 
II "To Him be t he glb~y forever ! We bear To the Lord of the Harvest our wheat with the tare. 
What we lack in our work may He find i n our will, 
And winnow iri mercy our good from the ill!" 
I 
"The Meeting" 
This poem starts at the end of a Quaker Meeting with the 
1 Friends rising and shaking hands . Whitt i er's guest takes a 
long-drawn breath of relief and o~tside he questions Whittier 
' regarding his part " in these dull rites of drow sy -head." The 
I 
gue st suggests that a better place for worship would be out-
doors, and in his words we get an idea of Whittier's own love 
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I 
II 
II 
" ••• Seek it where 
: It sooths with dream s the summer air , 
Not in this close and r ude-benched hall , 
But where soft lights and shadows 
And the slow , sleep-walking hours 
Glide soundless over grass and flowers!" 
' Whittier answers by telling him of the distractions of nature. 
'I I 
I 
He says of her: 
11 She hides the Giver in the given." 
For this reason , he attends the Quaker Meeting and in the fol-
lowing stanza describes carefully and concisely just the func-
t io~ of this Quaker service : 
"And so I find it well t o come 
For deeper rest to this ~. st111 room 
For here the habit of the soul 
Feels less the outer world's control; 
The strength of mutual purpose pleads 
More earnestly our common needs; 
And from the si lence multiplied 
By these still forms on either side, 
The world that time and sense have known 
Falls off and leaves us God alone." 
Another reason for his corning to the Meeting is that it 
1 brings back memories of the relatives and friends he used to 
see there, who have since died. It especially reminds him of 
II 
his beloved mother, who was a regular attendant at the Meetings 
I 
I !
1
. The simple, really barren Quaker Meeting satis fies him, for, 
I 
II as he tells his friend : 
"I ask no organ's soulless breath 
To drone the themes of life and death 
No altar candle-lit by day 
No ornate woodsman's rhetoric-play." 
There is mention of doubt here , but like any suggestion 
of religious doubt in his verse, it is just mentioned briefly 
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I 
I 
insigni-.1 
ripple 
on the waters : 
One 
ttnoubts to the world ' s child-heart unknown 
Question us now from star and stone ; 
Too little or too much we know, 
And sight is swift and faith is slow.n I 
lipe f~om this poem challenges various interpret~tions~ 
II Doe s Whittier tnean by t hi s that the proper way to worship God 
!l is in soli tude? That can not be the answer , for he has quoted 1 
li 
I 
I 
the words of Chr ist in the same poem : 
" 'Where, in my name meet two or three' 
Our Lord hath said , 'I there wi ll be! ' tt 
li What he does , --in all probability mean by that line, is that 
J
1 
where self-will is suppressed, God will enter in. This is in 
turn closely allied to his dislike of 11 rnan-made 11 ct'eeds , as he 
calls them, and his revolt against form and ritual discussed in I 
li . 
Chapter IV. The following lines would substant i ate this second ' 
interpretation of that line: I 
"So , where is neither church or priest, 
And never rag of form or creed 
To clothe the nakedness of need , - -
Where farmer-folk in silence melt , - -
! turn my b e l l-unsumrnoned feet;tt 
The poem ends with the idea central to the Quaker doctrine 
that Christ lives t oday in our good works and prayers. 
1 expression of th i s idea: 
I' 
,I 
I· 
11 In works we do, in prayers we pra1 , 
Life of our life, He lives todaya ' 
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"The King ' s Missive" 
l, 
I 
This ballad is based upon an actual incident, but the poet ~ 
I 
has admitted he used poetic license in describing it. Governor 
Endicott of Massachusetts had been persecuting all the Quakers 
who came to Boston. At the beginning of the poem is described 
1 h is attitude toward the inflicting of the punishments: 
. 
. ,
"!Shall I spare? Shall I pity them? God forbid! 
I will do as the prophet to Azaz did! 
They come to poison the .wells of the Word 
I will hew them in pieces before tl1e Lord! ' " 
As can easily be seen thi s is a condemnation of the early 
I days in Boston--a condemnation of the Puritanical government 
,, 
II 
which was intolerant toward those of other faiths. 
Hearing that there is a Quaker to see him, the Governor is 
greatly angered and his anger increases when, true to his 
1  Quaker custom, the Quaker Samuel Shattuck, enters without re-
I 
:1 moving his hat. 
'II As the Quaker bears a message from the king ordering the re 
II 
1 lease of all Quakers imprisoned, the Governor's attitude changes 
II 
! toward him while he reads the message , after which he says: 
11 
'You are free! God grant the spirit you own 
May take you from us to paths unknown. 111 
d t 1 k at thll Afte~ leaving the prison the prisoners pause o oo 
11 martyrs' grave by the Common and one among them cries: 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I! 
"'Rest, souls of the valiant ! Not in vain 
Have ye borne the Master's cross of pain; 
Ye have fought the fight , ye are victors crowned , 
With a fourfold chain ye have Satan bound!'" 
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As they pass by an I nn some ·voice shouts : 
11 Men of Boston, give God the praise! 
No more shall innocent blood call down 
The bolts of wrath on your g~ilty town. 
The freedom of worship, dear to yru t\ 
Is dear to all, and to all is due.' 
and adds that m sees the v ision of days to come when Boston 
shall be "Liberty's chosen home.tt 
nAnd none shall his neighbor's rights gainsay." 
Although the ministers did nota.pprove, but sighed to 
see "wolves of heresy prowling free" , t he prophecy came true 
and now there is freedom of the soul in Boston where once the 
martyr s died. 
"The Quaker of the Olden Time" 
This person, Whittier feels, this Quaker of olden time 
jl deserves gteat praise , and so i n four stanzas Whittier deliver 
I' 
j 
" I 
I 
I 
I 
m~ch praise to him bringing in all the virtues of a true 
Chri s tian. This Quaker is calm , firm , and keeps himse lf pure 
1 and unspotted regardless of the sin around him. II He possesses 
.I 
,, 
,, 
I 
I 
ability to see "great things in the small" and under stand how 
one person's life affects the spiritual life of others : 
nThis Quaker walked by faith and not 
By love and not by law ; 
The presence of the wrong or right 
He rather felt than saw. " 
by sight, 
This Quaker realizes how closely we are bound to one 
another. He realizes that if someone give another the motive 
for s inning he that gives this incentive - is as much to blame 
as the much to blame as the sinner. To guard himself from 
I 
'' evi l: 
"He listened to that Inward Voice 
Which called away from all." 
I In the last stanza Whittier calls upon the Spirit of that 
II 
1 early day to be with us as it was with our fathers: 
11 Give strength the evil to forsake, 
The cross of Truth to bear, 
And love and reverent fear to make 
Our daily lives a prayer!" 
"The Witch of Wenham" 
Here we have an example of the "fe llow-feeling" the Qua 
11 Quakers had for the wronged and the protection. ,and help they 
11 always gave . This story is one of a young beautiful girl ac-
11 
1: cused by the people of being a witch, taken away from her horne 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
and imprisoned in the attic of an old house. Her lover came 
to her tescue and took her away to .Be rw i ck where: 
"A fellow-feeling for the wronged 
The Quaker people f elt; 
And . safe beside their kindly hearths 
The hunted maiden dwelt." 
"How The Women Went From Do " 
An order was issued by Mayor Waldron of Dover, that three 
li 
1 Quaker women be tied t o a cart' s tail, and while it was being 
,I il driven they were supposed to receive lashes on their bare 
" backs. This was to b e done in the several towns they were to 
t: 
I 
'I I 
II 
'I 
I 
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I 
11 go through unti l t hey were out of his jur isdict ion. Of the 
~ towns through which they were to pass , it waa only i n the f irst 
I 
I tw o, Dover and Hampton , that the order was carried out, the 
Constable of Salisbury refus ing t o do such an i nhuman thing. 
After read ing the warrant, Jus t i ce Pike of Salisbury said: 
•• • "'God judge the brute ! 
I tread his order under my foot ! 
Cut loose these poor ones and l et them go; 
Come what will of it, a ll men shall know 
No warrant is good, though backed by the Cro n, 
For whipping women in Salisbury town ! ' 11 
At the e d o t he poem Whittier tells the wom en of his 
day that in these happier days they are not to be hard in 
judgi g the ways of the early women t hat were persecuted for 
' he writ;es : 
"How much thy 
o her fa i th 
Nor how from 
he smoothed 
eautiful ife may o e 
and courage thou ca st not know , 
the paths of thy calm retreat 
the t horm with her blee 1 g feet. tt 
II "The Two Elizabeths 
This part i cular poem was read at t e unve ling of a bust 
of Elizabeth Fry a t t e riend~ School , Provide ce , R. I. 
Th fi rst part of it tells t he story of Sai nt Elizabetl w ose 
fasting , penance and vigil b lighted he beaut y, yet : 
11 She kept life fragrant wit good deeds and prayer , 
A d f resh and pure the white fl owers of her s oul 
• • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • w • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • 
A tender place i n hearts of eve ry name , 
And more t an Rome owe s Saint Eliz~beth. 11 
The second half of t he ppem deals wit t he life of 
Elizabeth Fry. 1\fhi tt i er po ints out the difference in the life 
of t e tw o. No f a st i ng, penance or v i gi ance was the l ot of 
-~----
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I 
'I 
I 
Elizabeth Fry. 
"The ir yoke is easy and their burden light 
Whose s ole conf es s or is the Christ of God! 
Her quiet trust and fa ith transcending a sight 
Smoothed to her ·feet the difficult paths she trod." 
Elizabeth Fry did not shun tpe world but lived right in 
it al l the time, yet she was always a true Quaker : 
"Her 
"Her ear was open to the Master's call, 
' And knew the summons of His voice within." 
I 
Other aspects of Quakerism are described; simple dress 
and pitying love for the prisoner. The conclusion of the poem 
ties the two together: 
"United now , the Briton and the Hun , 
Each in he r own ti.me, fait ful unto death, 
Live sister souls ! in name and spirit one, 
Thuringia ' s saint and our Elizabeth~" 
"First-Day Thoughts" 
Once again we have a descriptiop of a Quaker Meeting: 
" I n calm and cool and silence , once again 1
1 
I find my old accust omed pla ce among 
My brethren, where perchance , no human tongue 
Shall utter words ; • •• ••••• " 
~ So it is here again , this utterly simple worship with no. el-
l !1 ab orate ceremony or ofnamented Meeting House. 
II In this poem Whittier also describes the Voice from With-
I' I in which speaks to him in this silence, and here in this quiet 
IJ he wants assistance in striving with each "besetting sin11 and 
II 
1' aid in "restraining the disquiet of a restless brain" and wants 
1 a l so the path of duty made 
I 
'I it straight along trusting 
'I 
plain to him so that he will f ollow 
in God's strength. 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
,, "The .Conquest of Finlandtt 
r In this poem t he charitable work done by the Quakers in 
places and times where it is needed is told. When t he i r 
- ~'Quaker conscience " tells them that there is a situation some-
! I . 
1 where that needs to be remedied- -a 11 concern 11 brought about by 
I 
1 man; (they do not aid in times of earthquake s , storms ,_or·. act s 
I of God) they go ·· to that place where the unfortunate s ituation 
' exists and as far as they can, remedy the situation with the ir 
'I 
':.I 
labor and money. 
The poor and peaceful inhabitants along the shores of Fin-
land suf f ered l osses from the gun-boats of allied squadrons 
in the l ate war, s o to their shores carne the Quakers to relieve 
them. When asked by someone what the ship is doing along the 
shore , the coast-guard answers: 
111 Where ' er she drops her anchor, 
The peasants~ heart is glad 
Where'er she spreads her parting sail 
The peasants' heart is sad! 
'Each wasted town and hamlet 
She visits to restore; 
To roof the shattered cabin, 
And feed the statving poor .'" 
The kind liness of the English Quakers, as Whittier points 
out, did much to establish good-will between the Englishman 
and the Finn. 
j "Silent Worship" 
!, The verse expresses his ideas as to the surroundings i n 
,. 
11 which closest communion with a Divine is attained, as · we ll as 
II 
I 
I! 
II 
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those in which it is not. He has but litt le sympathy, as we 
have already noted, wi th the formal modes of worship whi ch he 
discussed in detail~ -this attitude he held a ll during his life. 
The first sect ion of the poem gives a p icture of a rural New 
England Quaker Meeting as the boy saw it, expressed in his 
b oyi sh attempts at poetry. There are no new ideas i n i t which 
have not been quoted from s ome of his other works. 
"The Friend' s Burial" 
This poem which was an excellent illus tration of the good 
example set by people whose lives are noble, also it contains 
1 some of Whittier's v iew s as a Quaker. Fir st among these his 
liking for t he absence of flower s f rom her caske t: 
"Oh, not for her the f lori st's art 
The mocking weeds of woe 
Dear memories in each mourner' s heart 
Like heaven's vvhi t e lilies blow. 11 
He is also pleased at the lack of organ music , church bel l 
II 
,I and cherishes more the wi nds sighing, the spring birds and the 
I 
II sea : "For all her quiet life fl owed on As meadow stremlet s fl ow , 
Where fresher green reveals alone 
The noiseless ways they go." 
The re st of the poem is in praise of her noble life--her 
1 simplicity , womanly graciousness, courtesy and humble spirit. 
il 
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CHAPTER X 
WHITTIER'S USE OF THE BIBLE 
II 
When Whittier was a boy a portion of the afternoon of all 1 
"First-days~ was spent by the family in reading the Holy Scrip-
tures. This reading was characterized by much freedom of com-
ment, in whi ch ( we learn from his biographers ) the boy Whitti 
somet i mes expressed his doubts regarding the morality of cer-
' tain acts recorded in the Old Testament. On one occasion he 
'I 
I 
quest ioned whether King David , man of war as he was, could hav 
been a member of the Society of Friends. In consequences of 
such criticisms, hie parents deemed it best at one time to con 
fine his study of the Bible mostly to the New Testament. To 
this faith ful teaching and discussion in the home may be attri j 
buted in l arge measure his familiarity with the Scriptures an d 
frequent quotations in his wr iting. As Stedman has truly writ 
ten in his "Poets of America": "The Bible i s r arely absent 
1 
from hi s verse and its spirit never." I n one of his biogra-
phies we a s o read: "One Book he has profoundly studied, and· 
his reference to its sublime lessons are always apposite and 
2 
often powerful." 
We find that Whittier has drawn from the Bible illustra-
1 
Edmund Clarence Stedman , Poets of America p. 130 
2 
Francis Underwood, John Greenleaf Whittier p . 352 
tiona relating to slavery , witchcraft, and rel i gious freedom. 
1 The Bible , Whittier quoted for andt:gainst slavery. "Such argu 
menta in de f ense of slavery as were based on passages connect-
ed with the curs ing of "Canaan u and returning of the s lave 
"Onesimus", are quoted somewhat sarcastically by Whittier, 
I 
while the hardships endured by the Israelites in Egypt and in 
the wilderness, their crossing of the Red Sea , and their guid-
anc e by the pillar and cloud, were used over and over again as 
ed. 
Clad largely in scriptural phrases is "Laus Deo" in which 
~ there is the voice of freedom and exulation at the passing of 
,I 
' 
It 
:I 
the constitutional amendment abol ishin g s lavery. It has been 
said that this poem is a Miriam' s song of praise and thanksg iv-
ing. A stanza from it gives evidence of the truth of that 
statement: 
"Loud and long 
Lift the old exulting song; 
Sing with Miri am by the sea , 
He has cast the mighty down; 
Horse and rider sink and dro;n; 
He hath triumphed gloriously!" 
' 3J.ame"' c +a,.._ ' 
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Evidence that he knew the contents of the Bible ~:~t:::--l ___ _ 
· than most poets is shown everywhere, part i cularly in the use 
he makes of obscure names and incidents in He.brew history and 
allusions t o men and place s of sacred Palestine diction. 
His poem "The Holy Land", as the title denotes , has refer-
' ence to places and people mentioned in the Holy Scriptures. 
' Whittier is mediating upon them and te lling us of the fact ~. 
that he has never been·,:t o any of these places , nor has he ever 
seen or heard these people. The ones he refers to here are 
I 
many: "Hebron ' s fount", "Hebron ' s pal m trees", "Job " , nJacob ' s ' 
dream" "stars in Cha l dea's sky 11 "cedars of Lebanon" "buried 
. I J J J 
' Tyre", "Tadmor' s temples", "Memnon' s empire " , "river Jordon" , 
" Israel's mournfu l prophet", "the Bard of Kings", "Olivet" , 
''Garden at Getsameme. 11 
The last stanza is a fitt i ng close to a poem of t hi s 
nature for it tells briefly of the bir th, passion, and cruci-
fixion of Christ. Here is a splendid examp l e of how vividly 
he sees and fee l s the life and passion of Jesus : 
"I hav e not kissed the rock hewn grot 
Where in His mother ' s arms He lay 
Nor knelt upon the sacred spot 
· Where last His f ootsteps pressed the clay ; 
Nor looked on the sad mountain head, 
Nor smote my eintul breast , where wide 
His arms t o hold the world He spread , 
And bowed His head t o bless--and died!" 
nThe Rock" in El Ghor, expresses the idea of the coming 
of Christ and need men had for Him.~ nThe Rock" of the desert 
is here mentioned as being a ·symbol to the Hebrews of God' s 
eterna l love and strength keeping watch for the coming of 
Chr st : 
11 And where upon its ancien t guard 
Thy Rock , El Ghor, i s standing yet,---
Looks from its turret s desertward , 
And keeps the watch that Go ha s set. " 
This poem fin e es on a note of supplication to God fo 
help an gui ance that was sent to the anc i en Hebrews . n thi 
last stanza too, we f nd the B bl ca a l us o 
Fire": 
n "C l oud and 
"God send Hie 
To l ea us 
God g ve o r 
His shadow 
angels , Cloud and re , 
o ' er the des er t sand : 
hearts the r o ~desire , 
n a wea y land!' 
An extract from one o h very early narrative poems , 
"Mogg Megone 11 illustrates how he made events in the Bible a 
part o h i e equipment: 
"C ome , s oftly lend ng, on my ear 
Wi t the l ow to es I loved to hear ; 
Tales of the pure , the good, the wi se , 
The ho ly men and maids of old , 
I n the old-sacred pages told; 
Of Rache l , stopped a t Haran ' s f ountains , 
Amid her father's th i rsty flock , 
Beaut iful to her kin sman seeming 
As the bright angels o his dreaming, 
On Padan -aran ' s holy r o ck; 
Of gent le Ruth, and her who kept 
Her awful vigil on the mountains 
By Israel's v irgin daughters wept; 
Of Miriam with her maiden s s i nging 
The song for grateful Israel meet , 
While every crimson wave was bringing 
The spoils of Egypt at her f eet ; 
Of her , Samaria ' s humble daughter, 
Who paused to hear beside her well 
Lessons of l ove and truth which fell 
oftly as hiloh ' s flowing water; 
And saw, beneath his pilgrim gui se 
The ~romised One so l ong foretold 
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By holy seer and bard of o ld , 
Revealed befo r e her wondering eyes ! 11 
Other Scriptural scenes and. sub jects are "The Crucifixion ' , 
"The Cities of t he Plain", "The Wi fe of Manoah11 , "The Star of 
Bet lehem" , "The Call of the Christian", "Palest ine" and "Eze -
kiel". Thi s list proves then that usage of the Bible was in-
deed a characteristic of Whittier ' s poetry. As merely the us-
age of and familiarity with t he Scriptures does not actually 
rn the religion of the poet , we shall not dwell any longer 
on t his subject. 
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CONC LUSION 
Aft er examining the poetry of John Green leaf Whittier we 
cannot help coming to the conclu s i on that, alt hough known as 
1, the "Quaker-Poet", he wrote verses, the sentiments of which, 
expre ss the fe e lings of all people of all creeds and sectsv He 
' held to Quakerism the fai t h of his fathers, but he wrote, 
nevertheless , poetry in which all religions can unite . This is 
the explanat ion for so many of his poems being included i n the 
collections of hymns of various churches. 
I His verse needs no elaborate interpretation . All who r ead j 
it can understand and grasp its significance , for underlying a l 
he wrote was the utter simplicity of a firm unwavering love for 1
11 and a trus t in God. Reading his poetry with the light of 
The "Inward Light" which is the central doctrine of the 
I Quaker faith, is found to be central to al l Whittier's poetical 
II 
~ works also. It may be expressed in various ways , but it is al- I 
I 
1 ways there, the distinguishing characteristic of the poet, the 
answer, for him, to all life's problems. 
Whittier ' s God is an ever-loving, merciful, diety in whose 
11 
goodness we can put all our trust concerning the things of thi s I 
I 
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life and the life hereafter. Sometimes he speaks of God, the 
All Father, and sometimes of God, the Son in hi s poetry be-
lieving that the goodness and love of the Father was . shown when ! 
I He sent us His loving Son as a guide in this life, a pattern I 
by : which we were to fashion our lives. I 
In Him we can always put our trust and never will it prove 1 
i 
misplaced. Whether we are trusting in the "Prince of Peace"to I 
end the w~r or the problem to be solved is a more personal one-
11Thy will Be Done" is always Whittier's cry to God, whose in-
1 fallibility and j ust i ce he never questioned. 
That Whittier regarded Christianity as a way of life 1 
rather than any set dogma or creed is given much evidence in li 
1 his verse where we find he pays tribute in many poems to the I 
people who have followed this true Christian way of living- -
love and service to one another. This brotherhood of man is 
q a particularly characteristic idea of Whittier's , and it is ex-
1 
I pressed in many of his lines closely related to the admonition 
to follow in the way of Christ. 
The fact that Whittier believed in immortality is repeat-
ed in so many of his verses that it leaves the reader with no 
doubts whatsoever that Whittier did believe in and seek this 
reward after death--that of seeing again his loved ones who 
have died and being ab le to be about cyod's work. 
In writing of other creed s or sects hie vigorous efforts ~ 
1 to destroy oppression and slavery made him seem at times almost ! 
intolerant while his manner of delving into t he records of hist II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
II 
~ ory to hold to light persecutions dealt many, many years ago , 
doe s not seem very generous or broad-minded. He may be for-
given for this attitude when we consider the fact that it grew 
out of righteous indignation. 
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The Quakers , he natura lly loved , and showed his great ad- 11! 
'I miration for them in several carefully written poems of Quaker 
history and Quaker subject. 
I nf luenced greatly by the Holy Scriptures with which he 
had been familiar s ince boyhood, he used this Book as a source 
of reference for much of his work and many poems are replete 
with Scriptural words and phrases. 
Above all, Whittier was an Orthodox Quaker, but to ·-.him 
religion was a religion of service. By writing poetry which 
' continually sends us to God for counsel and guidance, poetry 
which inspires us to help·our fello -men , he ha s performed a 
very great service and ther eby lived his religion. 
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DIGEST 
I 
This theeie is an examination of the poetry of John Green- ~ 
leaf Whittier with the aim of discovering what his religious 
belief was • 
•' 
Starting with a biographical sketch which traces some of 
the influences of his env ironment on his religious thought, the 
first chapter a l so contains some of the main tenets of the 
Quaker faith_and the application of some of the se tenets and 
customs to Whittier's life and s ubsequently to his poetry. 
Because the "Inward Light" was vital to the doctrine of 
Quakerism many illustra tions of it found in Whittier's poetry 
have been quoted, .together with some evidence of what it meant 
:1 to the man himself . To Whitt i er it was the answer to all life ' 
,, 
: perplexities and so he referred constantly to this .; still small 
1voice within" in times of doubt. 
II 
h The voice within man was the voice of God speaking , so 
I 
I 
'I 
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il ! Whitt i er ' s God was a perso alone--an inate spirit. The Divine 1 
HSpirit, the "Inner Light" -- "which lighteth every man" are o~e ~ 
I 
and the same. The historical Christ was recognized by ~hi ttier, 
I I 
' however, as many of his poems refer to the life of Christ on 
., 
'' earth • 
. I 
:t 
:1 God' s goodness and love for man , is the prevailing theme 
I 
I 
1of near ly 
I 
all his religious verse, and a great part of the poetr 
He always pictured Go I jl not of an 
II 
" I 
II 
essentially rel i gious nature. I 
I 
as the all-loving Father filled with tenderness, mercy a d p i t y j 
I 
1 for his childr en. He never assoc i a ted Him with terror, indig-
nation or wrath. 
I' 
1\ 
Whittier pictured God as such a loving and compass ionate 
being, and held out so much hope to man for his ultimate sal-
II 
vation, that he was frequently mistaken for a Universalist. ~ 
One of his religious poems contains the answer to that question ! 
in which Whitt i er affirms his belief as to the possibility of 
'I the l oss of the soul "whi ch continually turns from God." This 
poem is appropriately enough called "The Answer." 
ll His trust i n God knew no bounds . The "Eternal Goodness 11 
instilled into him i n boyhood by his mother , to whom he was 
11 
very much devoted, remained with him all his life , growing 
stronger and stronger toward t he end of hi s days. 
For one who suffered the il -heal th which was Whittier's 
I 
I,J 
I 
I 
I 
II 
lot, bore ' the loss of those near and dear to him, and saw h is 
I 
country wrent in t wo by the question which he f e lt such in-
1 tense longing to answer--by making al l men free, it is provid-
1
1 
, ent that he had his religion with its reliance on God a s the 
.. spar to which he could cling when these b leak clouds of despair I 
II 
swept over him. Believing in the efficacy of prayers and tr~st­
ing i n t he i n fallibility of God, the fervent prayer of the 
Quaker poet was "Thy Will Be Done." 
One of Whittier ' s abiding convictions was that Christianit 
is a way of life rather than ·a set dogma or creed . His poetry 
is replete with poetic stat ements of Vlhat one must do to f ollow 
147 
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I 
some of the questions found no answer .... only a true firm trust 'I 
. I 
in ~od. I 
Th i s thesis does not try to prove whether Whittier was to 
e:rant or i ntolerant in his attitude toward other creeds, but 
that he was aware of the beliefs of other people and had his 
'I own op inions concerning them, le ve7ly' evident 1n his poetry. 
II 
The myet1e sees the· splr1t ' of. God in naturf!t and Whittier 
sometimes revealed himself aa being a mystic writer. Nature 
spoke t o him of God, ~na · eeein~ His spirit in the beauty ot 
11 1e own surroundings made our poet eve·n more certain of t he 
l·.aster 1 s goodness and love. 
One would expect to find a Quaker poet writing many poems 
on distinctly Quaker sub jeeta -w ith Quakers alf the characters. 
Such i s not case however mild 
1.48 
spirit of Quake~iem breathes through. all his ver se , hie actua l 
I I Qua.ker poems , t hose dealing w ~.th t.be h istory. of , and special , 
tenets of Quakerism, are few . ·In t hos ·· he has written, however l 
I . 
. 1his praise for them is extremely high , giving the reader a. 
I 
glowing example of a man really believing in the religion of 
,' 
1his f a thers aft er examination of other creeds, . and finding 1n 
1ltha lives of the living and dead members of this faith, the 
·, right ray to live. He s hows the reqult of a careful study of 
d the Bible, for his uoe of 1 t was very eet.ens1ve. Alluslons to 
·I it in his po~try have been numbered as being more t han eight 
'hundred . 
I He lived most of h i s life within the narrow confines of 
,: his home ln Amesbu~·y , yet his name was knovm and his influence 
I • ~ 
1relt throughout hie own country and in a le~ser degree 1ft Eng-~. 
I . 
1 ).and . 
H1s work in this world' the reader cannot f'a i l to eee. has 
been inspired always by God and humanity. Justice and reverence 
ll first, love an d sympathy attending w1 th the Quaker eonscience 
I 
I keeping guard over this thoughts and. aet1on- ~- for this reason 
•
1 it il l live. 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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